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PREFACE.

The first volume of the Universum, or Pictorial World, is now completed, and

the Publishers beg to return their grateful thanks to tlie Public, for their kind

and generous patronage. Strengthened by their favour, they will avail them-

selves of every opportunity to render each succeeding volume more worthy of

approbation; and guided by a more enlarged experience, they flatter them-

selves that they shall be enabled to effect the great object they have in view,

viz., to disseminate amongst the people a collection of truly beautiful Engl•a^^ngs,

at a price which will bring the work within the reach of all classes. The novel

idea of the Premiums,—the first of which, the Att.\ck of the Liox, if sold

separately, would exceed in price a whole year's subscription to the Universum.

—will be continued ; the greatest care will be used in the selection of interesting

subjects, and they will be finished in the first style of Art. Thus a series of

large Engravings, an ornament to any dra^ving-room, are actually given gratis

to the Subscribers.

The Publishers beg to offer their respectful thanks for the liberality witli

which the Masterpieces of several splendid Galleries have been made available

for the work. Artists and travellers in different countries have already for-

warded materials, pictorial and literary, for the illustration of scenes in various

parts of the world, which will form an interesting feature in the second volume.

In conclusion, the Publishers are resolved to spai'e no expense or exertion, to
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render the work still more worthy of the distinguished patrcuage with which

it has Ijeen honoured.

It is with considerable diffidence that the Editor alludes to his own perform-

ance. The variety of the subjects illustrated renders it difficidt, perhaps

impossible, to execute aU with equal success; but he trusts he will not have

lieen found wanting in exertion, and that the text of the Universum contains a

variety of interesting and valuable information, for which the reader would

look in vain in more expensive works. The kind manner in which his labours

have been noticed, will but stimulate him to co-operate the more zealously

with the Publishers, in their endeavours to render the Universum a work of

rational amusement and instruction.
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THE PICTORIAL WORLD.

THE WHALERS ATTACKED BY BEARS.

When we see the gallant vessel leaving port with a favourable wind, her white sails

gracefully swelling, we are struck with her beauty, and naturally look with pride

upon the majestic object which so nobly proclaims the intelhgcnce of man. When
we see the steam-boat forcing its way without sails against wind and tide, rendering

one element subsenient to man's »ictory over another, we feel stiU more proudly

the wide sphere of action and command allowed to the human race. Tlie elemt-nts

seem subject to his power, and lie indidges in a hope that the air, the only one that

till now jnelds him but scanty aid in his victorious exertions over the face of inani-

mate nature, will likewise in time be explored bj- the insatiable curiosity and

advancing science of man. It is right and just that we should rejoice in the noble

part that has been allotted to us, the keystone and pearl of the creation in this

lower world, pro^-ided we rejoice in a proper spirit, as knowing that all these great

gifts are but as so many talents lent unto us by God to forward his own objects.

With the progress of science He has permitted to man a greater command over the

elements, a more complete victory" over the birds of the air, the beasts of the field,

and the fi.shes of the sea. The leviathans of the ocean flee before bim, and seek in

other depths, unexplored by their inexorable foe, a place of refuge to rear their

young, and rule undisturbed over their fellow-inhabitants of the ocean. "\et,

although the victory is signal, the Almighty, as if to restrain die pride of man, pro-

claims aloud that it is but limited ; our own coast, with its race of brave and stiu-d)-

pilots, witnesses yearly the loss of hundreds, the victims of the raging sea, which,

occasionally rising in awfid majesty, proclaims that God is great, and man, with all

his boasted power, but little.

The improvements in navigation, and the use of fire-arms have rendered the con-

quest over the animal creation more complete, although in the jungles of .\sia many

a poor Hindoo falls a victim to the crafty and relentless tiger, .\mong the animals

who, in the vicinity of the shore, in the inhospitable icy regions of the north, boldly

B
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entered into a contest with man. are the white or polar bears, now an easr victim to

the unerring marksman, but terrible antagonists to the unarmed fisherman (for in

their imminent danger we can scarcely dignify with the name of weapon the knife

which the poor youth so coimigeously uses) in the plate before us. It is engraved

firom a picture kindly lent the publishers i^fi-om his valuable gallery i by Mr. Schletter,

the Bavarian consid at Leipsic. The artist, the well-known French painter, M. Biard,

accompanied the" first scientific expedition sent out by the King of the French to

Scandinavia and Iceland, and is therefore personally acquainted with the magnifi-

cent scenery of the North, which he has here pourtrayed with his usual talent. The

vast icebergs, reflecting the tints of heaven in all the magic variety of colour, would

be the theme of admiration to the calm spectator. But they only add to the terror

of the poor fellows before us, for they have brought with them the powerful bears,

who, httle recking the power of man. approach in shoals against the three miserable

beings, who wage unequal war with them. 'What avail their struggles, but to protract

their fate ! On they come, their insatiable enemies, snuffing the air and thirsting

for human blood. With their weak knives they strive to protect themselves : vain

are all their eflbrts : one shaggy bear, indeed, falls lifeless—another is wounded

—

but still, while the life-blood is gushing, fiercely contiimes the attack, and others,

who cannot reach their foes, wreak their indomitable rage upon the fraU boat, and

seize it with their teeth. A shoal of hungrj- associates, scenting blood and strife

fi-om afar, swim fi-om their icy resting-place to swell the number of the assailants.

But before they come the struggle wiU be over. A consciousness of their horrid

fate already palsies their courage : the youth continues to strike, but the elder

mariner shririks firom his foe in fearl'ul agony. In a few moments the boat will float

unguided by the hand of man, and, if not dashed to pieces against the mighty

masses of ice, may serve to warn their companions in the distance of their miserable

fate.

The animal that has here gained the ^icto^y over man is the white or polar bear,

in the language of zoologists, wrsM-s maritimus. It often grows to a vast size ; the

sldns of some of them are thirteen feet long. It feeds on flesh, the icy regions

which it inhabits producing no plants. It has been met with in the highest latitudes

reached by navigators above SO^, nor does it seem ever to have been seen further

south than Newfoundland. Its boimds in respect to longitude are verj- Umited, it

being unknown except on the shores of Hudson's Bay, Greenland, and Sj)itzbergen.

on one side, and those of Nova Zembla on the other ; for such as have appeared on

other parts have been brought there involuntarily on floating islands of ice ; so that

the intermediate countries of Norway and Iceland are acquainted with them only

by accident. During the sunniur the white bears are either resident on islands of

ice, or passing from one to another. They swim admirably, and continue that
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exercise six or seven leagues, and dive witli great agility. They are often found in

shoals ; in a single voyage Scoresby's crew killed twenty, and took four alive.

Owing to tlic w;int of opportunities of obsening an aniuiai residing in regions no

httle frequented by man, many of their more interesting habits have been but par-

tially ascertained. The female brings forth two young at a time : many moving

incidents of their parental affection are on record. The Enghsh frigate Carcase

wa.s frozen in by the ice, on a voyage of discovery. The men had laid pieces of

whale's ilesli on the lire to extract the oil, when suddenly a she-bear, with two cubs

nearly as large as herself, came running across the ice. They took the flesh from

the fire and greedily devoured it. Tlie crew threw down large pieces of flesh from

the ship, which the mother carried immediately to her yoiuig, retaining but little for

herself. As she was carrying away the last piece some of the crew (ired, and killed

the two cubs, at the same time wounding the old one, but not mortally. The scene

that ensued was so touching that even the rough sailors were moved. The wounded

mother, hardly able to crawl, tore the flesh in pieces, and laid it before her young,

as before ; when she saw that they would not eat, she laid her paws first on one and

then on the other, and tried to raise them, moaning all the while. When she found

all her endeavoius vain, she crawled away, but returned and licked their wounds.

She did so a third time ; but finding at last that they were dead, she raised her head

towards the ship, and gave a fearful howl. The sailors fired again—nine balls took

effect ; she fell between her yoimg, and died licking their wounds.
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" The roar of waters ! from the headlong height

Velino cleaves the wave-worn precipice.

The fall of waters ! rapid as the light.

The flashing mass foams, shaking the abyss.

A matchless cataract,

Horribly beautiful ! but on the verge,

From side to side, beneath the glittering mom
An iris sits, amidst the infernal surge.

Like hope upon a death-bed."

Childe Harold, Canto iv.

Italy has but two great waterfalls, both of surpassing beauty, but both artificial—^the

Cascata delle Marmore, near Temi, which we now place before our readers, and the

Fall at Tivoli, the only outlets by which the waters from the higher Apennines and

the elevated table-land of the district bm-st into the plains and the Campagna di

Itoma, to swell the stream of the far-famed Tiber.

" I saw the Cascata del Marmore of Temi twice," says Lord Byron, " at different

periods ; once fi-om the summit of the precipice, and again from the valley below.

The lower view is far to be preferred, if the traveller has time for one only ; but in

any point of view, either firom above or below, it is worth all the cascades and

torrents of Switzerland put together; the Staubbach, Reichenbach, Pisse Vache,

Fall of .\jj)enaz, &c., are rills in comparative appearance. Of the Fall of Schaff-

hauseu 1 cannot speak, not yet ha\ing seen it." In this opinion we believe most

travellers will be disposed to conciu-. The roaring Rhine does not fall from such a

height as the Velino, but its breadth far exceeds it, and we have enjoyed the

beauties of both, which are of such a different nature that a comparison would

hardly do justice to either. As visitors generally start from Temi to new the

waterfall, we shall make a few remarks on this cit}% (the birthplace of the celebrated

historian, Tacitus, and of the emperor of the same name,"! before we request our

readers to follow with us the course of the river Velino. Temi, the Interamna of

the ancients, so called from its lying between two arms of the river Nar or Nera, is

situated in a beautiful valley of the Roman delegation of Spoleto, and is supposed

to have been founded in the reign of Numa Pompilius. Several ancient ruins are
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Still visible^j^e remains of an amphitheatre in the garden of the bishop, of a temple

of the sun in the church of St. Salvadorc, and of Roman baths in tlie A'illa Spada.

In the cathedral we noticed the following inscrijition :

'' .Vram maximam in guA

Christi sanguis adservatur, &c. &c. Populcs Interamnensis, &c. &c., erexit

PERFECITQUE, ANNO SALiTis MDCCLXii." (The people of Temi erected and com-

pleted the high altar, in which the blood of Jesus Christ is presen'ed, in the year of

redemption 1762.t

The Velino and its affluents drain the central and by far the largest part of the

western highlands of the Apennines, which project out of the central chain of the

Abruzzo, and formed the country of the ancient Sabines. It rises in the central

Apennines, and flowing southward through a narrow and deep glen for about fifteen

miles, it reaches the romantic pass of Antrodoco. Not far from the city of Rieti it

receives the waters of the Salto, which ri.ses near Tagliacozzo, not far from Lake

Fucino, to cany off whose waters the Romans cut the celebrated tunnel tlirough the

adjacent mountain ; a gigantic work, which was restored by the NeapoUtan govern-

ment, until the subsiding waters of the lake rendered the completion of the work for

the present unnecessary. The Salto flows through the interesting valley of Cicolano,

the scene of the Cenci tragedy, dramatized by Shelley. The delightful plain of

Rieti is watered by two clear streams, which unite about three miles below the city.

Near the place where the Lake Pie di Lupo, about ten miles in circumference,

has an outlet into the Velino, the two mountain ridges which bound the plain of

Rieti almost close, leaving only a narrow gorge, through which the \'elino falls

rapidly until it reaches the edge of the rocks, over whicli it dashes into the Nera

below, forming the celebrated Cascata. Marcus Curius Dentatus, said by Pliny to

have been bom with teeth, and to have been named from this circumstance, con-

quered the Samnites and the Sabines. To this great miui, whom the Samnites

found cooking his own vegetables, when they sent ambassadors to bribe him, the

conquered Sabines were indebted for the great work that drained the waters of the

Velino and fertilized the plain of Rieti. There must have been an outlet before,

but it was most probably not sufiicient to prevent the coimtry being itmndated.

The people of Temi, fearing the consequences of such an artificial increase of

waters from the mountains, complained to the Roman seiiate. A consul and ten

legates were sent to the spot to decide the question, on which occasion Cicero

pleaded the cause of the people of Rieti. It woidd seem that this circumstance is

not yet forgotten, for a peasant who conducted the writer through the city pointed

out a mutilated sUUiie in one of the streets as that of Cicero, adding, that he was a

great lawyer. The Roman orator gained the cause for his clients. The dispute

has been frequently resumed, both in ancient and modern times. In the fifteenth

and sixteenth centiuies the inhabitants of the plain of Rieti, suffering occasionally

c
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firom inundations, the old channel was reopened, but the engineer having carried

the cut at right angles with the valley of the Nar below, the rocks that were carried

down the Velino fell into the Nar, and caused inundations below the falls. The

angle was then altered, and the fears of the inhabitants of Temi removed.

Tlie drive from Temi to the waterfalls is highly picturesque. The best time for

riewing them is when the sun is sufficiently high for its raj's to fall upon the ascend-

ing sprav, which envelopes the spectator as he stands in his Uttle hut on the emi-

nence opposite to the sheet of water, which falls over the rocks to the depth of three

hundred feet, (Brandolini gives the whole height at four hxmdred and tifty-hve

Knghsh feet,) when, meeting with rocks, it finds its way in many cataracts to

the Nar. Lord Byron has described the scenes in words that render any fimher

comment useless.
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AVE MARIA.

" Ave Maria ! blessed be the hour,

The time, the clime, the spot, where I so oft

Have felt that inoinont in its fullest power

Sink o'er the earth so beautiful and soft,

Wliile swung the deep bell in the distant tower,

Or the faint, dying day-hymn stole aloft.

And not a breath crept through the rosy air.

And yet the forest leaves seem'd stirr'd with prayer."

Don Juan, Canln III. Slanza cii.

In our overcrowded cities, where the lium of thousands and of hundreds of thou-

sands in their busy pursuits resounds long after the great luminary, the eye of day,

has set but to enlighten another hemisphere, the vesper-bell woidd chime unheeded

;

yet, even in our northern climate and lengthened twilight, who has not often been

moved by " those evening beUs," when heard in the still beauty of a niral land-

scape ? But it is in southern climates, where the passage from day to night is more

distinctly marked, that the hoiu' of sunset exercises its full force—its magic influ-

ence. The moiuitains glow with the parting tints, and the blue sea reflects every

passing hue in mild but glorious colours. Then, as the short twilight rapidly

advances, the Ave Maria, from church or cloister, peals upon the ear, and calls the

mind to higher thoughts and silent devotion. The pious labourer, devoutly

vmcovered, ejaculates his evening prayer, and resumes with a contented mind thi-

closing labours of the day.

It is highly probable that from a very remote period the setting of the sun was in

most countries attended with prayers or religious ceremonies. In the senice of the

Romish chm'ch the worship of the Virgin Mary forms a very striking feature. Not

only have the greatest painters vied with each other in umltiplying her portraits, but

in the streets and by the roadside the traveller meets with innumerable pictures of

the Virgin, holding the infant Jesus in her anns ; and at certain seasons of the year,

particularly in the neighbourhood of Rome, the mountain pipers come into the city

and play before her shrine. The first part of the prayer, known by the name of

Ave Maria, or Angelus, in Catholic countries, consists of the s;dutation of the angel

to Mary on her conception ;
(St. Luke, i. 28 ;) the second part is an entreaty to the

Vu'gin to pray for the salvation of sinners, now and at the time of their death.
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\Miat circumstances caused this prayer to be selected for the vesper-bell we

know not, except it be connected with the popidar belief that angels preferred the

evening for their communication with mortals ; but in Italy the Ave Maria denotes

the time, about half an hour after sunset, when the church-beUs ring, and the pious

ejaculate the prayer. In other parts of the Continent, too, the custom is generally

observed, even in Protestant countries, although the name of Ave Maria is there

frequently changed into vesper, or, simply, evening-beU. In England it is but

partially, if at all retained.

Without entering into the disputed meanings of the curfew-bell, it is sufficient

here to observe that the well-known line of Gray

—

" The curfew tolls the knell of parting day "—

•

proves that in his time it had become synonymous with the vesper-bell.

The Ave Maria, as a symptom of worship to the Virgin, however hallowed by the

practice of ages, cannot but appear idolatrous in the eyes of Protestants. We wish

not, however, to cavil at the faith of other men, but to draw a lesson for ourselves.

Changes of manners and late hours may have deprived the hour of simset of much

of that solemn and religious feeling which it inspired in the minds of our more

simple-mannered forefathers, who beheld in it the period of repose from their

labours ; but the soothing influence of daily devotion, the advice of the sacred writer

to commune with our own hearts in our chamber and be still, to employ some few

moments of meditation on the events of the past day, and to seek the pardon and

the grace of God, are alike beneficial to all—to him whose lot is cast amid the still-

ness of niral occupations, and to him whose life is passed amid the hum of mighty

cities, where the mind, unless reheved and purified by higher thoughts, is but too

apt to be absorbed in the vortex of materialism.

Xote.—The following translation of a letter, dated Rome, September 9th, 1843, which appeared in a

recent number of a German journal, mav not be unacceptable to our readers.

" Yesterday, as the birthday of the Virgin, the Pope left his summer residence in the Quirinal

Palace for the church of Santa >Iaria del Popolo The cannons of St. Angelo, whose

only office it is to announce and accompany the church festivals, had the evening before introduced

the holy day ; a similar salute was repeated at daybreak, at noon, and at sunset. On the evening of

the 7th and of yesterday the whole city (the most insignificant streets as well as the Corso) was splen-

didly illuminated, and a countless throng of carriages and pedestrians moved from the Venetian palace

to the Piazza del Popolo, (the two ends of the Corso, or principal street of Rome,) to enjoy the magni-

ficent spectacle in the cool of the evening. Such days give the clearest proof in what high estimation

the worship of the Madonna is still held by the lower classes. The Holy, or E-ister week, St. Peter

and Paul (June 29) are celebrated with greater pomp by the government, as the illumination of the

cupola of .St. Peter's and the girandola (the celebrated firework at the Castle St. Angolo) only take

place on those days, but the city is not generally illuminated. But on the feasts of the Ascension, of

the Virgin, and of the birth of the Vir;gin, the smallest and poorest house has its lamp in the window,

and the numerous altars, and the pictures of the Mother of God in the streets are richly decorated."
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TELL SAVING BAUMGARTEN'.

We cannot give a more appropriate explanation of the engraving before us than by

attempting to translate part of Schiller's play of William Tell. For the imperfec-

tions of our version we must request the indulgence of our readers.

The scene (Act I. Scene 1) displays the magnificent rocky shores of the Lake of

the Four Cantons, opposite to Schwiitz. The songs of the fishermen and hunters

are interrupted by indications of an approaching storm.

Conrad Bacmgarten rushes in, breathless.

Baum. For God's sake, ferrjTnan ! your boat ! your boat

!

RuODl. Well, well, bat why such need of haste ?

Bacm. Push off!

You rescue me firom death. Take me across.

Kcosi. Comrade, what ails you ?

Werxi. Who pursues you, then ?

Baum. [ To the fisherman.'] Haste, haste, ihey are akeady at my heels !

The Landvogt's * riders follow fast behind me

;

My death is certain if they do but seize me.

RuoDi. ^^"hy do the Landvogt's riders thus pursue you ?

Bacm. Oh ! save me first, and then 111 tell you all.

Werki. Your clothes are stain'd ^rith blood ; what can have pass'd ?

Baum. The Biu'g^ogt* of the Emperor, at Rossberg

—

KuoNi. What ! Wolfenschiessen ? and does he pursue you ?

Baum. He will harm no one more : I've slain him. \_All start back, exclaiming.

May God have mercj- on you ! WTiat have you done ?

Bacm. AMiat ever}- free man in my place had done !

I have but exercised my good houseright,f

Against the insulter of niv wife and honour.

KcoNi. What ! did the Landvogt injure yoiu- good name ?

* LanivngI, Bnrgrogf, imperial magistrates in the Cantons.

+ Hausrecht, tlie right which every German has, in the absence of the police, to defend himself

in his own house against violenc -.

D
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Baum. That he did not complete his evil lust

God aud my own good axe alone prevented.

Werxi. And with yom' axe you split his head in twain ?

KuoNi. Oh, let us hear it all. You've time enough

Before the femTnan can lamich his boat.

Baum. I had been felling wood in the forest, when

My wife came running in the fear of death.

The Burgvogt was within my house, and had

Commanded her prepare for him a bath.

Thereon he had from her unseemly things

Desired : she had escaped to look for me.

Just as I was, I hurried quickly home.

And with m\' axe gave him a bath of blood.

Werni. You acted well ;—no man can blame you for it.

Kcoxi. The insolent ! But he has his reward

—

Has long desen'd it from the Untei-w alders.

Baum. The deed was nois'd abroad : they follow me

E'en while we speak, oh, God ! the moments pass. [It begins to thunder.

Kuosi. Quick, ferrj-man—take the brave man over.

RuoDi. I cannot. Look how with threatening clouds

The tempest gathers. You must wait.

Baum. Great God

!

I cannot wait. The least delay is death.

Kuoxi. [To the fisherman. '\ Push off,—with God ! Our neighboiws we

must help
; ,

The same mishap may chance to each of us. [ The wind roars. Thunder.

RuoDi. The Foehn * is loose. You see how high the lake is.

I cannot steer against the stonn and waves.

Bau.m. [Embraces his knee.] So help you God, as you take pity on me.

KuoNi. He is a father, and has wife and children. [Repeated thunderclaps.

RuoDi. \Miat then ? I also have a life to lose;

Have wife and child at home, like him.—Look there

;

See how it foams and rages, eddying round.

And stirs up all the waters in the deep.

I willingly would save the good man's life.

But it's impossible, you see yourselves.

Baum. [Still on his knees.] So must I fall into the enemy's hand

—

The shore of rescue near—before my face.

• One of tlie winds which, more especially in times of more imperfect navigation, rendered the

poseage doogerons.
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There lies it ! I can reach it «-ith my eyes

;

Across my voice's sound can penetrate

;

There is the boat would carry me across

;

And I must lie here, helpless, and despond.

KnoMi. See, who comes there ?

Werni. It is Tell, from Buerglen.

Enter Tell, with his cross-bow.

Tell. \\'ho is the man that here for succour begs ?

KuoNi. A man of Alzell, who, to save his honour.

Has sImu the Vogt of Rossberg, Wolfenschiessen.

He begs the ferrman to take him over.

But he will not, because he fears the storm.

RnoDi. There's Tell, he pUes the oar as well as I,

Will bear me witness if I dare attempt it.

[ Violent peals of thunder, with rushing of waters.

What ! rush into the very jaws of hell ?

That none would do, unless beside himself.

Tell. The brave man is the last to think of self:

Put trust in God, and succour the distress'd.

RuoDi. When safe in port 'tis easy to advise.

There is the boat, and there the lake. But try't.

Tell. The sea hath mercy, but the Landvoght none.

Try 't, ferrvman !

Shepherds and Hunters. Save him ! save him ! save him !

RuoDi. And were't my brother and my own lov'd child

It cannot be; 'tis Simon and Jude's day ;

Then the lake roars, and will demand its victim.

Tell. No good effect can come of idle talk

;

Time presses, and we must assist this man.

Speak, ferrj-man, will you put off?

RuoDi. Not I.

Tell. In God's name be it, then ! Come, bring the boat,

I will attempt it with my o\vn weak powers.

KcoNi. Ha ! brave Tell

!

^Vj.rjji. That's like the good, bold hunter.

Baum. You are my sa\-iour—my good angel. Tell.

Tell. I can deliver you from the Landvogt's power:

There is but One can rule the raging storm ;

But better fall into the hands of God

Than into those of men.

11
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[ To the shepherd.] Comrade, console

Mv wife, if aught of human should befal me.*

I have but done what I could not but do.

Kcosi. [To the ^Sherman.] You are a master-steereman, yet what Tell

Ventures to do, that you dare not attempt.

RuoDi. Far better men than I must j-ield to Tell.

There are not two like him in all the moimtains.

Wbrni. [Has climbed the rock.'] Now he puts off. God help thee, my
brave swimmer

!

See how the frail boat pitches on the waves.

KuoN'i. [On the beach.] The waves dash over it. I see't no more.

Yet, stop—there 'tis again. With powerful arm

The brave man works it through the foaming lake.

Seppi. The Landvogt's riders come on gallopping.

Kuoxi. jMv God ! they're here ! 'Twas help in time of need.

The riders rush in, enraged at the escape of their victim, and the biting remarks

of the peasants : one of them exclaims

—

You shall pay dearly for it. Kill their herds.

Pull down their huts, hum, slay, destroy them all

!

They ride off, and the scene closes with the lamentations of the shepherds and

fishermen.

* These words, which we hsve ventured to give literally, often occur in German authors, and

express the weakness of man compared with the omnipotence of God.
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LIZZY, YOU ARE NOT SPINNING!

IIow very fortunate we are

—

Our girls can't sit in the open air,

The English climate is too cold

;

And therefore all their lovers bold

Must visit the dear girls within,

If they would talk wliile these do spin,

Or, rather, sew, for spinning-jennies

Have spoil'd the trade, and none but ninnies

Would now (such words are tnd}' shocking
!

)

Spin their own petticoat or stocking.

But 'tis not so in Germany,

That land of waltz and hannony ;

—

There, gentle reader, 'tis the fashion.

So strong, it may be called a passion.

For all the ladies to be knitting
;

So hard at work arc they, while sitting

In horse-shoe curve,* one might suppose

They thought of nought but home-spun hose.

Tliis knitting fiuy I relate

Tlius soon, my talc to illustrate.

Though, as I said at the beginning,

It properly refers to spinning

;

• Tho writer wiis onco at a large musical party in a certain city of Gei-many, which sliall be name-

less. In one of the drawing-rooms (that opened into each other witli foldiug-doors) stood the gentle-

men, in groups, on the otiier sat the ladies, in forniidahle liorse-shoe fashion, knitting for their very

lives, their fingers almost as active as their tongues ; when, perceiving a chair, fortunately unoccupied,

he availed himself of the opportunity to enjoy the conversation of a beautiful and talented young

countrywoman. The lady of the house, (to whom he is under many obligations, whicli he cheerfully

acknowledges,) albeit well-bred, could not refrain from twitting him with his effeminacy, by offering

him a atrickslrumpf, Anylicc, knitting-needle, wliich, not possessing the skill of Voltaire, he respectfully

declined.
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For though the ladies knit in city,

(A recent mode,^ the maidens pretty,

In smaller towns or country village,

"VNTiere peasants mostly live by tillage.

By the old mode their garments win,

And, unlike lUies, toil and spin.

How oft we see a cheerful mind,

Tliat precious gift, console the blind !

—

They view not morning's rosy hght,

Or sunset's beauties, varying bright.

The verdure carpet of the plain.

The mountain's form, the heaving main.

The wavy line of silver stream.

The atoms dancing in the beam,

The glorious fidl moon, shining forth

In splendour on this nether earth.

The spring in its yoimg beauty glad.

Autumn in dving tinges clad

;

The outward signs, in earth and skies.

Are hidden from their longing eyes.

Hardest of aU, they cannot trace

The soid's best index in the face,

Or hve again in childliood's smiles.

That oft the weary heart beguiles

;

Yet, who shall say that these, bereft

Of vision, have no comfort left?

Kind Providence to them has given

Contentment—blessed gift of Heaven !

Oh ! who can say what kindly powers.

Unseen of us, cheer their long hours ?

Shut from the world without, they win

A world of happiness within.

Such have I known, and, knowing, lov'd,

Though long from earth to heaven remov'd.

Once on a time—(we love the phrase

That thus recalls our youthful days.

For ever)- tale, in prose or rhyme,

Began thus in the olden time—

)

Once on a time, a widow, blind,
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Gentle of heart, and vcn- kind,

Liv'd in a place unknown to fame,

No matter where, nor what its name.

An only daughter bless'd her years,

The object of her hopes and fears ;

Lizzy she hight, a buxom wench,

As you can judge, for on the bench

She spins,—at least she ought to do,

—

But see, young Peter springs in ^-icw.

Now were I tempted to digress,

Describe her hair, her form, and dress,

But for the impatient printer s press.

So, reader, draw your own conjecture

—

They're both before you in the picture.

Ah, thoughtless maid ! by far 'twere meter

To mind your spinning-wheel than Peter.

For he would whisper in her ear

Such words as maidens love to hear

;

Would swear that there was none so pretty

In village, borough, or in citj-— ,

Poiu- forth a torrent of such stuff,

WTiich yet the girls tliink sweet enough.

(But, lest you shoidd suppose me cold,

To say the truth, I'm getting old.)

Lizzy, o'ercome by the rare battery

Of his incomparable flattery,

Her hand within her lover's laid

—

The spinning-wheel, of course, was staid.

Pity it was ! somehow or other,

The bhnd old dear—good, carefld mother—

WTio from her arm-chair seldom stirr'd,

Tlie buzzing wheel no longer heard,

Out of the window thrust her head,

And to the wondering idler said.

Who look'd up at her accents mild

—

" Lizzy, you are not spinning, child
!"

Reader, if here you do not slumber,

I'll finish in a future number.

I 15
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D R A C H E N F E L S.

" The castled crag of Drachenfels

Frowns o'er the wide and winding Khine,

Whose breast of waters broadlr swells

Between the banks that bear the vine.

And hiUs all rich with blossom'd trees.

And fields which promise com and wine.

And scattered cities crowning these.

Whose far white walls along them shine.

Have strew'd a scene which I should see

With double joy wert thou with me."

Childe Hahoi-d, Canto m.

To those who, like the writer, have wandered br the Rhine from its motmtain-

sourccs,—have beheld it in the Ma Mala, cleaving its wav with mighty force through

awful precipes,—have enjoyed the solemn roar of its celebrated waterfall,—have

sailed down its broad stream, meandering through the Rhinegau, and winding its

way through a succession of apparently inland lakes, vieing with each other in

beauty, bounded by picturesque mountains, (,although the same form of outline

occurs somewhat too frequently,) their bases fringed with the white towns and

villages whose names are identified with the produce of their vines, their summits

crowned with numberless castles, inhabited formerly by barons bold, whose ruins

now but enhance the beauty of the scene,—to such the noble river becomes invested

with all the charms of a dear companion, and the traveller needs hardly be a poet

to exclaim with Lord Byron

—

" Adieu to thee, fair Rhine ! How long, delighted.

The stranger fain would linger in his way."

And there, to the right, as the vessel glides down the river to the city of Bonn,

rise the Seven Mountains, of which the Drachenfels, although not, as Lord Evron

says, the highest, is certainly the most celebrated, as if to innte the lingering

traveller to ascend and take one parting view of the beautilid scenerj- which he wiU

no more behold. Ix^aving our favourite river to wind its way through mazy arms

and the lowlands of Holland to the ocean, we willingly avail oiursclvcs of the oppor-

tunity-, and beg our readers to accompany us on a short tour to the Seven Moimtains.
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Opposite to Kocnigswintcr, which, since the establishment of steam-boats on the

Rhine, has risen to some importance as the harbour of tliis part of the country, Hcs

Melilem, the scene of the following storj'. In former times, a young man was

accused of having murdered his betrothed in the Kottenforst, and was immediately

hanged for the crime. Before his death he made his will, in which he ordered that

if his supposed nctim should ever return, and his innocence be therebj' established,

a mass should be said for his soul once a year for ever, to be paid for out of his own

property ; that the bells shoidd ring three times as a signal, and that the ringers

should be feasted on bread and wine. The rest of his property he bequeathed to

his betrothed. After his execution it was proved that his accuser was the son of

one of the magistrates who condemned him, and was moved to the crime by jealousv.

Tlie young man had accompanied his betrothed through the forest, on her way to

the house of her parents, to ask a blessing on their union, but did not know the

address. The bride returned, and was infonned of the fate of her lover. To this

day, every year, on the anniversary of the event, Shrove Tuesday, the bells are rung

three times, mass is said for the soid of the deceased ; nor do the ringers forget

the promised meal.

The Drachenfels and Godesberg, which lies opposite to it, may be considered as

forming a picturesque gate or frame to the beautiful picture afforded by the Rhine.

The name Godesberg, fonnerly Godenesberg or Wodeuesberg, naturally rccals the

name of Wodan, in heathen times the German god of war and victory. Tradition

aiBrms, and the most distmguished German antiquaries support the assertion, that

In ancient times this moiuitain was sacred to the god, and Wednesday, (Wodin's,

or Odin's day,) which in other parts of Gennany is called Mittwoch, or tiie middle

of the week, is still called here Godestag, or Godesday. In Christian times the

Archbishop Theodoric removed the chapel of St. Michael lower down, to build a •

fortress in its place. The people considered this a great crime, which woiUd seem

to indicate a superior sanctity attached to the mountain in popular opinion. He
had extorted the money for this purpose from a captive Jew. The archangel,

according to the legend, was angry at the change, and flew over the Rhine, to the

Petersberg, or Peter's Mountain.

The Auelsberg is steep, and, owing to the want of beaten paths, diiEcult of ascent

;

but once arrived at the top, the traveller enjoys a magnificent view, which extends

to the Taunus Mountains, and even to the Donnersberg. Here, at the highest

point of the country, the ancient Germans held their pubUc assemblies in the open

air.

The Drachenfels, although one of the lowest of the Seven Mountains, is tliat

which is most visited by strangers, and was, even before its beauties were sung by

Lord Byron, the place of pilgrimage for all travellers up the Rhine ; and deservedly

F
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SO, for although the panorama which it presents is not so extensive as that from the

Auseberg, its verj- restrictedness increases its picturesqueness. Its proximity to the

Rhine is a great advantage. The charming islands which it includes, and the many
windings in which the river escapes the eye in the blooming plain between Bonn

and Cologne, the steam-boats and saihng-vessels, the httle boats, all diminished

from the height fi'om which they are viewed, give this vievr a peculiar beautj-. But

it must not be seen at sunrise, for the eastern moimtains, which are higher, then

obstruct the view. The traveller may Hkewise view the Dombruch, or Cathedral

Quarry, so called because the stones used for building the cathedral at Cologne

were cut here, and the extinct crater of the Roederberg, and, beyond it, the heights

of the Eifel and JNIayfield.

The people of the Lowlands consider the Seven Mountains as a Mnd of purga-

torv, where the souls of those who may expect no mercy at the day of judgment

are banished. A usurer of Cologne is said to wander about in these drean,- holes,

in leaden shoes and a leaden cloak. A minister of Bonn expiates his crimes as a

man of fire ; but he is now no longer dreaded, and a peasant of Koenigswinter even

boasted that he had lighted his pipe at him. "Ulien misty clouds rise from the

recesses of the mountains, and move sWwly round their summits, superstition still

looks upon them as numerous hordes of imprisoned souls, longing for their dchver-

ance.
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STRASBURG CATHEDRAL.

Strasburg (the ancient Argentoratum, which was destroyed by the Alemanni in the

beginning of the fifth century) was fonnerly a free city of the German empire, but

surrendered to Louis the Fourteenth in 1681. It is the capital of the French

department, Lower Rhine, and one of the strongest fortified cities in France.

Although it has been so long imder the dominion of the French, it still bears

e%'ident marks of its German origin. A few years ago, and possibly at present, the

German names of the streets were still legible at the comers, ;uid the common

people still speak in the German dialect. We have even read, in cases that have

come before the tribunals, of recruits that were totally ignorant of the French

language. It adojjted, at an early period, the princii)les of the Refonuation, but

since the year 1687, when tliere were hardly two CathoUc families in the city, the

number of Protestants has not increased in proportion to the increase of population,

for in the year 1811 the proportion of the Catholics to the Protestants was as

twenty-two to nineteen. The fonuer possess six parish-churches, including the

cathedral ; the Lutherans seven. Strasburg lays claim to the honoiu- of the inven-

tion of printing, by John Guttenberg, in 1436. At the recent celebration of the

jubilee in liis honour, the name of Luther had been inscribed on the base of his

statue, but the Catholics were inexorable, and the Protestants were finally obhged

to erase the name of the great Reformer.

The popidation is estimated at 50,000, most probably exclusive of the garrison,

which amounts to 6,000 men. Tlie streets, about two hundred in number, are verj*

irregidar ; the houses, 4,400, are mostly old-fashioned, nor can the city boast of

many fine buildings.

The cathedral, or minster, is one of the noblest specimens of Gothic architecture

in existence. The traveller who approaches Strasburg fi-om the Gennan frontier

can form some idea of its great height, as it towers above the adjacent plain, and is

visible firom a considerable distance ; but to the visitor, the admirable proportion of

its parts, and the united solidity and delicacy of the tower give sucli an idea of

unity, that its altitude—although, witli the exception of the greater Fg\-]nian

pyramid, its facade is the highest building in the world—does not at first strike the

observer.
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The length of the nave and choir is three himclred and fifty -five Enghsh feet ; of

the nave alone, two hundred and fortr-four feet ; the lieight of the nave is only

seventy-two feet.

In the year 504 a church was erected by the FranMsh king, Clovis : the nave of

the present edifice was begun, in 1015, by Bishop Werner, of Habsburg, and was

continued by the pious contributions of the whole country. Two hundred and

sixty years were occupied in the building, before the new tower was begun, in 1-277,

by the architect, Erwin, and continued after his death, in 1-318, by his son John,

assisted by his sister Sabina, who executed some of the most beautifiil parts of the

ornaments and statues of the southern wing. He likewise died before the comple-

tion of this great work, and with his parents is buried in the cathedral. Xor was it

imtil the year 1365 that the minster was completed, by John HUtzen of Cologne.

The ascent to the top of the spire, by means of seven himdred and twenty-five

steps, commands an extensive view of the surroimding comitry, but its chief interest

consists in the opportimity which it gives of admiring the deUcacy of the stone fi^et-

work of this stupendous building.





\
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THE FOUNTAIN AT WILHELMSHOHE, NEAR CASSEL.

The Princes of Hesse Cassel (since 1803 the title of Landgrave has been exchanged

for that of Elector,) belong to the richest in Europe ; a great part of their wealth

has been drawn from foreign countries, in payment for the Hessian troops in their

service. Thus England paid the Landgrave in the American war, from 1776 to

1784, no less than tliree million pounds sterling, an immense sum for Germany, at

that period. The money thus obtained was devoted to a Uberal patronage of the

arts and sciences, and to beautifying the capital, Cassel, and the summer palace of

the Elector, Wilhelmshohe. Tlie beautifrd gardens and grounds of Wilhelmshohe,

(wliich during the usurpation of the mighty conqueror, was called Napoleonshohe,

or Xapoleou's-height,) with the incomparable fountain, which, springing to a height

of two hundred feet, descends like a moving silver veil, touching the earth with

feathery spray, are the admiration of all Europe. The other waterfalls and cas-

cades, many of which are likewise very beautiful, lose part of their effect by the

vast and grotesque monsters, which meet the eye in every direction, rising ujj in

immense proportions, the wonder of the last century.

The present race of travellers will not \-iew these expensive creations, without

regret at the sums which were spent in their erection, and wliich were so great, that

the accounts have been burnt, to secure them against the reproaches of futiu^e ages.

We can, however, form some idea of the total cost, from the circumstance that two

thousand men were employed for fourteen years on the works. These vast works

have already begun to exhibit symptoms of decay ; and as any repair of them

must be considered as hopeless, this circumstance ma)-, perhaps, render some parts

of the following description, at the present moment, inexact. At the back of the

pond, from which the great fountain rises, is the great waterfall, or aqueduct, built in

imitation of the Roman style, over fourteen aixhcs, througli which the water is

driven, with a fall of one hundred and four feet. Among the other curiosities must

be mentioned the Detol's Bridge, Steinhofer's Waterfall, and the Lowenburg, in

imitation of a knight's castle in the middle ages, containing a curious armoury, the

windows of which command an extensive and deUghtful prospect. Karlsberg and

o
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its cascades are somewhat out of repair. They consist of a triple cascade, nine

hundred feet long, and forty feet broad : at intervals of one hundred and fifty feet,

there are basins fi-om which the water descends. Before the gi-otto of Neptune is

a round basin, two hundred and twenty feet in diameter. On each side is a conve-

nient staircase of eight hundred and forty-two steps, which leads to the vast build-

ing called the Octagon. From one of the basins rise the head and shoulders of the

giant Enceladus. The mouth of this colossiis is seven feet long, and used to throw

up a jet of water fifty-five feet high. Behind a smaller basin is the grotto of Poly-

phemus : the one-eyed monster sits in the back-ground, playing seven different

tunes on seven pipes. Before the grotto is the basin of the Artichoke ; a

plant of vast size in stone, firom the leaves of which spring twelve fountains in

arches, of which the centre one rises to a height of forty feet. On a platform is

erected the pyramid, which occupied a whole year in its erection : it is square, and

ninety-six feet high. On this stands a pedestal, eleven feet high, bearing the

colossal copper statue of the Hercules Famese, thirty-one feet in height. The

pedestal and statue are hollow, and some idea of the immense size of the latter

may be formed, when we read that the club can hold twelve persons. In the club

there is a door, through which the view extends as far as the Inselsberg, near Gotha

and the Brocken.

These are some of the wonders of Wilhelmshohe : they may not be all to the

taste of the visitor, but enough remains to gratify the most fastidious critic, and to

render a trip to the summer residence of the Elector of Cassel one of the most

dehghtfid souvenirs of the continental traveller.
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ABBEVILLE.

" Abbeville," says the author of a curious little work on France, during the reign

of I-ouis XIV., " is a modern city, divided by the river Somme. It is the capital of

tlie county of Ponthicu, which owes its name to the great number of bridges,

(ponts) in this country full of water, ponds, and marshes, which discharge them-

selves into the sea near St. Valery, a very ancient monastery, and the port from

which William the Conqueror sailed for England. It is seated in a pleasant

valley in the department of Somme, and late province of Picardy."

The good Frenchman, whose book is more amusing from the national vanity of

its author, than valuable for the correctness of his information, is most probablv not

more successful in his etymologies, than in the modem date which he assigns to

Abbeville. Sanson, who enjoyed no inconsiderable reputation as a geographer

about the middle of the seventeenth centuiy, has, on the other hand, advanced the

most ridiculous pretensions to exccsive antiquity on behalf of his native city. He
asserts that it was anciently called Britannia, and was one of the most flourishing

cities of Gaid, long before the birth of Jesus Christ. Contenting ourselves with the

more sober analogies of historical probability, we may presume that, as its name im-

plies, {Ahhn Villa, or Abbaiis Villa, the Villa of the Abbot,) it owes its origin to its

haWng been selected for a country-scat by one of the superiors of the neighbouring

Abbey of CentiJe, according to tradition, the pious St. Riquier, or one of his suc-

cessors. " Centule," says Father Labbe, in his attack upon Sanson, the eulogistic

antiquarian of Abbeville, " contained, mider I<ouis the Debonair, 815, two thousand

five hundred houses, many mechanics, a great number of streets, &c., and Abbeville

is among the boroughs and villages that are under its jurisdiction. According to

a verse much in vogue in the countrj',

Turribtts a centum Centula nomen habet,

Centule's name springs from its hundred towers.

The name of Centule was afterwards changed to St. Riquier, luider which name the

town and monastery is often mentioned in the wars in Picardy between the English

and the French. In process of time, the Villa of Abbeville was strengthened by a
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castle, and a priory, dependent on the parent abbey, was annexed. Hugh Capet,

wishing to make it a fortified place, in order to repel the incursions from the bar-

barians of Belgium, took it from the monks, and conferred it upon his son-in-law,

sumamed I'Avove, because the church of St. Riquier was placed under his protec-

tion. Abbeville rose by degrees to be a place of great importance. The river

Somrae here branches oflFinto several arms, and its commerce must have been con-

siderable, as the ships could unload their cargoes in the town, exchanging their

merchandize for stuflFs, cloths, woollen goods, and other commodities. " It is so

large," savs an old writer, " that there are hardly ten or twelve cities in all France

that exceed it, or even equal it, in extent. It contains thirty-five, or forty thou-

sand inhabitants." If this accoimt be correct, it must have lost much of its former

importance, as about twenty years ago its population was not estimated at more

than twenty thousand.

It is singular that both Moreri and Bayle assert, that in their time Abbeville was

still called La Piicelle, or the Maiden Fortress, as having never submitted to the

conqueror. It is possible, that since Normandy and Picardy ceased to be in pos-

session of the English, it may have deserved this appellation ; but in the frequent

wars between the two nations, and especially in the time of Edward the Black

Prince, Picardy suffered tenibly from the incursions of the English ; and the

following extract from Froissart (,Book I. c. cclii. Johnes's translation) is decisive.

" In this council the King (of England) was advised to send direcUy reinforcements to

Ponthieu, to guard that country, more paiticularlv to Abberille, which ran much risk of being

taken. The king approved of this, and ordered the Lord Percy, the Lord Carbestone, and

Sir William Windsor, on this business, with three hundred men at arms, and one thousand

archers.

" While these lords were making their preparations, and were already as far advanced as

Dover, other news was brought, which did not please them much. For as soon as the Earl

Guv de St. Pol and Sir Hugh de Chatillon, who was at that time master of the cross-bows

of France, could suppose that the King of England had received the defiance which the

King of France had insultingly sent by a valet, they advanced towards Ponthieu ....
so that their whole force amounted to not less than a hundred and twenty lances, with which

they appeared before Abbeville. The gates were immediately opened, as had before been

privately concerted, and these men entered the town without doing any harm to the inhabi-

tants .... The French made this day many a good and rich prisoner, for the English

lost everjthing they bad in the town .... In short, the whole territorj- and country

of Ponthieu were freed from the English, so that none remained who could any way do mis-

chief."

Near Abbeville is the plain of Crecy, (Cressy,) so famous for the Tictory gained

by the English under the Black Prince, then a boy of sixteen. ^Aug. 26, 1346.)
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It was in the city of Abbeville that the French King, on Friday, the day before the

battle, entertained at supper all the princes and chief lords ; and the next morning,

after hearing mass in the monastery of St. Peter's, he advanced to his disastrous

defeat. All the roads between Abbeville and Crecy were crowded with common
people, who, when they were come within three leagues, drew their swords, crj-ing

out, " Kill, kill," a fate which they themselves were soon glad to escape by a preci-

pitous flight. The details of this great battle do not belong to our present subject,

and are famihar to all readers of history.

It is not known when the cathedral was built, or who was the founder. It was

most probably erected in the thirteenth century, and dedicated to St. Wulfrain, or

Wulfrid.
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THE LAND'S END.

At the south-western extremity of the triangle formed by the county of Cornwall,

is the Land's End, the uttermost point of England. Beyond it lies that remarkable

group, the SciDy Islands, which have been the object of much discussion among

antiquarians. According to a local ti-adition, Cornwall, in former times, extended

further towards the west than at present ; and Camden relates, that a large tract of

land, called Lionesse, said to have contained one hundred and forty parish churches,

and supposed to have connected these islands with the main land, was swept away

by the sea. It is, however, highly probable that this was but the continuation, and

in Christian times, the adaptation of the tradition of an event, which, if it ever

occurred, occurred long before the introduction of churches. Strabo mentions ten

as the number of islands in his time. Judging from the present action of the sea,

and the gradual disappearance of part of the land, such a natural convulsion, as here

described, is by no means improbable ; and Dr. Paris is of opinion, that St. Mark's,

by far the largest of the group, containing more than one-fomth of the superficial

area of aU the Scilly Islands, wOl, at no great distance of time, be divided by the sea.

The climate of the south-west of Great Britain is less variable, and more mild than

most of the other parts of the island ; the month of January being, according to

Mr. M'Culloch, about five degrees wanner than the same montli in London.

The Land's End, and the adjacent coasts, have acquired, more particularly in

former times, a melancholy celebritj-, from the great number of shipwrecks, one of

the most memorable of which was that in which the gallant Admiral Sir Cloudesley

Shovel lost his Ufe. On the Sind of October, 1707, he had ninety fathom water in

the soundings, and brought the fleet to, and lay by firom twelve till about sis in the

afternoon, the weather being hazy, but then the wind coming up fresh at south

south-west, he made the signal for sailing. Tlie fleet steered east by north, sup-

posing they had the channel open, when some of the ships were upon the rocks to

the west of Scilly, before they were aware of it, about eight clock in the evening, and

made a signal of distress. The Association, in which the admiral was, struck

upon the rocks called the Bishop and his Clerks, and was lost, with all the men in

her, as were also the Eagle and the Ilomney. The Firebrand was likewise dashed
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on tin' rocks, and foundered, but tlic captain and four-and-twenty of liis men saved

themselves in the boat. Captain Samson, who commanded the Phoenix, being

driven on the rocks within the island, saved all his men, but was forced to run his

ship ashore. The Royal Ann was saved b}^ great presence of mind, both in Sir

George Byng and his officers and men, who in a minute's time set her topsails, one

of the rocks not being a ship's length to the leeward of her and the other, on which

Sir Cloudesley was lost, as near as in a breach of the sea. Nor had the Lord

Dursley, commander of the St. George, a less strange escape, for his ship was

dashed on the same ridge of rocks with the Association, and the same wave which

he saw beat out all Sir Cloudesley Shovel's hghts, set his own ship afloat. The

admiral's body being, the next day after this, taken up by some countiy-feUows, was

stripped and biuied in the sand ; but on inquiiy made by the boats of the Salisbury

and Antelope, it was discovered where he was hid ; from whence being taken out,

and brought on boai'd the Salisbury into Plymouth, on the 28th of October, it was

afterwai'ds caiiied to London, and decently interred in Westminster Abbey, " where

a monument was erected in honour of the admiral, who," says the accoimt from

which we have extracted the above particulars, " was one of the greatest sea-com-

manders of this or any other age ; of undaunted courage and resolution, and at the

same time eminent for his generosity, frankness, and integrity. He was the arti-

ficer of his own fortune, and by his personal merit alone, from the lowest begin-

nings (he entered the service as a cabin-boy) raised himself to almost the highest

•station in the navy."

The frequency of these shipwi-ecks, and the improbability that they were all the

result of carelessness, or of taking incoiTcct observations, the more especially as

several of them had ocemred during weather very favourable for taking such obser-

vations, at last induced scientific men to turn their attention to a subject of such

vast importance to a maritime coimtry like England. It was reserved for the chs-

tinguished geographer, Major James llennel, to solve this important difiicidty,

which he did in a paper which he read to the Royal Society in 1793. The cir-

ciunstance that ships coming from the Atlantic, and steering for the British Chan-

nel, in a parallel somewhat to tlie south of the ScUly Islands, nevertheless fre-

quently fomid themselves to the north of these islands, attracted his attention.

The indraught, which was generally advanced as the cause of their misfortunes,

was manifestly inadequate, and he immediately imagined that it must be owuig to

a cuiTent. Subsequent conversations with naval ofiicers in the Spanish seniee,

confirmed his opinion, that a current set in from the Bay of Biscay to the north-

west, the influence of which extended to the Scilly Islands. A grateful posteritj',

in commemoration of this discovery, has given it the appropriate name of" Rennel's

Current."
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SCHILLEE.

John Christopher Frederic von Schiller was bom on the 10th of Noreraber, 1759,

at ^larbach, a httle city on the Neckar, belonging to Wurtemberg. His first years

were passed under the guidance of a pious mother, fond of poetry, and of a serious

and severe father. At school he took the lead in all boyish games, was capricious,

uncleanly, bold, and enterprising ; fond of reading, the vast and the imknown had

peculiar charms for him ; he was never weary of the travels of Columbus, or of the

deeds of Alexander the Great. In his youth he was destined to tmdergo many

changes, no doubt painful at the time, and in many respects little favoiu-able to the

acquisition of sound knowledge, or a healthy formation of the mind. He became

awkward and bashful at the boarding-school of his first master, a stiff pedant ; he

was then induced to look forward to theology as his profession. His talents

attracted the notice of the sovereign, who placed him in the Mihtary Academy, sub-

ject to all the strict and monotonous discipline of that calling. Subsequently, in

comphance with the wish of his parents, he toot up the study of the law, but making

but httle progress in it, and feeling no inchnation for this pursuit, he exchanged it

in 1775 for the study of medicine, which, as is well known, he likewise abandoned,

to devote himself exclusively to hterature as a profession. From his earliest years

he displayed that love of fi-eedom, which distinguished him through life, and which

was most probably fostered by the constant restraints under which he laboured, and

wliich, owing to the pedantic character of the age, must have been peculiarly irksome

to a mind, bearing witliin itself the conscious germ of its own great powers. But

the spirit of emancipation was at work ; the great writers, who ennobled the court of

Weimar, to whom Schiller was to form such an illustrious addition, had already laid

the foundation of their fame.

The influence of Klopstock and Biirger is risible in his first youthful lyric pro-

ductions, which are full of false sublimity and exaggerated melancholy. There is

Utile in them that is simple and natural, and they are but too fi-cquently disfigured

by hcentiousness of expression and bombastic extravagance. SchiUer soon dis-

cerned the faults of his models, and in the unfavourable criticism which he after-

wards pronounced upon Burger, he must be considered as disavowing the first
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offspring of his j'outhful muse. In his later lyrical pieces, he showed what may be

effected by severe study and self-examination; his own nature casting off the

errors of the times, becomes purified, the exaggerations of his style diminish, and

although a very strict critic might still be of opinion that in many of his ballads

the moral and didactic reflections occupy too large a space, and somewhat retard

the action
;
yet these are perfectly in unison with the noble character of the man,

whose whole life was one constant striving after self-improvement. In this lies

the chief cause of the popularity of Schiller : for a time the classic grace and plastic

repose of Goethe's style, obtained an almost exclusive victory ; but the Germans

with a fine instinctive feeling of moral excellence soon rallied round Schiller as their

national poet.

In this countrj- Schiller is principally known by his dramas, lyrical ballads, and

perhaps by his History of the Thirty Years' War. In these works lie displays

the feeling and genius of a poet : many of his remarks are highly ingenious and

picturesque ; but his style is somewhat inflated, and he has been reproached with

neglecting a study of the original sources and documents ; a censure, however, to

which, considering the character of the work, we need not attach too much im-

portance. The gi'eat advantage which Schiller derived from his history, was doubt-

less the masterj' which it gave him in the management of his historical dramas.

His philosophical and aesthctical essays are, we believe, Uttle read in England.

This is to be regretted, for taken in connexion with the very interesting and valu-

able letters between Schiller and Goethe they throw great light upon his character.

They are in every respect honourable to him ; they show his deep and searching

regard for truth, his constant endeavour to penetrate to the real sources of the beau-

tiful ; they display great moral vigour, and a precision and chaste simplicity of style

which we miss in his historical works. Many of the letters which contain only

friendly salutations, &c. might have been omitted, but the cheap satirical remarks

which this circumstance has called forth, are surely out of place, when we consider

the great value of the remaining part of the correspondence. In the Essays some-

thing may now and then appear trite ; but the reader will of course bear in mind,

that these and other productions of the kind contributed much to the dissemination

of the truths contained in them, and thus the verj- circumstance that may seem to

diminish their value, must be placed to the honour of their autlior. His unceasing

study, his unslaked thirst of knowledge and wisdom, his manly truth and piurity of

mind, form a picture which the wisest and the best may contemplate with advantage.

Nor must we forget that Schiller rose to his great height, not by revelling in

the wealth of genius, but by the most severe mental discipline, gradually weaning

himself from the faults and extravagancies of his youth. So great was his applica-

I
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tion, SO rapid the result of this severe training, that the constant advance of his

mind was an object of admiration even to Goethe. This restless striving of the

mind, this unremitting activitr of thought, in a feeble frame, brought him to an

early grave. He died on the 9th of May, 1805, in the forty-sixth year of his age,

happy at least in this, that he did not live to behold the degradation of his country

Hiider a foreign yoke. We have purposelj- confined oiu"selves on the present occa-

sion to such of his works as bear most upon his personal character, as in the

illustrations of scenes fi^om his dramas, we shall have occasion to refer to his

other productions, in a future number, which will enable us to lay before the reader

some of the more interesting events of his life, with which they are intimately con-

nected.
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THE BLIND MOTHER.

A COMPANION TO "LIZZY, YOU ARE NOT SPINNING, CHILD
!"

{Alteredfrom Beranger.)

Lizzy, come in ; for shame ! for shame

!

Sit down on this chair and hear me,

Ah ! you sigh, then much I fear me

Your heart heats at his very name.

BUnd—I well may have my fears,

Believe him not, whate'er he swears.

He will but charm your foolish ears.

Where are you going ? stop within ;

Your restlessness I can imravel.

For I hear footsteps on the gravel :

—
Lizzy, child, you do not spin.

'Tis so very hot, you say

;

Peter I doubt is still below,

But to him you shall not go,

If he wait there all the day.

Be wani'd in time ; be not too bold

:

Is it wrong of me to scold ?

I have been young and now am old

;

And 'tis now as in days of yore,

Youths will tempt and maidens love.

He's there—sit still ;—you shall not move.

Lizzy, child, you spin no more.
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Tis nothing but the wind, you say

;

Pray do not beat the dog for growling,

For he knows 'tis Peter prowling.

And you cannot say me nay.

My dear, for once beheve the old,

Peter's love wiU soon grow cold

;

Unless you my doctrine hold,

You will sure repent it sore.

I preach in vain. Great God ! what's this ?

Sure as I hve, I heard a kiss.

Lizzy, chUd, you spin no more.

Tis nothing but the bird, you s iy,

That pecks at you with playful kisses ;

You can't deceive me ; such caresses

Were never given by birds at play.

Peter, go, you must not tany,

Neighboui-s soon the tale would carry,—
Peter courts, but wiU not marry.

Then they lie, exclaim'd the youth.

All such slanderers ill betide

Join our hands, I've said the truth.

Lizzy span, a happy bride.*

* In Germany, Toang people, as soon as they are betrothed to each other, are called bride and bride-

frroom, and annoance the event in the public papers, so that there are four great public events in

human life in that country ; births, betrothals, marriages, and deaths. The ceremony of the betrothal,

we believe, consists in an exchange of rings.
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DANIEL O'CONNELL.

Few men have been more the object of indiscriminate abuse, or of excessive adu-

lation ilian tliis distinguished person. For eminent everj* one must certainly allow

him to be, who is not blinded by the vehemence of party spirit. By the extraor-

dinary and imposing scene of the Clare election, he extorted Catholic emancipation

from the imwilling hands of the Duke of Wtlhngton. That great man, with a

patriotic spirit, infinitely to his honour, although accustomed to long years of

military command, displayed on this occasion a sacrifice of party feeling, of which

English history, unfortunately, exhibits but few examples. The immense masses

collected at the recent Repeal meetings, and the boundless influence which Mr.

O'Connell exercises throughout his native countrj-, axe perhaps without a jiarallel in

history. His speeches on the platform and the hustings are full of iterations which

pall upon the car of Englishmen ; but relieved, as they are, with many passages ofpure

and manly feeling, and heightened by indignant bursts of national eloquence, are

wonderfully adapted to the more exciteable character of the Irish, of whose virtues

and weaknesses he avails himself with profound skill. But, even if we had not the

testimony of historj-, the success which has attended Mr. O'Connell's long course

'of agitation would of itself direct the attention of the statesman to deeply rooted

and rankling wounds as the secret of his success. Tliese are too well known to be

repeated ; the ecclesiastical and social evils which distract that fertile country, have

rendered Ireland the shame and disgrace of England. The character of our work

fortunately relieves us from the necessity of entering the thorny path of party

politics ; but it is impossible for an Englishman to reflect without pain and sorrow

upon the internal weakness which this unhappy division at home reveals to foreign

nations.

Nor is it only as a tribune ofthe people that Mr. O'Connell has distinguished him-

self; as a parhamentary speaker he displayed talents of the highest order, in his

opposition to Lord Stanley. It is much to be regretted that his speeches are so

often disfigured by violent abuse. His invectives against the English cannot pos-

sibly serve his cause, and the coarse and vulgar denunciations of his adversaries are

unworthy of liis talents. They arc absolutely disgusting.

K
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The time is not yet come to pronounce an opinion upon his character. He is

doubtless actuated by a strong feeling of patriotism, and a desire to benefit his

native country. This much at least we can say without prejudice, or fear of distorting

the truth, that although he has rendered the most eminent senices to Ireland, and

often forced the consideration of her unhappy condition upon a reluctant i)arliament,

that his efforts have not been unattended with benefit to himself It is undeniably

true, that at the bar the profits of his practice would have been very great ; the ad-

vantage that he draws firom the rent is probably still more considerable. Whilst

therefore we may look upon him as the patriotic defender of his coimtry's lights, and

the eloquent denouncer of her wrongs, we cannot bestow upon him the admiration

due to the great men, who, devoting all the energies of their minds to one high and

sacred cause, make it the problem of their life, regai'dless of personal sacrifices. To

unite patriotism with profit may not perhaps be blameable, but neither can it claim

any high meed of praise.*

* It may seem ungracious at the present moment, when Mr. O'Connell has adopted a more friendly

tone towards England, to allude to his former language. But it formed too striking a feature in his

speeches, and was too frequently repeated, to allow us to omit it altogether. The reception which he

has recently met with in London may have changed his opinion in this respect ; we hopo it has, and

that he may find it not incompatible with his duty to Ireland to adopt more favourable impressions of

England. AVe do not belong to Sir. O'Connell's unqualified admirers, but it would be the height of

prejudice to deny his great merits; and we believe that Lord John Russell spoke the sentiments of a

vast majority of Englishmen of all parties, when he said that an English Lord Chief Justice w ould have

summed up very diflFerently, and that in England a dififerent verdict would have been returned. The

1 eal question at issue is not whether Mr. 0"ConnelI was justified in the violent language which he used

at the different meetings, but whether the doctrine of constructive conspiracy, upon which the verdict

was obtained, be not fraught with dangers against which it behoves all lovers of constitutional liberty

to guard.
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THE CHURCH-YARD OF STOKE PCGIS.*

THE SCENE OF GRAY's ELEGY.

" from yonder ivy-mantled tower

The moping owl does to tlie moon complain

Of such, as wand'ring near her secret bower,

Molest her ancient solitary reign.

Beneath those rugged elms, that yew-tree's shade,

Where heaves the turf in many a mouldering heip.

Each in his narrow cell for ever laid.

The rude forefathers of the hamlet sleep."

The annexed plate, representing "the country churchyard" in which Gray wrote his

celebrated Elegy, is so graphically described in the stanzas of the poet, that we

could not forbear extracting them, although tlicy are doubtless familiar to our

readers. The life of Gray has been so well told by Dr. Johnson, in his Lives of the

Poets, and the Memoir ofMr. Ma.son, with the interesting correspondence, is so gene-

rally known, that we may dispense with any detailed account of his biography; and

we avail ourselves of the room, thus left to us, to vindicate the first stanza of the

Elegy, and the chaiacter of the poet from what we cannot help considering the

harsh criticism and unjust imputation contained in an article of the London and

Westminster Review for July, 1837. We willingly acquit the writer of any inten-

tional misrepresentation, and should be gratified if the remarks which we take the

• Stoke Pogis lies to the right of the road between Colnbrook and Maidenhead. Population in 1831,

1,252. The manor was in the reign of Queen Elizabeth seized by the crown for a debt. It was the

residence for a time of the grave Lord Keeper, Sir Christopher Uatton ; and subsequently of Sir

Edward Coke, who, in ICOl, entertained Queen Elizabeth here, and presented her with jewels to a con-

siderable amount. Upon the death of Sir Edward Coke, to whom the manor had been granted in fee,

it came to his son-in-law, Lord Purbeck. The manor-house afterwards came into the possession of the

Penn family, by one of whom the old house was pulled down, and rebuilt. The park is adorned by

a colossal statue of Sir Edward Coke, and a sarcophagus on a pedestal has been erected in its vicinity,

to the memory of the poet Gray.

The old manor-house of Stoke Pogis is the scene of Gray's ' Long Story ;' and the churchyard, of hia

well-known 'Elegy.' The poet spent much of his youth in this village ; and his remains lie (without

any monumental inscription over tliera) in the churchyard, under a tomb which liliad erected over

the remains of his mother and aunt.

—

Peknt Cyclop.£dia. Article JSuckinghamthire.
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liberty of making in reply to his observations might induce him to reconsider the

subject. We must now quote the opening stanza,

" The curfew tolls the knell ofparting day,

The lowing herd wind slowly oer the lea,

The ploughman homeward plods his weaiy way,

And leaves the world to darkness and to me."

Now fades the glimmering landscape on the sight," &c.

The critic objects that " the word toll is not the appropriate verb,—the curfew

bell was not a slow bell tolling for the dead." But the word toll has likewise other

meanings ex. gr. " Our going to church at the tolling of a bell, only tells us the time,

when we ought to worship God."

—

Stillingfleet.

" They give their bodies due repose at night

When hollow murmurs of their evening I ells

Dismiss the sleepy swains, and toll them to their cells,"

—

Dhtdes.

These quotations are from Johnson's Dictionary ; to them we may add the line

" Slow lolls the village clock the drowsy hour."

The objectiDu that when the curfew-bell had tolled, the day had long departed,

will not be verj- forcible to those who have read our observations on the Are Maria,

in the first number of the L'niversum. Gray had travelled in Italy, and therefore

knew that the bell tolled half-an-hoiu- after sunset. It is true that in that country

the twiUght is very short, but at Stoke Pogis it is, in summer, considerably longer,

and it is not impossible that in Gray's time the vesper beU xvas still heard there.

He certainly does talk of darkness in the first stanza, but he might mean the gra-

dual approach of it, and then, '" the glimmering landscape" and the "})arting day"

would not be so inappropriate as the critic imagines. These remarks may not be

verj- important, but in a poem which has been the object of national admiration for

nearly a century, we do not wish to have the association of ideas unnecessarily

disturbed.

The accusation, or rather imputation, that Gray lacked warmth of heart, is a more

serious charge than want of taste. It is mainly founded upon the circumstance that

Mr. Richard West had written a poem ad Ti/sw/j, alluding to liis distressing cough

;

one ofthe symptoms of the disorder that brought this promising young man to his early

grave. Gray alludes slightly and playfully to his being the first who made a Muse ofa

cough. " Tliis," says the critic, " jars strangely upon the moral taste." We find in

the expression only a desire to make his friend think more lightly of his own disease.

And the poet goes on in the same page to say, " Whatever low spirits and indo-

lence, the effect of them, may advbe to the contrarj-, I pray you add five steps to
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your walk daily for my sake." We niiglit iiiiiltij)ly quotations to prove Gray's kindness

of heart, but omitting the touching Sonnet on the Death of Mr. West, the Epitaph in

the Elegy, and the glowing praise of his friendly editor, we would merely refer the

reader to his letter to his mother, p. 204, (of the octavo edition 1820,) on the loss of

his aunt, and to Dr. Wharton p. 265, on the death of the doctor's son. In many

other respects the critic does our poet justice, and allows that his " style in prose,

as exhibited in hi.s correspondence, is confessedly deUghtfiil." We cannot con-

clude our remarks better than by quoting the words of that great writer, from a

penisal of whose works, notwithstanding all his prcjuchces, we always rise with in-

creased admiration.

" What has occurred to me from the slight inspection of his letters, in which my under-

taking has engaged me, is, that his mind had a large grasp ; that his curiosity was unlimited,

and his judgment cultivated ; that he was a man likely to love much tvhere he loved at all, but

that he was fastidious, and hard to please In the chai^acter of his Elegy 1 rejoice

to concui- with the common reader, for by the common sense of readers micorrupted with lite-

rary prejudices, after all the refinements of subtility and the dogmatism of learning, must be

finally decided all claim to poetic honours. The ' Churchyard' abounds with images which

find a miiTor in everj- mind, and with sentiments to which eveiy bosom retiunis an echo. The

foiu' stanzas beginning ' Yet even these bones,' are to me original. I have never seen the

notions in any other place
;
yet he that reads them here, persuades himself that he has always

fell them. Had Gray \nitteu often thus, it had been vain to blame, and useless to praise him."

—Dr. Johnson.
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A CATASTEOPHE.

A CAT, fresli from a feast of mice,

ThirstT, but vet in liquors nice,

And much addicted to the vice

Of gratifying her wishes,

Sprang down one dav, so Ught and airy,

(^Far better had she been more wary,)

Through th' open door into the dairy.

For there, 'mongst other dishes,

A pan of glorious mUk she view'd

;

A prize so rich might well delude

The slyest cat that ever mew'd.

Much less oiu: thirstj- puss.

But scarce had she began to lap

A single drop, ere, diie mishap !

Behold her caught in a steel-trap.

Here was a pretty puss

!

'' \Miat stvifT is this," the critic cried,

Abash'd, alann'd, the author sigh'd,

—

" -—Pray, pause awhile, ere you decide,

Nor hastily condemn me

;

' ifiitato nomine, de iefabhla narrattir^

^\^lich means, if you'll accept me as translator,

' Of you, my friend, here speateth the relater
:'

You will not now contemn me.

Frankly I will my faidts confess.

There are some errors of the press,

Which, gentle reader, please redress

;

Corrected thus, what talc more true ?

For puss, read—guess, I shan't say who

;
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And for the tempting pan of milk,

Read pleasure, flatter)', jewels, silk,

An ostrich-feather, what j'ou like,

(I see the truth begins to strike,)

A blue, red ribbon, or a g;uter

;

One is to this, and one to that, a martyr.

Beware steel traps, or j'ou'U be caught,

If your heait's set on things of naught.
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E S I N A.

Artist. Editor.

Artist. I see, from your remarks, that I must not expect to find a warm advo-

cate in Tou. You don't like my picture. I think it hard that vou, who are the

verbal medium of commimication between myself and the public, refuse to stand m_v

friend on this occasion.

Editor. Amicus pictor, sed magis arnica Veritas. I am not unfiiendly towards

you, and therefore I wish you to speak for yourself.

Artist. But state your objections.

Editor. I have already mentioned some of them. I wiUingly do justice to the

skill and talent you have displayed ; I acknowledge the many beauties of your

picture, but I could have wished the subject treated differently.

Artist. And how would you have had me treat it, pray ?

Editor. I would have made the sacred edifice the principal object, and the

individual the secondary one, kneehng with her face concealed, absorbed in prayer,

as she ought to be.

Artist. See what it is to judge a picture from a false standard. You advance

some tBsthetical remarks, the general truth of which I admit, and then blame me for

not having produced a picture very different from that which I wished to produce.

You don't see that we stand at opposite points of sight. You wish the individual

to merge in the general idea of devotion, and are thinking of an architectural picture

with human accessories, whilst my idea was to concentrate the interest in one indi-

vidual, and to treat the architecture as accessory. You therefore scarcely do me

justice. Nor, unless we bring the figiure as much as possible into the foreground,

can we display the expression of feature in the human face, which was hkewise one

of my principal objects. Besides, my pictiu-e is already a favourite with the pubUc,

so that in all points you are wrong.

Editor. At a disadvantage, I allow. But, that you may not again accuse me of

being unfriendly, I will leave you in possession of the argument, and wish you good

morning.
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THE FAST DAY.

I.N France and other countries, where the Catholic faith's profess'd,

It is a well-know custom, at the church's high behest,

Tliat twice at least in everj' week, good Christians should devour

No meat, but fast, or li\e on fish, or puddings made mth flour.

But human nature is, alas ! from weakness not exempted.

And hungrj- mortals, now and then, to break this rule are tempted.

This happcn'd, as the painter shows, once to a peasant's family.

Who little thought, when they sat down, 'twould bring on tliem a homily.

For just as the old father had help'd himself—the sinner !

And ere he had had time to taste a morsel of his dinner,

When they all least expected it, the door op'd to the latch.

And the curate his parishioners in the nick of time did catch.

At sight of him they one and all were in a sad confusion

;

Deny the fact they could not, there were good things in profusion

:

The old man look'd quite pitifid, his hand upon his breast laid,

Ilis wife too cla.sp'd her hands, and thought, that nothing here were best said.

Their daughter tum'd her face away, which bum'd for very shame.

She snatch'd the meat from off her plate, the dog ate up the same ;

The old maid, taken all aback, her face hid with her hands ;

The boy peep'd shy and frighteu'd, (^behind tlie chair he stands.)

But not so timid were the rest, two saucy sad scapegiaces.

They wish'd the curate far away, you can read it in their faces

:

One cover'd up his ])late, and look'd more vicious than dejected;

The other thought he might cat on, as he was once detected.

-M
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The curate seem'd astounded, when he the scene beheld,

He struck his stick upon the floor, liis right hand out he held.

And looking sternly on the group a while before he spoke,

He thus in words ofjust reproof the trembling silence broke ;

" niat I should live to see such things—what ! meat upon a Friday '.

Without compunction, as if 'twere a hoUday or high day
;

Is it thus that you transgress the laws of holy mother church :

You sit there self-conricted—what need of fimher search r

" I shan't forget it when you come to me at next confession,

I'll give vou all your penances for this gluttonous transgression :

This time I'll not be too severe, but 'tis my resolution.

If ever thus you sin agaui to grant no absolution."

He said, and frowning left them, and walk'd out at the door,

They sat so still, you might have heard a pin drop on tlie floor.

How they got through their dinner has escap'd my memoiy quite.

But I hope that, as good Cliristians, they had lost their appetite.
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P.ESTUM.

" iiin^iies hortos qujE cura colendi

Omaret, canerem, biferique rosaria Paesti."

—

Virgii,. GEono. IV'.

" My song to flowery gardens might extend

. to sing

The Pa;stan roses and their double spring."'—DnvDE.-f.

" Pn?stanis rubeant a^mula labra rosis."

—

Martial.

" Her emulous lips with Pa;stan roses blush."

The ancient poets were never weary of singing the charms of P;rstuin, the fcrtihty ol

its plains and the beauty of its " twice-blowing roses." The lovely environs remain

unaltered ; the sea and the mountains, the fertility of the surrounding plains still

attest the trath of their praises ; but far different is the scene tliat meets the eye of

the traveller, as he enters the gates of the once powcrfid city of Nei)ttnie. Tlie

ro.ses bloom no more; but thorns and brambles molest tlie visitor as he walks round

the splendid remains of architecture—the celebrated temples—that stand in awlid

silence amid the total ruin and desolation of this once favoured spot. Snakes and

noxious reptiles are heard to crawl away from under the dank weeds, and the sallow

faces of the few wi-etched beings that hover round him prove that liere reigns in all its

virulence that destructive and mysterious malaria that has converted into pestilential

deserts so many of the fairest spots of Italy.

Pa3Stum was jirobably founded by Tynhenians, who were aftenvards ex]ielled by

Sybarite exiles. The new conquerors foiuided a colony here, anil gave the city the

Greek name of Posidonia, from the tutelary god, Posidon, (Neptune, i It soou rose

to wealth and splendour, by means of commerce and agricultine. During the

long period of the Roman republic it underwent many changes : under the empire

the only notices we have of it consist in the glowing praises of tlie poets.

In ecclesiastical history bishops of Picstum are named as early as the lilth

centurj' of the Christian era. In the year 915, the city was sacked and totally

destroyed by tlie Saracens. After their expulsion, King Koger plundered tiie tiiii-

ples and pubhc buildings for materials for the cathedral at Salenio, which wa»
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erected in his reign. According to Gennan writers, the temples at Pi^stum

remained for some centuries unknown, and were re-discovered during the last cen-

tury bv some EngUsh travellers. Massive Cyclopic walls, with stones twenty feet

square, without mortar, attest the former extent of the citv, a space of about two and

a half Itahan miles. Towards the south and east, they attained a height of forty-

nine feet with a breadth of fifteen feet. Tliere were four gates, of which one at tlie

east is srill standing. The interior of the cit}" is one vast mass of ruins, out of which

rise the beautiful temple of Neptune, the Basilica, and the temple of Ceres ; such at

least are the names by which these biiUdings, so interesting firom their architecture,

are best known to travellers. TTiey owe their presen'ation to the remarkable sohdity

of their construction, wliich probably bade defiance to any attempt to destroy them

for the sake of their materials. ITieir temples are essentially of the Doric style, but

they exhibit some striking peculiarities, which have been the subject of much dis-

cussion among antiquarians. Travellers generally visit Poestum from Salerno,

sleeping at Ebloi on their return.
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NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE.

" About Lunnen then dinna ye mack sic a rout,

For ther's nought for my winkers to dazzle ;

And aw the fine things ye are gabbing about.

We can marrow in canny Newcastle."
Newcastle Sovg.

" There's a world above and a world below, it seems."

The "West Indiav.

We sus2ii'ct that the poet who sings thus enthusiastically the praises of his native

city, had just been contemplating with honest pride the changes produced by the

enterprising abilitj" of Mr. Grainger, and we trust that our Newcastle readers will have

a due respect for oiu: impartiality in thus boldly printing what maybiing down upon

us the ire of some of oiu- esteemed friends within the sound of Bow bells. So rapid

are the improvements that have made Newcastle one of the handsomest cities in

England, that any account of them must necessarily be incomplete, for which we

trust due allowance will be made. Thus the condition of Sandgate was but recently

such that " the mind cannot picture a state of greater misery and destitution than

what appear in many of these houses ;" now the houses next the river have been pulled

down, warehouses built, and the qua)- extended. The antiquities and historj- of New-

castle, with an accoimtofthe rapid improvements, are treated in some numbers of the

Penm' Magazine so copiously that we shall satisfy ourselves with alluding to a few of

the distinguishing features, principally illustrating the laudable zeal ofthe inhabitants

in effecting moral and social improvements. The theatre built by Mr. Grainger,

after designs by Mr. Green, is, we believe, only surpassed in size by the Opera

House and the two great London theatres. The Literary and Philosophical Institu-

tion, the National History and Antiquarian Societies, the Mechanics' Institution,

the new Music Hall, the Newcastle Institution for the promotion of the Fine Arts,

with several public libraries, are among the most prominent institutions so honourable

to the town.

Of the churches, St. Nicholas desencs especial notice, the steeple of which is

said " to be as fine a composition as any of its date, and the hghtucss and boldness of

the upper part can hardly be exceeded." ITiere exist many imitations of it, as the

N
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Steeple of St. Giles's in Edinburgh, the College Tower in Aberdeen, and St. Dimstan's

in the East, in London, but none of them equal their original. Tliere are many

schools ; in 1838 the number of children receiving instruction was eight thousand

two hundred and thirty-nine, or about fifty-one and a half per cent, of the population

between five and fifteen years of age. The Eoyal Grammar School was founded in

1525 by Thomas Horsley ; the late Lords Eldon, Stowell, and Collingwood were

educated at this school, as was also Akenside, the poet, and Dawes, author of the

Miscellanea Critica, was one of its masters.

The popidatiou of Newcastle, with the townships which it inc''des, and Gateshead

has been rapidly on the increase, and probably amomits at preocui, -o nearly a hun-

dred thousand. There are several manufactories, but they must all yield the palm

to the coal-trade, the staple trade of the town. It is supposed that this trade on the

Tyne employs between eight and nine thousand persons above ground, and between

three and four thousand under ground. The registered tonnage, according to Mr.

M'Culloch, is vers' nciu-ly equal to that of Liverpool, as most of the vessels in the

coal trade with London and other British ports belong to Newcastle. The number

of ships amounted in 1841 to one thousand three himdred and thirty, of the aggre-

gate burdea of two hundred and sixty thousand tons, manned by thirteen thousand

five hundred seamen. If we take into consideration the number of persons employed

in building these vessels, we shall form some idea of the importance of the coal-trade.

Fortunately there is no reason to fear that even with an increasing consumption (we

believe that the annual export amounts at present to about three million tons) there

wiU be any danger of a failure of this invaluable article for some hundreds of years.

The people of Newcastle are much attached to their old customs and games,

although a.s in other parts of the countrj-, these are gradftally disappearing.

Formerly the corporation went in state to patronise, and occasionally take part in

playing at hand-ball, dancing, and other Easter amusements. The mysteries were

frequently performed at Newcastle, by the incoqiorated trades, in the fifteenth and

sixteenth centuries; the millers performed " The Deliverance of Israel," the house-

carpenters " The Burial of Christ," and the masons " The Burial of our Lady St. Mary,

the Virgin." We hope that the interesting and beautiful procession of the glass-

cutters is still observed, but whether the cordwainers have done homage to their

patron saint, St. Crispin, since the 29th of Jidy 1822, we know not. Lastly, we

beg the "canny" men of Newcastle, who arc so much attached to their dialect

songs, to excuse the slight liberty we have taken with the lines prefixed to these

remarks, and as this is a predilection in which we ourselves share, we should esteem

it a signal obligation if any of our numerous readers would favour us with a list of

the principal works written in the dialect, printed at provincial ]iresses, as our infor-

mation on this subject has been hitherto confined to sucii books as find their way

into the London market.
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MOZART.

JoLann Chrysostomus Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, the greatest composer of Ger-

many, or perhaps of any country, was bom in the city of Salzburg, June 27, 175G.

In his earliest infancy he was so passionately fond of childish sports that he

neglected his food to enjoy them ; but from his fomlh year, when his extraordinarj-

musical talents began to display themselves, he neglected all diversions, to devote

himself to the study of that art in which he was destined to work so great a revolu-

tion. " His great sensibility was observable as soon as he could make himself

understood. Frequently he said to those about him, ' Do you love me well ?' and

when in sport he was answered in the negative, tears immediately began to flow.

He pursued everything with extraordinary ardour. AMiile Icamuig the elements of

arithmetic, the tables, chairs, even the walls, bore in chalk the marks of his calcu-

lations. And here it will not be iiTelevant to state, what we believe has never yet

appeared in print, that his talent for the science of numbers was only inferior to

that for music : had he not been distinguished by genius of a higher order, it is pro-

bable that his calculating powers would have been sufficiently remarkable to bring

him into general notice."*

In his third year, it was his delight to strike intervals on the harpsicord, and

in the next yeai- his father (sub-director of the Chapel of the Archbishop of Salzburg,

and a scientific musician) taught him in play some minuets, which he learned with

precision in half-an-hour. When five years old, he composed a concerto for the

hai-psichord, written according to the rules of art, and so difficult that none but a

virtuoso could execute it. In his sixth year he travelled with his family to Munich

and Vienna, and played before the Imperial Court. The child would only play

before connoisseurs, and troubled himself Uttle about the applause of the multitude.

Thus at Vienna he said to the Emperor Francis I, " Is not Mr. Wagenseil here .'

•We have consulted German sources, but the very interesting Life of Mozart, in the seventh volume

of the Gallery of Portraits and Memoirs by the Society for the Diflfiision of Useful Knowledge v.nries in

many respects from our authorities. As the account there given is either manifestly authentic or bears

internal marks of truth, we have taken the liberty of borrowing from it, and marked our quotations

with inverted commas.
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he ought to be present, he understands such matters." The emperor sent for Mr.

Wagenseil. " Sir," said the child, " I shall play one of your concertos, you must

turn the leaves for me." A small violin was at this time bought him for his amuse-

ment ; without the knowledge of his father he learned to play upon it, and executed

the second pan in a trio,
''"

as much to the satisfaction of the composer, as to the

wonder of all."

The family travelled into different countries, everywhere with extraordinary success.

" In April, 17fi4, the party arrived in London, where they remained till the middle of

the foUowiug year. Here, as in France, the boy exhibited his talents before the royal

family, and imderwent more severe trials tham any to which he had before been

exposed, through which he passed in a most triumphant manner. So much interest

did he excite in London, that the Hon. Daines Bairington drew up an account of his

extraordinary performances, which was read before the Royal Society, and declared

by the council of that body to be sufficiently interesting and important to form part

of the Philosophical Transacrions, in the seventieth volume of which it is published.

But some suspicions having been entertained by many persons, that the de-

clared was not the real age of the youthful prodigy, Mr. Barrington obtained through

Count Haslang, then Bavarian minister at the British court, a certificate of Wolf-

gang's birth, signed by the chaplain of the Archbishop of Salzburg, which at once

dLspelled all doubts on the subject.

At fourteen he was named leader of the archbishop of Salzburg's concerts, and

soon afterwards, in Rome, undertook to copy the celebrated Miserere, which is per-

formed in that city during Passion Week, and which it was forbidden the singers

tmder pain of excommunication to show to any one. He succeeded so completely

that he played it on the harpsichord to the great admiration of Cristofori, who had

sung it in the Pope's chapel. " As this rare spirit," says a German writer, ' became

so early a man in his art, so on the other hand he continued a child in the other

relations of human life. He never learned to govern himsclt"; he had no idea of the

proper use of money, of moderation in enjoyment." If ever man were justified in

following the inspirations of his genius, Mozart certainly was ; but if by the above

observations be meant that Mozart was a man of but httle intellect out of his pro-

fession, we cannot but agree with the writer to whom we are already under great

obligations. " We have the best authority for saying, that once, at a court masque-

rade given at Vienna, Mozart appeared as a physician, and wrote prescriptions in

I^tin, French, Italian, and German ; in which not only an acquaintance with the

several languages was shown, but great discernment of character, and consider-

able wit That he who, in his operas, adapted his music with such felicity

to the different persons of the drama ; who evinced such nicety of discrimination,

who represented the passions so accurately, who coloiu-ed so faithfully, whose music
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is so L'xpit'ssivi', that without the aid ofwords it is almost sufficient to render the scene

intulHgible, that such :i man shoukl not have been endowed with a high order of intel-

lect is hard to be believed; but that his understanding should have been below medio-

crity is incredible." Mozait died on tlie 5th of December, 17!)1, at tlie eai'ly age of

thirty-six years. A statue has been erected to his honour in his native city of Sal/burg.

It was inaugin-ated Sept. 4, 1842, on which occasion one of his sons directed. The
statue is twelve feet high ; it was modelled by the celeiiratcd scidptor Schwanthaler,

and cast in bronze at the royal foundry at Munich. Of its high merits the reader is

enabled to judge by the annexed plate. The head is turned to the cathedral on the

left, the eyes are raised towards heaven. There are four relievos on the marble

pedestal, an eagle with the lyre, the symbol of the soaring flight of poetic genius

;

the angel with the organ represents church-music ; the group, concert-music. The

opera is represented by the classic muse and romantic music liand in hand, before

the lyre and mask.

It is impossible even to give a list of his numerous compositions, amoimting, with

the unfinished sketches, to eight hundred. In 1782 he produced his Ji^utfenunig

aus dem Serail, (I'Enlevement du Serail.) Of this piece the emperor Joseph II.

said to him, that it was very beautiful, but that it contained a tremendous number of

notes. " Just as many as it ought to do," was the reply. Figaro was performed in

1787 at Prague, where Mozart in the same winter produced his Don Giovanni, with still

greater success. The inhabitants ofVienna received this last opera coldly, although

Haydn on this occasion declared Mozart the greatest of all living composers. In

1790 appeared Cosi Fan Tutte, and during the illness which brought on his death

he composed the Magic Flute, La Clemenza di Tito, and his celebrated Ifeijuiem.

Mozart's music is for all time. His dramatic works display a iniiversal com-

mand of the passions and feelings in musical representation, elevated to ideal

harmony that can hardly be canied to a higher degree of jierfection. He is al-

ways true to nature, but it is nature expressed in those proportions alone which

art admits. His instrumental compositions are models for all nations. Tu cluuch-

music, hymns, and masses, in symphonies, quartettes, concertos, sonatas, he was

alike distinguished. In some .single branch there may be masters who have

equalled him; in universality of genius there ai"e none that would not yield the palm

to Mozart.

Note.—Although this article has exceeded our usual limits, we cannot refrain fioni tr-inslatiug

the following extracts from a letter to his sister, which has been recently published for the first time.

The reader will perceive that the pecuniary circumstances of the great composer were unfortimately

not very promising. It is dated February 13, 1/82.

" You know Vienna. II.is not a man (who has not a sinyk creiizer certain income) enough

O
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to think and work day and night in such a place At six o'clock in the morning my head is

alrcadv dressed, at seven my toilette is quite complete, then I write till nine ; from nine till one I hare

mv lessons, then I dine, if I am not invited out, when we dine at two or three o'clock, as to-day and to-

morrow at Countess Zizi's, and Countess Thun's. I cannot work before five or six o'clock, and I am

often hindered hy an academy, if not, I ^\Tite till nine o'clock. Then I go to my dear Constanze (his

wife.) At half-past ten or eleven I come home. As on account of academies and of the uncertainty

whether I shall not be called now here, now there, 1 cannot reckon on writing in the evening (particu-

larlv when I come home sooner) I generally write something before going to bed. Thus I often forget

the time in writing till one o'clock, and then up again at six. Dearest sister! if you believe that I

conli ever forget my dearest best father and you. But still ! God knows it, and that is consola-

tion enough; may he punish me if I could. Adieu !

" I am ever thy sincere brother,

" W. A. MozABT, M. P."
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THE CONFESSION.

A Dialogue.—Editor. Friend.

Editor.—But pray, my friend, why so severe ?

Such stem remarks I seldom hear.

Friend.—Think not 'tis that I would object

To modes of faith that we reject :

Each chiu-ch has customs of its own

Which other men shoidd let alone.

I do not blame the Roman creed.

But still I think there is no need

^\Tien maidens to confession go

That they should let their lovers know.

Those who thus of it make a handle,

Fd excommunicate by book and candle.

Editor.—So now the murder's out at last.

Ha, ha ! my friend, I have you fast,

You have mista'en the painter's view.

And yet he is to nature true
;

He tells us plain as words can tell

The youth the maiden loves full well.

She had some doubts, and thought it best,

With his consent, to ask the priest,

\\'hether he would their union bless?

And if so, then she woidd say " Yes."

I grant he seems an interloper.

And that it were more right and proper

That he the short delay should brook,

Nor thus in at the window look.
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But youth is made of flesh and blood,

And his must be a patient mood

Who, when on love his thoughts are glovdng,

Seeks not to know how things are going.

I must confess, I could not keep

My hiding-place without a peep.

So, cease your rirtuous ire, and rather

Leave matters to the holv father.
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SALZBURG.

Salzburg, one thousand three hundred and ninety-four Paris feet above the level of

the sea, the capital ofthe Austrian pro\ance of the same name, lies on both sides of the

river Salzach, whose magnificent waterfalls, with those of its tributaries, the Ache, so

often delight the traveller, amid the splendid scenery which renders a tour from

Gastein to this city a source of most agreeable recollections. Salzburg is situated

in one of the most beautiful districts of Germany, surrounded to the north by a

pleasant plain, and on the other sides by lofty mountains. The greater part of the

town, the fortress Hohensalzburg, the Moenchsberg, and the suburbs, Normthal and

Muelen, are on the right bank of the river; the rest of the city, with Capucinerberg

and the suburb Stern on the left of the river, over which there is a bridge three hundred

and seventy feet long, and forty feet broad. The different heights present charming

views of the city and environs: let us as ascend the Moenchsberg (Monk's Mountain ; i

green meadows, neat houses, and the beautiful summer palace adorn the foreground ;

in the background tower the lofty mountains. To the left rises the high fortress,

below us the rushing river and the city, whose fine churches and well-built houses

remind us of Italy and of the time when Salzburg was dignified with the appellation

of Little Rome. The eye hngers over the scene, but reflection at last casts a shadow

on its brightness. The city is without animation, its spacious squares are now de-

serted, its best houses are degenerated into goveniment offices, no rolling carriages

disturb the still monotony of the streets. The population, which, in 1794, amounted

to sixteen thousand, had in the course of twenty years sunk to little more than half

that number, and is now supposed to amount to about thirteen thousand.

The Roman name of the city, built by Hadrian on the spot where Salzburg now

stands, was Juvavia ; but it was destroj-ed in 451, and again in 477. The pious

Scotchman, St. Rupert, preached the Gospel here as early as the seventh centiu-y.

To the archbishops the city is indebted for the many architectural beauties that

distinguish it. Under Archbishop Firmian, 1729— 17;5.'?, occurred the great emi-

gration of the Protestant inhabitants. About forty thousand preferred exile to

changing their religion, and sought a refuge in Germany, England, Holland, Russia,

Sweden, and even North America. In 1802 Salzburg was secidarised, and was given

p
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to the Grand Duke of Tuscanj-; in 1805 it fell to Austria; and in 1809 to Bavaria;

after the peace of Paris, 18 1 4, it was restored to Austria. The birth-place of Mozart

was in the third story of the house number two hundred and twenty-tive. The place

of his burial is not knoicn. In 1818 the town suffered considerably by fire ; one

tenth of the city, sereral palaces and churches fell a prey to the flames.

.\jnong the twenty-six churches, the first place is due to the splendid cathedral

built in the seventeenth century, in the Italian style, by Solari of Como. It is adorned

with many marble statues and good paintings. The Franciscans' church possesses

a very beautiful choir. In St. Peter's are the tombs of St. Rupert and of Haydn,

brother to the great composer. The nine painted glass windows in the church on

the Nonnenberg are said to be nearly four himdred years old. Among the orna-

ments of Salzburg must be reckoned the fountain in the square fronting the cathedral,

supposed to be the handsomest in Germany, and the two riding-schools, with the mari-

valled stables for one hundred and thirty horses. Tlie New Gate is very remarkable,

being cut through the rock twenty-two feet high, and thirty-six feet broad ; adjoining

is the MasimUian's Chapel, hkewise hewn in the rock, with an inscription in honour

of the author of the work, Archbishop Sigismund von Schrattenbach, " Te saxa logu-

xtntiir" The present archbishop, no longer a sovereign, is Prince Schwarzenberg,

who was appointed to this high office in 1833, being then but twenty-foiu- years of

age. Salzburg is the seat of the mining commission for the pro\"ince of Salzburg,

for Styria and Carinthia. The Benedictine Monastery of St. Peter's possesses a

verj- fine library and collection of coins. The university has been abolished, and a

Lyceum estabUshed in its stead, with a Gymnasium and Studienschitle. We have

read in some accounts ofSalzburg that the important collection of antiquities made by

Mr. Rosenberger is now at Munich. Of this we cannot speak firom personal know-

ledge ; when we mited the city about ten years ago, we saw a verj- interesting col-

lection in the garden of Mr. Rosenegg. We know not how far fashion may have

prevailed among the good people of Salzburg since this time; but then a lover of Rem-

brandt or Albrecht Diurer would have been in raptures at some ofthe costumes which we

beheld. The environs of Salzburg abound in picturesque and sublime scenery ; the

traveller should not" neglect to visit Aigen, the seat of the present Archbishop, and

firom the grounds, which are interesting, ascend the Gcissberg, which commands a

view perhaps equal to the more highly vaimted prospects from the Swiss moimtains.

It is advisable, however, to take a guide in Aigcn ; we were rash enough to neglect

the experiment, and warn oiu^ readers not to imitate oiu: example. For a more

minute account ofthe towns within a hundred miles of this fa\'Oiured district, we must

refer our readers to the different travellers' handbooks.
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THE TWO COURTIERS.

We speak not here of those whose highest pride

It is to stand behind their sovereign's chair,

Whene'er she deigns to greet her people's eyes

At parliament, or play, in regal state :

We dare not soar so high ; our humbler sphere

Contents itself with swains of birth obscure.

The sire and son, our courtiers, go to couit,

And offer each his homage to the fair

:

The former felt his home deserted, since

She, who had shaied his life for weal or woe,

Had gone to happier worlds, and left behind

An infant son, sole solace of his years.

To rear the child was now his sole dehght,

And by degrees the yearning sorrows fade,

Which the soul feels from loss of those we love;

For in the boy he liv'd again, enjoyed

Anew in him the sportive years of youth.

But time, with silent step, progiessive roll'd

;

The child became a j'outh, the youth a man

;

Yet it was not decreed that he should stay

And live a peasant's life, in humble ease :

The mighty conqueror, with resistless sway,

O'erran his native land. At honour's call

They rallied round the monarch in his need ;

—

The youths took arms, mere stripluigs from the school

;

The aged men, with venerable locks,

United fearless in the holy cause.

And Heaven blcss'd their eflbrts with success.

The youth retum'd; with pride the maidens view'd

Their brave defender, once their playmate gay,
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And oft thev listen'd to the glowing tale

Of his heroic deeds, which, nothing loath,

The father lov'd so often to repeat,

As with his son he stroU'd from house to house :

But yet in course of time, I know not how,

It chanc'd that they were almost daily seen

Where widow Gertrude with her daughter dwelt.

But while the sire his darling son extoll'd,

The son sought other themes, and soon pair'd off,

And whisper'd softly in the maiden's ear.

She blush'd and fearftd towards her mother look'd

;

But she's with matters nearer home engag'd.

For, see, the old man, inconstant to his theme,

Now strives to thread the needle, while the dame

Looks up and smiles, and thinks the homage due ;-

She's not too old to have a courtier too.
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PRAGUE.

Prague, the capital of the kingdom, or rather Austrian province, of Bohemia, is situ-

ated 50° 5' 19" N. L. and 14° 25' E., five hundred and fifty-one Paris feet above the

level of the sea. It is divided into two parts by the river Moldau, a tributary of the

Elbe, and is one of the most beautifully situated cities in Europe, being inclosed

or surrounded by five mountains, the Schlossberg, Lorenzberg, Strahofberg,

Wyssehradberg, and Windberg. The city, exclusive of the suburbs, is dinded into

the Old Town, New Town, Jews' Town, Kleinseite, (Small Side,) and the Hradschin.

The parts of the town on opposite sides of the river are connected by a stone bridge,

and a suspension-bridge has been recently erected. Prague, according to the Pro-

vincial Handbook of Bohemia for 1844, contains one hundred and fifteen thousand

five hundred and seventy-six inhabitants within the walls, and exclusive of the mih-

tarj', twelve monasteries, five nunneries, and two free secular institutions, to one of

which the daughter of the veteran hero. Archduke Charles, has just been appointed

Lady Abbess.

The earliest history of this city is lost in fable, which tells us that Queen Libussa,

(of whom so many wonderful stories are related, amongst others, that she used to

throw her lovers down the precipices of the Wyssehrad, when she grew tired of them,)

was instructed in a vision to build a city on the left bank of the Moldau, and that

she named it Prah, a threshold. Descending into the clearer regions of history, we

find that in the thirteenth century, when the Tartars threatened to overnm Bohemia,

the city was so strongly fortified, that it had nothing to fear from these barbarians.

A wooden bridge was built over the Moldau, and, as the Kleinseite (which, till the

times of Charles IV., was called New Town,) was covered with buildings ; the old

part of the city, Altstadt, on the right bank, was extended, and suiTounded with

walls and ditches, until it attained its present extent. The circumference of Prague

is estimated at twelve miles, the diameter from Spital-gate to Strahof-gate at about

three miles.

This city has been the scene of many revolutions. In 928 it was for the first time

besieged and taken by the Emperor Henry I., who dethroned the heathen Duchess

Drahomira. Within four years (1001—1005) it was taken three times, but without

Q
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a siege. It must have increased in wealth and population w-ith extraordinary rapi-

dity, for in the beginning ofthe fourteenth centurj-, it ftirnished the sovereign, within

three days, with ten thousand armed men, and seven hundred and forty waggons

fiill of provisions, for the war against Austria. But it is to King Charles I., (the

Emperor Charles IV.,) to whom the inhabitants are now about to erect a statue, that

Prague is most indebted. This prince was the son of King John, who fell at the

famous battle of Cressy. He planted the MUs with vines, built many chiu-ches, the

stone bridge over the river, and founded the celebrated university, the earliest in

Germany : by encouraging the North German and the Italian merchants, he made

the city the emporium of the north and south trade ; and we can form some idea of

its importance, from the circumstance, that a single citizen made the monarch a

present of one hundred thousand ducats. But the spirit of the father had not de-

scended upon the son, WenzellV., and the Hussite war, which broke out soon after,

exposed the city to all the horrors of ci^il and religious warfare, for fourteen years,

and checked the rising prosperity of Prague. John Huss, by an iufamous breach of

faith on the part of the Emperor Sigismund, who had given him a safe conduct, was

burned at Constance in 1415. Tliis led to a complete separation of the churches,

but the power of the Hussite party enabled them to change Bohemia into an elective

monarchy, 1420—1547. In the former year Prague was besieged by the Emperor

Sigismund, but withstood his attack, and John Ziska, the celebrated blind Hussite

genera], (after whom the Ziskaberg, about half a mile from the New Town, is named,)

defeated the imperial troops. In 1458, George von Podiebrad, a man of great

talents, and of the Hussite persuasion, ascended the throne, aud maintained his

position till his death, notwithstanding the excommimication of the pope, the faith-

lessness of his son-in-law. King Mathias of Hungary, and of a great part of his

nobles. After the death of the son of his successor in a battle against the Tiu-ks,

the Archduke Ferdinand of Austria obtained the supreme power, 1526. The

Bohemians themselves, strongly attached to the reformed reUgion, were naturally un-

willing to obey the archduke's summons to take up arms against the Elector of Saxony

in the Smalcalde war ; they seemed rather inclined to assist the latter ; but Ferdi-

nand, taking advantage of Charles the Fifth's victoiy at Miihlberg, treated his subjects

very severely, and, at the so-called Bloody Diet, declared Bohemia an horeditaiy

monarchy. His posterity remained in possession of the throne, till towards the end

of the reign of his grandson Mathias. This violation of their political and rehgious

freedom excited the indignation of the Bohemian Protestants, and threatened to

deprive Austria of one of the brightest jewels of her crown. They rejected Ferdinand

II., who had been already crowned King of Bohemia in the lifetime of his cousin

Mathias, and in IGli) elected Frederic V., Elector Palatine, son-in-law of King

James I. of England, as their sovereign. But this unfortunate prince, who but for
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the peace-loving disposition of James might have involved Great Britain in the war,

did not long fnjoj' his newly-acquired honours. The next year thi- battle of the

White Mountain, near Prague, deprived him of his throne ; the Protestant Church

(the religion of three-fourths of the inhabitants) was suppressed, the former constitu-

tion abolished, (1627,) and Bohemia declared a monarchial and Catholic country.

Thirty-six thousand families, one thousand and eighty-eight nobles and knights,

all the Protestant teachers and clergy, a great number of artists, merchants, and

others, who would not change their rehgion, emigrated into Saxony, Poland, Sweden,

Holland, &c. By this loss, and the miseries of the Thirty Years' War, (to the out-

breaking ofactual hostilities in which the inhabitants of Prague essentially contributed,

by throwing the Emperor's delegates out of the castle window, where, fortunately for

their lives, they alighted on a dunghill,) the country was deserted and desolate.

German colonists were encouraged, and the German language introduced to the

prejudice of the Bohemian. In the eighteenth century Prague suffered repeatedly

by incursions of the enemy; but since the bombardment by Frederick tlie Great, in

the Seven Years' War, it has been spared the honors of a siege. In 1813, at the

Congfress held in this citj', the Emperor Alexander of Russia, the Emperor of Aus-

tria, and the King of Prussia laid the foundation of the Holy Alliance.

Prague possesses many churches and public buildings, well worthy the atten-

tion of the traveller. In the Thein Church, one of the oldest in the city, are

deposited the remains of Tycho Brahe, who settled at Prague, on a pcn.sion

allowed him by the Emperor Rudolph II. The splendid metropolitan church of

St. Veit, on the Hradschin, was commenced in the tenth century, but not completed

till 1500. It contains the tombs of many of the sovereigns and celebrated men of

Bohemia. The patron saint of the country is St. Nepomuk, who died in the latter

half of the fourteenth century. His shrine in this church is one of the most costly

in the world, and the silver ornaments of it are supposed to weigh above two tons.

According to the legend, the saint was thrown from the bridge into the Moldau, for

reftising to betray to the jealous king, Wenzel, the secrets of his queen's confession.

Flames hovered over the spot where his body lay under water ; the miracle attracted

attention, and the body was found. His statue in bronze adorns the bridge, and is

reverently saluted by all the passers-by. About three hundred and fifty j-cars after

his death he was made a saint, and the day of his death. May 16th, is the great

festival of Prague. A kind of wooden chapel is built over his statue on the bridge,

to which the pious come even from distant parts in thousands, to pay their devo-

tion. The crowd is so great that for two evenings no caniages are permitted to

cross the bridge.

The Imperial Palace, on the Hradschin, contains four hundred aiul forty apart-

ments, the largest of which is second only to Westminster Hall. The Hradschin

contains several splendid buildings, formerly belonging to noble families, but many
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of these are now in the hands of the government, and one of the largest is, we be-

lieve, used as a poor-house.

No lover of histon" will leave Prague without seeing the habitation and rehcs of

the great Wallenstein, which, mutilated as they are, will still recal the great magnifi-

cence and unbounded wealth of that extraordinary man. The interest in his fate

has been recently revived by the action brought by his present descendant against

the crown of Austria, for restitution of the estates, confiscated after his murder.

Wallenstein, it appears, expressly stipulated, in a deed which has just been pubhshed,

that if any of his race should be guilty of high-treason, they should be punished with

loss of life, but the family estate should not be confiscated. This fact is interesting,

although not favourable to the supposition that the idea of treason had never entered

his mind.

The University of Prague, the oldest in Germany, was founded in 1318, by Charles

IV., who conferred on it great pri^Tleges, exempting foreign students from all taxes,

and investing the academical council with civil and criminal jurisdiction. The

number of students in King Wenzel's reign amounted to about sixty thousand.

The four nations, (Bohemian, German, Polish, and Bavarian,) into which it was

divided, possessing equal votes, the natives had only one vote in four, and at last the

king was induced to reverse the proportion, giving the Bohemians three, and the other

nations one vote. The foreign professors resigned their situations ; in a short time

manv thousand students followed, and thus the imiversities of Leipzig, Rostock,

Cracow, and some others were founded. The university of Prague sank as rapidly

as it had risen : Maria Theresa and her successors contributed to its revival, and it

now numbers about two thousand students.

The stranger should not neglect to visit the Jews" burial-groimd. Although the

statement that the coimtr\- contains Jewish monuments of the first centuiv , must of

course be considered as fabulous, there is no doubt that the Prague Jewish settle-

ment belongs to the earliest in Europe. Tlie Jews' quarter contains a Town-hall,

nine svnagogues, and two lumdred and seventy-nine houses, in which live several

thousand Jews, two or three families often inhabiting the same room. They have

preserved their ancient manners and customs more strictly than in many other parts

of Germany. The rich Jews, however, do not live in this dirty and disagreeable

part of the town. Prague possesses many public charitable institutions, public

libraries, and extensive picture-galleries. Its trade is likewise flomishiug ; but the

Btate of society is said not to be very agreeable, the different ranks not associating

much with each other. It possesses two theatres, in one of which dramatic pieces

arc perfonncd in the Bohemian language, although German is the prcvaUing lan-

guage in the larger towns, and among the higher classes in the counuy. The

conservatory of music enjoys a high reputation throughout Germany.
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KOBERT BURNS.

In a claybuilt cottage, the work of his father's liands, TJohcrt rJunis first saw the

light, on the •25th of Januai'y, 1759. His birth-place is about two miles south-west

of the town of Ayr. A few clays afterwards the frail tenement gave way at midnight,

and the infant with his mother were forced to take shelter in a neighbouring ho^•cl

from llie jiitiless pelting of the storm. William Burns, his father, although in very

humble circumstances, has been pourtrayed by his iunnortal son, in the beautiful

poem of " The Cotter's Saturday Night," in a manner equally honourable to the

memory of both. As in the cases of most distinguished persons, his mother, whom
in general address he greatly resembled, seems to have exercised a great influence

in the formation of his youthful mind, and her inexhaustible store of ballads and tra-

ditionary tales doubtless made a great impression upon his infant imagination. In

his boyish days, as Burns himself tells us, he owed much to an old woman, who

resided in the family, remarkable for her ignorance, credulity, and superstition. She

had the lai'gest collection in the country of tales and songs concerning devils,

ghosts, fairies, brownies, witches, warlocks, spunkies, kelpies, elf-candles, dead-lights,

wraiths, apparitions, cantraips, giants, enchanted towers, dragons, and other trum-

pery. How well he used this " trumpery," the reader of Tam-o'-Shanter doubtless

remembers.

The earliest breathings of Bums's muse were inspired by the passion to which he,

unfortunately for himself, was too often a slave. His first ballad, " O, once I loved a

bonnie lass," was composedwhen he was about fifteen. "Thuswith me began love and

poetry ; which at times have been my only enjoyments." In his nineteenth year he

spent the summer on a smuggling coast. " Scenes of swaggering riot and roaring

dissipation were,' till this time, new to me ; but I was no enemy to social life." He
continued to labour and to stud}^ but his new associates probably called forth the

slumbering seeds ofweaknesses and vices for which he was to pay so dear. " As his

numerous connexions," says his excellent brother Gilbert," were goven)ed by the strict,

est rules of virtue and modesty, (fi'om which he never denated till his twenty-third year,)

he became anxious to be in a situation to marry." But the shop in which he was

learning his new trade of flax-dressing caught fire, and he was obhgcd to give up

R
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the plan. A belle-Jille whom he adored, and who had pledged her soul to meet him

in the field of matrimony, jilted him with pecidiar circumstances of monification.

His letter, in replr to hers, in which she finally rejects him, is extraordinarj- consi-

dering he was only in his twentieth year. " It would be weak and immanly to say

that without you I never can be happy ; but sure I am that sharing life with you

would have given it a relish, that, wanting you, I never can taste." It was about

this time that he wrote to his father
—

" The weakness ofmy nerves has so debilitated

mv mind, that I dare neither review past wants, nor look forward into fi.ittmty ; for

the least anxiety or perturbation in my breast produces most unhappy effects on my

whole fi^ame. Sometimes, indeed, when for an hour or two my spirits are alightened,

I glimmer a Uttle into futurity ; but my principal, and indeed my only pleasurable

employment, is looking backwards and forwards in a moral and religious way." It

was also about this time that he became a fi-eemason, " his first introduction to the

life of a boon companion." Rhyme he had now given up, but meeting with fer-

guson's Scoiti-sh Poems, he stnuig anew his wildly sounding lyre with emulating

vigour.

His father died in the beginning of the year 178i, and thus escaped the sorrow

of seeing his son do penance, according to the Scotch custom in village churches,

before the congregation, in consequence of the binh of an illegitimate child. Shortly

before the death of their father, the two brothers took the farm of Mossgiel together,

and it was during the four years that he hved on it, with yearly wages of seven

pounds for his laboiu-, that his best poems were produced, and that the nobler and

generous feelings of this extraordinary man, with, alas I his great faUuigs, more fully

developed themselves. The talents and genius of Bums had now begun to attract

attention in his neighbourhood, and an acquaintance with some of the clergy

induced him to take an active part in the clerical disputes of the times. The Holg

Fair, the Ordination, the Holy Tailzie, or Twa Herds, with Holg Millie's Prayer,

and other poems, while they proved the high and daring powers of the writer, dis-

played occasionally a profaneness that gave legitimate cause of scandal to others,

who would have shown no mercy to their opponent, even if he had kept within the

boimds of fair discussion. The beautilul poem of Hallowe'en was composed about

the same time as the Holy Fair, and in general the purest specimens of his genius

were strangely mingled with those productions in which he proclaimed himself a

master of reckless satire. Many of his smaller romances too were penned about

this time, and his fervent admiration of beauty called up many of his best songs, for

Bums was no Platonic admirer of imaginary herouies. One of the.se, Jean Armour,

who afterwards became his wife, he thus besings:

" Miss Miller is fine. Miss Markland's divine,

Miss Smith she has wit, and Miss Betty is braw

;

There's beauty and fortune to get wi' Miss Morton,

But .\nnouT"s the jewel for me o' them a'."
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Poor in the extreme, and alanued for the consequences of this new connexion, he

now fonued the idea of going to Jamaica, in lio])cs of bettering his broken fortunes;

but in a last interview with his mistress, lie gave her a written acknowledgment of

marriage, which is in Scotland legal evidence, although such marriages are irregular.

Her father, who had but an imfavourable opinion of Bums's character, persuaded her

to burn this paper, a proccedfng the more strange as it was the only means of

restoring her reputation. It is evident that this part of the poet's history is yet but

partially known. A short time afterwards J ean Armour bore him twins : his situa-

tion was now truly deplorable. The farm had proved a failure, he had offered to

jirovide for his wife and children as a day-labourer ; his wife's relations refused to

acknowledge him ; and such was his poverty that he could not find sufhcient secu-

rity for the paltry parish maintenance of his children.

He now resumed liis intention of going to Jamaica ; after trying in vain to raise

hi.s passage-money, his fiiends encouraged him in the idea of trying a subscription

edition of his poems. His spirits rose with the prospect of success, and he com-

posed some other pieces, amongst others the Twa Dogs, during the progi'ess of

publication. " I had been skulking," says he, " from covert to covert, under all the

ten'ors of a jail ; as some ill-advised people had uncoupled the merciless pack of

the law at my heels. I had taken the last fai'ewell of my friends ; ray chest was on

the way to Greenock ; I had composed the last song I shovdd ever measure in Cale-

donia, The gloomy night is gathering fast, when a letter from Dr. Blacklock, to a

friend of mine, overtlu-ew all my schemes, by opening new prospects to my poetic

ambition." The poems fixed the public attention immediately. Old and young,

high and low, grave and gay, learned or ignorant, were alike deUghted, agitated,

transported. Even ploughboys and maid-servants would gladly have given the

wages they earned most hardly, and which they wanted to purchase necessaiy

clothing, if they might but procure the works of Burns. His society was courted

by the most celebrated of his countrymen. His manners were then, as they con-

tinued ever afterwards, simple, manly, and independent ; stronglj' expressive of

COTiscious genius and worth ; but without anything that indicated forwardness, arro-

gance, or vanity. If there had been a little more of gentleness and accommodation

in his temper, says an acute observer, he would, I think, have been still more inte-

resting ; but he had been accustomed to give law in the circle of his ordinaiy

acquaintance ; and his dread of anything approaching to meanness or servility, ren-

dered his manner somewhat decided and hard. Notliing, perhaps, was more

remarkable among his various attainments, than the fluency, precision, and origin-

ality of his language, when he spoke in company, and avoided more successfully than

most iScotchmen,thepeculiarities of Scottish phraseology. Mackenzie in the Lounger

gave him his full meed of praise, and pointed out to his countrymen " with what
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imcommon penetration and sagacity this heaven-taught ploughman, from his hum-

ble and unlettered condition, had looked on men, and manners." . .
" To repdr the

wrongs of suffering or neglected merit ; to call forth genius from the obscurity in

which it had pined indignant, and place it where it may profit or delight the world

—

these are exertions which give to wealth an enviable superiority, to greatness and to

patronage a laudable prize." Sir Walter Scott says'' of him, " There was a strong

expression of sense and shrewdness in all his Uneaments ; the eye alone, I think,

indicated the poetical character aud temperament. It was large and of a dark cast,

which glowed (I say literally glowed) when he spoke with feeling or interest. I

never saw such another eye in a human head, though 1 hare seen the most distin-

guished men ofmy time. His conversation expressed perfect self-confidence, with-

out the slightest presumption. Among the men who were the most learned of their

time and country, he expressed himself with perfect firmness, but without the least

intrusive forwardness ; and when he differed in opinion, he did not hesitate to

express it firmly, yet at the same time with modesty. I do not remember any part

of his conversation distinctly enough to be quoted, nor did I ever see him again,

except in the street, where he did not recognize me, as I could not expect he

should. He was much caressed in Edinburgh, but t considering what literary emo-

luments have been since his day) the efforts made for his rehef were extremely

trifling."

The unfortunate Heron, who spoke from sad experience, confirms the testimonies

that in Edinburgh he yielded to temptations, which, notwithstanding his noble and

generous impulses, he had not sufficient strength to withstand. "'The enticements of

pleasure too often unman our virtuous resolution, even while we wear the air of reject-

ing them with a stem brow. We resist and resist, and resist ; but at last suddenly turn,

and passionately embrace the enchantress. The 6;^cA-s of Edinburgh accomplished, in

regard to Burns, that in which the boors of Ayrshire had failed. After residing some

months in Edinburgh, he began to estrange himself, not altogether, but in some

measure, from his graver friends. Too many of his hours were now spent at the

tables of persons who delighted to urge conviviality to drunkenness, in the tavern,

and in the brothel."

\Miy do we extract these remarks ? Certainly not with tlie wish to detract from

the fame due to a great man. We are of opinion that much that has been given to

the world respecting Biu-ns ought to have been withheld, for if all the biograpliies of

celebrated men had been placed in the same transparent light, in which this ill-fated

son of genius and of passion has been exhibited, how few would come out of the

furnace unscathed ! Instead of treating his faults with delicacy, or leaving liis vices

unrecorded, for which the ])oot paid the severe but just penalty, in years of mental

misery, even his brother Gilbert, and liis first biograj)her. Dr. Currie, set the per-
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nicious example of revealing to the public failings for which his sufferings should

have been considered a sufficient expiation, without " damning him to everlasting

fame." But as these memoirs have now become known to all, the chronicler has

no choice left him but in some measure to show the faults of his predecessors. The

faihngs of such a man as Bums inculcate a great moral lesson, that the most admi-

rable genius, the most generous and noble impulses are but a poor substitute for

active principle, which alone can fonn and confinn real strength of character. We
maj', and we ought to draw the inference for ourselves ; far be it from us to sit in

judgment upon one whose finely gifted and sensitive mind exposed him to tempta-

tions which others feel less acutely, and therefore overcome without merit to them-

selves. " Take a being of our kind," says he, in a short sketch of himself which

throws great light on his character, " give him a stronger imagination and more

delicate scnsibihty, which between them will ever engender a more ungovernable

set of passions than are the usual lot of man ; implant in him an irresistible impulse

to some ifUe vagary, such as arranging wild flowers in fantastic nosegays, tracing

the grasshopper to his haunt, by his chii-ping song, watching the frisks of the httle

minnows in the sunny pool, or hunting after the intrigues of butterflies ; in short,

send him adrift after some piu-suit which shall eternally mislead him from the paths

of lucre, and yet curse him with a keener relish than any man Uving for the plea-

sures that lucre can bestow ; lastly, fill up the measure of his woes by bestowing on

him a spuming sense of his own dignity, and you have created a wight nearly as

miserable as the poet."

The profits of a subsequent edition of his poems amounted to between five hun-

dred and six hundred pounds, but it soon dwindled away. He married Miss
Armour, took a farm, which, as might be expected, did not succeed ; his friends

procured for him—what seems to us almost a satire—a place in the excise with a

salary of fifty pound a year, afterwards raised to seventy, and even this paltry-

pittance he was in danger of losing, owing to some obsenations upon the French
Revolution, which some vile informer had reported against him. It was in allusion to

this appointment that Coleridge invites his friend Charles Lamb to gather a wreath

of henbane, nettles, and nightshade,

" The illostrious brow of Scotch nobility to twine."

He closed his life in gieat misery on the aist of July, 1796, in his thirty-seventh

year, with all the horrors of a jail before him. His proud spirit, which had refiised

to receive firom Thomson the remuneration for his songs, in a publication which

owed to them its chief value, was forced, in the last days of his existence, to write a

pressing letter for the loan of five pounds. His remains enjoyed the empty honours

of a public funeral, at which persons of all ranks volunteered in crowds to do honour

to the memorj- of the national poet of Scotland.

s
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The poetiy of Bums at once reaches the hean. Dealing with subjects and

images that are familiar to all, he wants no interpreter ; for all feel instinctively the

truth and beauty with which the genius of the poet has invested them. However

humble the scene, it is never vulgar, he looks upon nature with the eye of a poet

;

there is a mingled tenderness and passion in his verse that carry his reader irresis-

tibly with him. Unlike most poets of all ranks and almost all poets from the lower

ranks of life, he never writes for the sake of writing, but from the fiilness of a heart

overflowing with genial passion. If his verse has little grandeur or imagination, it

is because the subjects on which he felt himself impelled to write afforded little room

for the development ofthese qualities. SirWalter Scott has expressed his regret that

Bums confined his genius to hn-ical effusions, and that he did not attempt a greater

poem. We maybe allowed, with all diflidence, to suggest a doubt, whether the poet

would have been equally successfiil in the attempt. The fire and energy of Bums's

style are eminently suited for shorter pieces ; in longer poems, they might fatigue

the reader, or have tempted the poet to artfiicial excitement, to the loss of those

exquisite touches of natm-al feeling in which he so greatly excelled. The weak-

nesses ofthe poet's character are manifest in the events of his life ; he that runs may

read them ;—its strength is to be seen in his poems;these represent him erring indeed,

but fuU of generous and noble emotions, of gushing tenderness ; in some poems, of

childlike purity of sentiment. Labouring under the disadvantages of being written

in dialect, they will doubtless last as long as the English language shall endure.
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COLOGNE CATHEDRAL.

This cathedral (according to the original plan, which has been fortunately disco-

vered) was destined to be the noblest specimen of Gothic architecture in Europe.

It was designed by Archbishop Engelberg, begun by Archbishop Conrad of

Hochstetten, called the Solomon of his age, and continued from 1248, until the

period of the Reformation.

Tlie cathedral is in the form of a cross, four hundred feet in length, and one hun-

dred and eighty in breadth. The only part that is finished is the choir, with the

chapels that surround it. One himdred columns support the nave ; the middle ones

are forty feet in circumference, but it is only two-thirds of its intended height,

and the roof is of wood. Each of the towers was intended to be five hundred

feet high, but one has only attained an elevation of two hundred and fifty feet, and

that of the other is veiy trilling. Behind the high altar is the celebrated Chapel

of the Three Kings in marble, m the Ionic style. Their bones lie in a curiously

wrought case of solid silver gilt, with splendid ornaments. On the left side of the

choir is the Golden Chamber, with the cathedral treasure. Although in the wars

attendant upon the French Revolution, this treasure was much diminished, enough

remains to enable tlie spectator to judge of the enormous wealth with which the

metropolitan church of Cologne was endowed.

Although a sum was annually set apart, during the reign of the late King of Prus-

sia, for the restoration of this splendid edifice, it was not until the accession of

the present monarch tliat active measures were taken for this purpose. He is

known to have this object much at heart, and had not long ascended the throne

before he laid the groundstone of the vast repairs necessary to complete the cathe-

dral. As this imposing ceremony took place about the time that the warlike demon-

strations of M. Thiers excited great attention in Germany, the patriotic sentiments

of the Protestants came in aid of the religious feelings of the Catholics, and sub-

scriptions poured iu from all parts. Since then the enthusiasm has somewhat abated,

and the completion of this great work still remains somewhat problematical. The

following contains a more recent account of the progress made in it, than has hith-

erto appeared in England.
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The frescoes in the high choir are begun under the direction of Moralt of Munich,

from the cartoons of the painter Steinle of Vienna. Thev represent soaring angels,

in each of the high, narrow, triangular spaces between the pointed arches round the

choir and the bearers of the choral arch. The space is, however, verj- unfavourable

for their light, soaiing fonns, as it leaves no room for the development of the wings.

The proportion to the architecture and other ornaments of the choir seems some-

what too imposing, so that these parts of the building seem to become narrowed b_v

the paintings ; which, however, considered solely as to their own merits, do credit to

the artist, and will not fail of producing their effect on the minds of those who love

simphcitj and pious sentiments iu works of art.

Sleanwliile the works within and without the cathedral are in active progress, and

the arches of the southern cross aisle are already closing in several places. How
difficult the problem of completing the cathedral is first became apparent when the

architect entered upon the details of the building. It had not been borne in mind

that in a work that had been continued through three centuries, many changes of

the original plan must of necessity have taken place ; and if there still exist persons

who are of opinion that the works can be continued according to the original plan,

they must soon yield to the conviction that the existing parts of the edifice were in

reality erected from different plans. The plan of the towers which has been disco-

vered, belongs manifestly to a later period than the ground-plan of the church, one

window of which is actually half destroyed by the former, and parts of the choir are

not in harmony with its original character, but endently the inorganic addition of a

later architect. Under these circumstances, it was too much to accuse with such

vehemence the present architect Zwimer, and to insist that the original plan should

not be deviated from in the completion of the north cross-aisles, a demand founded

on the fragment of a column at the part mentioned, but which, in construction and

profile, belonged to a later period than that of the original foundation. The dispute

was carried on with great bitterness, and at last laid before the king, who confirmed

the plans of M. Zwimer. We hope that this difference will soon pass away, for if

such should be repeated, the public sympathy will cool. The unhappy religious

disputes, and particularly the zeal of the CathoUcs against the Gustavus-Adolphus

Unions have already manifestly lessened the national interest in this great work.

With the north cross-aisle, as the south cross-aisle is already considerably above the

foundation, the real builihng begins; and if means are not wanting, it is hoped that

in 1848 the whole church will be finished to the height of the aisles, and thus be

from within accessible throughout its whole extent.

The Gustavus-Adolphus Unions were formed for the purpose of assisting poor

Protestant communities with ftmds for building churches, &c. They exist in great

numbers throughout Germany, but the King of Bavaria has forbidden his subjects
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to accept assistance from them. The King of Prussia is protector of these unions

in Prussia This (lifferencc of opinion has caused much ill-will, although it cannot

be denied that the adoption of the name of Gustavus Adolplius, the victorious Pro-

testant warrior, was calculated to give some offence to the sensitive mhids of the

Catholics. The choice of the name, although injudicious, was accidental, and arose

from the circumstance that the idea was first pronndgaied a few years ago, at the

jubilee in honour of that monarch, when a monument was erected over the place

where he fell, near Luetzen, on the high road between Leipzig and Weimar.

THE BATTLE OF TRAFALGAR.

A FEW days after Nelson had returned from his harassing and incessant cniising

after the enemy, which had successfully eluded him in almost all quarters of the

globe, the government received intelligence that the combined French and Spanish

fleets had entered Cadiz. Having been two years at sea, without setting his foot

on shore, he had retired to Merton, to seek that repose which was so necessaiy to

the re-establishment of his health. When Ca])tain Blackwood, who was travelling

to London with dispatches, called at his house. Nelson exclaimed, " I am sure you

bring me news of the French and Spanish fleets ! I think I shall yet have to beat

them." His physicians remonstrated in vain, his anxiety to serve his country over-

came all other considerations, and his offer to command the fleet was gladly ac-

cepted. On Fridaj' night, Sept. 13th, (1805,) half-past ten, he says :" I drove from

dear, dear Merton, where I left all which I hold dear in this world, to go to serve my
king and country. May the great God whom I adore, enable me to fulfil the expec-

tations of my country, and if it is his good pleasure that I slioidd return, my thanks

will never cease being offered up to the throne of his mercy. If it is his good pro-

vidence to cut short my days upon earth, I bow with the greatest submission, relying

that he will protect those so dear to me, whom I leave behind." The people at

Portsmouth uttered blessings upon him on their knees, as he left his native shore.

The French admiral had received orders to leave Cadiz lor Toulon, but when he

heard the dreaded name of the hero who was now opposed to him, even the orders

of Napoleon were disregarded, nor was it until he was deceived by Nelson's bold

stratagem of detaching six ships to Gibraltar, that he ventured out of the harbour.

Six ships arrived from England singly, and Nelson now had twenty-seven sail of the

line and four frigates, the force of the enemy amounted to thirty-three sail of tht-

T
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line and seven frigates, four of which were three-deckers, and their fleet was

strengthened by four thousand marksmen. Nelson, with noble confidence, sent

CoUingwood his plan in detail, and he told his captains if they could not make out

his signals, none could do wrong who placed his ship alongside that of the enemy.

On the 21st of October, 1805, Nelson ordered the ships to bear down in double

columns, and Villeneuve, to meet this plan, had arranged the French fleet so that

between everj- two vessels in the front line a space was left to fire a broadside from

one in the second. Villeneuve, with the admirals Alaifa and Dumanoir, com-

manded the first line of twenty-one ships of the fine ; the remainder, in the second,

were under the orders of Admirals Gravina and ilagon. CoUingwood and Nelson,

the former in the Royal Sovereign, the latter in the Victory, led the two columns.

These dispositions being made, and the ships already advancing against the enemy,

Nelson withdrew to his cabin and wrote the following prayer :
—

" May the great God

whom I worship grant to my country, and for the benefit of Europe in general, a

great and glorious \ictory, and may no misconduct in any one tarnish it; and may

humanity after victory be the predominant feature in the British fleet ! For myself

individually, I commit my life to Him that made me, and may his blessing alight

on my endeavours for serving my country- faithfully. To him I resign myself, and

the just cause which is entrusted me to defend." His last well-known signal, Eng-

land expects that every man will do his duty, raised the confidence of the sailors

to the highest pitch. " What a fine sight those ships would make at Spithead
!"

exclaimed the British tars, pointing to the splendid and newly fitted vessels of the

French fleet. "How many ships should you deem a victor}?" said Nelson to

Blackwood. " Fourteen would be a glorious one." " I shall not be satisfied with

less than twenty," was Nelson's reply. Yet he had a conviction that although he

should be victorious he should not survive the action.

CoUingwood in the Royal Sovereign first came into action, as Nelson kept some-

what more to the north, to prevent the enemy's retreat into Cadiz. When CoUing-

wood, although two miles nearer than the other ships of his squadron, sailed alone

against the hostUe fleet, " See," said Nelson, '' how that noble fellow ColUngwood

carries his ship into action !" " What would Nelson give to be here !" was the

kindred exclamation of CoUingwood. The broadside of the Royal Sovereign cost

the Santa Anna four hundred men, but she was soon engaged with five vessels at

once, and great was the joy oftlie British when the first clearing away of the smoke

showed the national flag stiU proudly soaring against such tremendous odds.

Nelson's anxiety was intense, and he strained evcrj- none to bear his part in the

action. As soon as the enemy saw him approaching, seven or eight of their vessels

directed their fire exclusively against the Victory, which, from the fall of the wind,

advanced but slowly, unable to return a single shot. This heavy firing did fearful
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damage : among those who fell was Mr. Scott, Nelson's secretary, who was standing

close to him at the fatal moment. " This is too warm work, Hardy, to last long,"

was his exclamation. Not being able to penetrate through the enemy's line to attack

the Santissima Trinidada, which he mistook for the French Admiral's ship, he fired a

broadside into the Bucentaure with murderous effect, and was soon engaged at one

time with the Redoubtable, Bucentaure and Santissima Trinidada, besides receiving a

terrible broadside from the Neptune. Captain Harvey in the Tem6raire attacked

the Redoubtable from the other side, and so firmly were the four vessels locked

together, that after every fire from Nelson's ship, the English were obliged to pour

water into the Redoubtable to extinguish the (lames, or they would all inevitably have

perished in one common conflagration. The Redoubtable had confined her exer-

tions to preparations against the expected boarding, and supposing from her silence

that she had struck, in conformity with the noble sentiments in his prayer. Nelson

twice ordered the Victory to cease firing. But this humanity was ill rewarded, the

firing continued from the fore and main tops, and the aim of the French marksmen

was but too successful. Nelson fell. " They have done for me at last, Hardy." " I

hope not," said Hardy. " Yes, my back-bone is shot through." As he was carried

down, he gave his orders with his usual coolness, and not to discourage the men,

with his handkerchief he covered his face and stars, the emblems of his glory, which

but too fatally revealed his person to the enemy. Knowing that his end was

approaching, he bade the surgeon attend to the others :
" To me you can do

nothing."

The two admirals had borne the first brunt of the battle : the Royal Sovereign

took the Santa Anna after two hours' hard fighting, and great loss of men on both

sides. The fearless CoUingwood had at last stood alone on the poop, iniwilling to

expose his men to iinnecessarj' danger. Captain Harvey, in the Temcraire, boarded

the Tougueux seventy-four, and as the British fleet now shared in the honour-

able danger, the dying moments of Nelson were cheered by the joyful hurrahs that

announced the successive captures. Such was the slaughter in this conflict that

the T6meraire (the crew of which likewise boarded the Redoubtable) entered into

action with a crew of six hundred and forty-three men, but only thirty-five again

beheld their native shore.

Nelson's anxiety to learn the fate of the battle evinced itself in repeated inquiries

diter Captain Hardy. " Will no one bring Hardy to me ? He must be killed ; he

is surely dead." As soon as the arduous contest allowed him to leave the deck,

Captain Hardy hastened to the resting-place of his beloved commander. He could

not overcome his emotion. " Well, Hardy, how goes the day with us f" " Very well;

ten ships have struck, but five of the van have tacked, and are coming down

upon the Victory ; but 1 have called two or three fi-esh ships round, and have no
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doubt we shall gire them a drubbing." " I hope none of our ships have struck."

" There is no fear of that." " I am a dead man," said Nelson ;
" I am going fast

:

it will be all over with me soon." The duties of the senice recalled Hardy, and

detained him on deck nearly an hour ; but Nelson lived to receive the news of the

great victory that hid b^en obtained. Hardy reported to him that fourteen

or fifteen of the enemy had struck. " That's well ; but I bargained for twenty.

Anchor, Hardy, anchor. Do you make the signal. Kiss me. Hardy." " Now I

am satisfied; thank God, I have done my duty." This last was the prevailing senti-

ment even in death ; with a voice that gradually became weaker and weaker, he

repeated, " Thank God, I have done my duty," and expired without a groan. Thus

died England's greatest naval hero, a man possessed of many and eminent virtues,

both public and domestic.

We have not alluded to his piivate life, or his very questionable association with

Lady Hamilton, but in extenuation it may perhaps be said, that if he yielded to the

fascinations of female beauty, to the destruction of his domestic peace, justice

requires us to add, that she who subjugated Nelson, seems to have been a woman

gifted with the most extraordinary graces and talents, within whose sphere few came

without feeling her influence. With the solitary exception of the unhappy affair at

Naples, Nelson's public character was blameless, and deserved the grateful and

enthusiastic admiration which it everywheie inspired.

ST. PAUL'S CATHEDRAL.

From the earliest times the hill on the summit of which the Cathedral of St. Paul's

with its magnificent dome towers above the vast metropolis, seems to have been

consecrated by holy edifices. It is certain that the Romans had a burial-place on

the spot, as many funeral vases, lachrymatories, and other memorials of the dead

were excavated by Sir Christopher Wren. Above the Roman relics lay the skele-

tons of the ancient Britons, and above these the Saxons. Ethelbert, the first

Christian king of Kent, erected a church here (610) and dedicated it to St. Paul.

In 961 it was burnt down, but is said to have been rebuilt in the same year. This

church likewise became a prey to the flames about a centurj- after. The succeeding

edifice, known in English history by the name of old St. Paul's, occupied a period

of one hundred and fifty years in its erection, nor was it, in fact, completely finished

until the reign of Edward II. in 1315. It was nearly seven hundred feet in length,

one hundred and thirty in breadth, and the wooden spire attauied the amazing height
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of five hundred and twenty fpet. The spu'c was rebuilt in the last year above-men-

tioned, and the summit adorned by a ball and cross. It suffered considerably from

a violent storm in 1444, and it was nearly twenty years before the ball and cross again

crowned the spire. On the 4th of June, 15(51, all the woodwork of the cathedral was

consumed by fire. It was indeed re-opened within five years, by the unremitting

exertions of Queen Elizabeth, aided by a liberal national subscription, but it remained

a fragment, the spire was not rebuilt, and it gvadua% fell to decay, till, in 1663,

under Charles I., the subscriptions having amounted to one hundred thousand

pounds, the important task of restoring the building was entrusted to Inigo Jones.

Great was the neglect to which it had been exposed. It was a common lounging

and sleeping-place for all sorts of dissolute persons ; nor was common decency

observed even dming the performance of divine service, the people walking about

with their hats on. The cloisters were let to the noisy trunk-makers, who disturbed

the stillness of the place. The walls were disfigured by the erection of private

houses against them, one of which, which formed part of the church, seems to have

been used as a playhouse ; in short, it is difficult to conceive how such desecration,

which lasted for years, could have been endured for a single moment. Inigo Jones

proceeded to clear the church fi-om these disfigurements, but the commencement
of the civil wars in 1642 not only put a stop to further improvement, but earned the

unholy work to such an extreme, that sawpits were erected in the church, part of

the cathedral itself was turned into barracks, and the portico and statues erected by

Inigo Jones were destroyed.

After the restoration in 1663, Sir John Denham, the poet, was the incompetent

superintendent of the works, and Wren was appointed his assistant. The houses

and various disfigurements had been removed, when, in the great fire of the 3rd of

September 1666, old St. Paul's shared the fate of thousands of less distinguished

edifices, and became a confused heap of ruins. The whole east part was destroyed,

not only the timber roof being burnt and the upper stone vaidts for the greatest part

thrown down, but the ^'ery inner walls and pillars between the choir and north

aisle being fallen also, and in their fall liaving broken the vaults into St. Faith's

Church, under the choir and chapels of the cathedral. It was still hoped that the

part remaining might be repaired ; but subsequent investigations proved that these

walls were unable to bear the weight of a roof, and it was resolved to erect a new

building. Sir Christopher Wren, who had become surveyor-general on the death of

Denham, presented several plans, of which that after which the present cathedral was

built was selected by the king. Although the plans were submitted for royal approba-

tion in 167-2, it was not until .Tune 1675 that the first stone was laid. Considerable

suras had been subscribed by the bishops and others for the repairs ofthe old cathedral,

previous to its destruction by the great fire, and these were now employed for the new

D
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church : but the expenses were almost wholly covered by a duty on coals, imposed

lor this purpose in 1670, and confirmed by several Acts of Parliament, imiil 1716.

The expense of this vast building, second in magnitude only to St. Peter's at Rome,

amounted to seven hundred and thirty-six thousand pounds, but the remuneration

awarded to its eminent architect was paltry in the extreme, not exceeding two hun-

dred poimds a year, out of which he paid for models and drawings, and of this

pittance one half was reserved till the completion of the work. W hen we consider

the length of time occupied in the erection of the great cathedrals on the Continent,

and the incongruities of plan, by the change of architects and the variations of taste

in art, it is matter of congratulation that this vast design ^begim June 21st, 1675,

completed 1710) was executed imder the exclusive superintendence of Wren. It

has been recorded as a matter of curious observation that the master mason, Mr.

Strong, and the Bishop of London, Compton, who were present at the laying of the

foundation-stone, likewise survived the completion of the cathedral.

The church which immediately recurs to the mind of the traveller on \-iewing

the interior of St. Pauls, is the far-famed St. Peter's of Rome. The grand metro-

pohtan church of the Catholics, if such an expression be permitted, was biuh in one

hundred and forty-five years, under the superiutendence of twelve diflFerent archi-

tects, and nineteen popes filled the papal chair, in the iaterval between its com-

mencement and completion. In the interior the palm must be given to the Roman

church, the splendid mosaic paintings of the dome giving it a lightness and cheer-

ftilness that contrast favourably with the bareness of the London cathedral; but the

loftv dome of the latter soars with greater grandeiu", nor wiU the exterior front

of Sl Peter's bear comparison with the grandeur of the western front of St. Paul's,

facing Ludgate-lull. The lower part of this magnificent portico consists of twelve

Corinthian, the upper of eight Composite coliunns. Impressive as is the effect of

this masterpiece of Wren's genius, how greatly woidd it have been enhanced could

the original idea of the architect,—viz., to carry up a single order of pillars the

whole height,—have been carried into execution ; but it was imfortimately found

impossible to procure blocks of the size requisite to reahze this great conception.

The approach to St. Peter's is free; the vast colonnade, with its obelisks and foimtains,

of such spacious dimensions that the impression produced by the view of the chiuch

itself is hardly commensurate with what might be expected from its vast size. St.

Paul's is so completely hidden and enclosed, that, although standing on the highest

part of London, it is only from the western approach that it produces any consider-

able effect. Tlie dome, it is true, presents a majestic appearance as one ascends the

river ; but it is to be hoped that the city improvements will at length leave a free

space to bring out the beauties of this fine building to greater advantage.

St. Pauls is built in the form of a cross ; its whole length from east to west is
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five hundred feet, that of the transept, two hundred and eighty-five ; the breadth

of the church, one hundred and seven feet, that of the transept nearly the same.

The intersection of the nave and transept is surmounted by the dome, lantern,

globe and cross. The height to the top of the cross is four hundred and four feet,

that of tlie two bell-towers of the west front, two hundred and twenty feet, of the

walls, about ninety feet. Within the iron railing that incloses the burial-ground of

the cathedral stood formerly Paul's Cross, so frequently mentioned in English

history. The sermons, some of which cost their authors so dear, were delivered in

the open air. There still exist benefactions for their continuance, and though now

preached in the choir, they are still distinguished by the name of Paul's Cross Ser-

mons.

The cupola is adorned with paintings by Sir James Thornhill, representing the

history of St. Paul. A verj' handsome iron screen separates the choir fi'om the

nave, but the organ in its present position obstructs the fi-ee view of this part of the

church. The stalls in the choir are beautifully carved, but the altar is not worthy

of the building ; in one of the stalls is the pew of the Bishop of London, opposite

is the seat of the Lord Mayor. Service is performed twice a day in the choir, be-

sides the full church service on Sundays and holydays. The present King of

Prussia on attending it, exclaimed on leaving the cathedral, " This is indeed divine

service !"

It was not until 1796 that the bareness of the walls was relieved by monuments.

The statue of the philanthropist Howard was the first which was erected in St.

Paul's. It contains at present the monuments of Dr. Johnson, Sir W. Jones,

Sir J. Reynolds, Abercrombie, General IMoore, Elliott, Howe, Jervis, Duncan,

Nelson, CoUingwood, and others who have deserved well of their coimtry. The

crypt, in which was likewise the subteiTaneous church of St. Faith, contains the sarco-

phagus that encloses the remains of Nelson; it was originally intended by Cardinal

Wolsey for his own tomb in St. George's Chapel, Windsor. The other objects of

curiosity are the Library, with its singular floor of coloured oak, the Model-room, the

famed Whispering- Gallery, the gi'cat bell, and the immense clock-works. At an early

hour in the morning, when the metropolis is free from smoke, the visitor enjoys an

extensive view from the outer galleries or the ball. The King of Saxony, more

accustomed to early rising than royalty in England, is probably the only monarch,

who, since many years, has accomplished this matutinal feat. The ingenious picto-

rial representation at the Colosseum is doubtless familiar to many of our readers. Two

of the most interesting scenes for a stranger to witness at St. Paid's are the

musical performances for the benefit of the sons of the clergy, and the vocal

song of the chanty children in I^ondon, and its environs, who, gi-ouped together

in thousands, unite their youthful voices in hymns of gratitude and praise.
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KENILWORTH.
Kjexilworth, or Killingworth, a market-town in Warwickshire, consists principally

of one street, nearly a mile long, on the road from Coventry to Warwick. It was

anciently a manor belonging to the crown, and the Castle of Kenilworth was demo-

lished earlv in the eleventh centuri-, in the war between Edmund [ronside and Canute.

The church is an ancient building, and possesses a fine rich door of Norman

architecture, but the spire above the tower is of more modem date. In the reign of

Henry I., the king bestowed the manor on GeoflBrey de Clinton, his chamberlain and

treasurer, who erected a castle of great strength, and hkewise foimded a monastery.

It was the stronghold of Simon de Montfort, Earl of Leicester, in his insurrection

against Henry III., and served as a place of refuge to his family and followers after

the battle of Evesham, (a. d. 1265,) but after an obstinate resistance, they were

obliged to surrender in the following year. It was in Kenilworth Castle that the

unfortunate Edward II. was confined, before he was removed to Berkeley Caistle,

the scene of his murder, 1327. In the following reign the castle became the property

ofJohn of Gaunt, who acquired it bv marriage, and by whom most of the buildings that

remain were erected. Through his son, Henry IV., it reverted to the domains

of the crown. Queen Elizabeth conferred it upon her favourite, Robert Dudley,

Earl of Leicester, who spent immense sums upon it, and when the improve-

ments were finished invited his roval mistress to the celebrated festival so graphi-

cally described by Sir Walter Scott, in his historical romance of Kenilworth. The

survey that was taken some time after gives the area witliin the walls of the castle at

seven acres ; but the circuit of the walls, manors, parks, and chase was estimated at

nineteen or twenty miles. It suffered greatly during the ci^il wars ; a great part of

the buildings were demolished, and the materials sold. The remains, however, stLU

present a splendid and picturesque appeauance. The prevailing character of the

architecture is the late perpendicular, some of the ruins, however, are in the Norman

style. Of the ancient tower (known by the name of Julius Cae.sar's Tower) three

sides remain, the walls are in some parts fifteen feet thick. The massive part,

called Lancaster Buildings, erected by John of Gaunt, is hastening to decay, nor

are the more recent additions of the Earl of Leicester in a better state of preser-

vation In these latter (called Leicester Buildings) we still discern the niins of

the spacious Banquetiing Hall, eighty -six feet long by forty-five wide. 'Ihe ivy

growing round the ruins adds to the picturesqueness of the castle, which commands

a fine view of the adjacent country. Of the mouasterj- or abbey, which belonged to

the Canons of St. .\ugu.stine, but little remains. The account of the splendid festival
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^ven by the Earl of Leicester to Queen Elizabeth, in the description of two con-

temporary writers, George Gascoigne, othcr^vise res])ectably known to those ac-

quainted with the literature of this period, and Robert I^aneham, clerk of the

council-chamber, who likewise figures in the romance of Kenilworth, contains some

curious signs of the manners of the times. The entertainments partook of the

somewhat barbarous magnificence of the time, and scmie of the conceits will provoke

a smile fiom the reader. In a vast tent (the pins of which filled seven cart-loads)

the noble host had prepared a sumptuous entertainment for his royal mistress,

prompted, most probably, by that which has been given as the definition of a

courtier's gratitude, viz., a lively sense for favours yet to come. The favour to

which Leicester's soaring hopes aspired, was the hand of Elizabeth, and if historj-

speaks tnith, she coquetted rather more than became her title of " Maiden Queen"

with her lovers of difi'erent lands. A tawny Sibyl gi-eeted the monarch of the sea-

girt isle, prophesying glory, prosperity, and a long Ufe. A gigantic porter, a lover

of repose, it should seem, by the towering rage into which the distui-bance throws

him, begins to rate the new comers soundly for breaking the peace ; till awestruck by

the majestic bearing of the queen, he ofiers the keys on his bended knees. Six

pasteboard giant trumpeters (that is six trumpeters behind the pasteboard giants)

sound a flourish in honour of the royal visitor, who then received the homage of the

Lady of the Lake, who had concealed herself ever since the loss of her beloved,

the renowned King Arthur. The queen was not wanting in readiness ofrepartee, but

answered that she had hitherto reckoned the Lake as belonging to her own domains,

but finding that this was an error, she would hold a conference with the ladv on the

subject, at some future opportunity. A fairy scene succeeded, in which the vaiious

gods and goddesses, semigods, nymjihs, &c., of the heathen mythology-, figured in

due succession, offering appropriate presents and compliments. The next day being

Simday, the forenoon was passed in public devotions; but in the afternoon the scenes

ofpleasure were renewed : the hours passed rapidly in music and dancing, and the night

was illuminated by a display of fireworks, hitherto unequalled in England. The next

day was devoted to hunting, and sylvan sports ; and after the death of the deer, the

progress of the royal party was suddenly arrested by the unusual appearance of a

wild man of the woods, di'essedin moss and ivy,and wielding an oaken sapling plucked

up by the roots. In the utmost astonishment at this noisy invasion of his peaceful

realm, he calls upon the sylvan deities to explain the cause of this disturbance.

They are silent, and as he cannot procure the substance, he must content himself with

the shadow: he calls forthwith Echo to his assistance, and by means of the last word of

each question, which scncs likewise for the answer, he learns the name of the pow-

erfiil queen and goddess who stands before him. In token of submission he hurls

the root of his sapling firom him, which, coming into dangerous proximity with the

X
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queen's palfrey, spread dismay and consternation among the courtiers, until her

majesty graciously appeased the hearts of her loyal subjects, by assuring them that

she was not hurt. Music, dancing, and hunting occupied the two succeeding days,

and Thursday was devoted to the baiting of thirteen bears. " It was a sport very

pleasant of these beasts," says Laneham, " to see the bear with his pinkey eyes

leering after his enemy's approach ; the nimbleness and wait of the dog to take his

advantage ; and the force and experience of the bear again, to avoid the assaults : if

he were bitten in one place, how he would pinch in another to get free ; but if he

were taken once, then what shift, with biting, with clawing, with roaring, tossing and

tiunbling, he woidd work to wind himselffrom them ; and when he was loose to shake

his ears twice or thrice, with the blood and slaver about his physiognomy, was a

matter of goodly relief." Xoise, firing of cannon, fireworks, conjurors, posture-

masters, concluded this goodly show ; in short, notwithstanding the enthusiasm of the

writers, it would seem to us that many parts of this renowned festival bore no small

resemblance to the amusements of a country fair. Bad weather interrupted the

sports of the two next days. On Sunday, after " a fruitful sermon,'' the sovereign

was amused by the ceremonies of a rural wedding, and with nmning at the quintain.

Not content ^^ith the bumps and thumps which the ambitious horsemen on their

ragged steeds encountered in their strivings to strike the mark with a due study of

the equilibrium, they divided into two parts, and aped their betters in a rustic tourna-

ment. On this part of the princely diversions, Laneham is, if possible, more enthu-

siastic than in pourtraying the mi.shaps of poor Bruin. " By my troth 1" exclaimed

he, " 'twas a Uvcly pastime : I believe it would have moved some men to a right

merry mood, though it had been told him his wife lay a-dying." We hope, for his

conjugal tenderness, that the eloquent reporter pined in single blessedness. Such

were the amusements which graced the royal progress of good Queen Bess for nine-

teen days, and yet the original programme could not be executed at full length for

want of time. We have laid this short abridgement of the scene before omr readers,

in the hope that they would not find it uninteresting to compare the real perform-

ance with the ingenious inventions of Sir Walter Scott.

NELSON.
If the greatness of a man may justly be estimated by the eminence of his compe-

titors for fame, the name of Nelson, now become symboUcal of England's naval

greatness, shines forth the more illustrious above the well-deserved glorj" of his dis-

tinguished companions in arms, whose renown, though it may well command the

applause of a grateftd nation, must yield to that of the great naval captain of his age.
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Horatio Xelson was born at Burnhaui Thorpe in Norfolk, of which place his

father was rector, on the 29th September, 1758. He does not seem to have dis-

played any great love of the sea in his bopsh years ; and it is said, that with a view

to relieve his father from the pecuniaiy difficulties of supporting a numerous family,

he sailed as midshipman in the llaisonnable, sixty-four, commanded by his mother's

brother, Captain Suckling. On her being paid off, he entered the merchant service.

" He retiu-ned a good practical seaman, but with a hatred of the king's service, and

a saying then common among sailors, ' Aft the most honour, forward the better man.'

"

On the application of the Royal Society, Captain Phipps, afterwards Lord Mulgrave,

was ordered on a voyage of discovery in the Polar Seas, and although it was strictly

forbidden to take any boys in this expedition. Nelson, although not fifteen years

old, was appointed coxwain to the Carcass, Captain Lutwidge, a proof that his sup-

posed dislike of the navy was not of long duration. He aftei-n-ards sailed to the

East Indies, and was passed Ueutenant, April 8th, 1777, and the next daj^ appointed

to the Lowestofie, in which he reached Jamaica. The following year. Sir Peter

Paiker, on this station, appointed him third lieutenant, and after passing rapidlj'

llu-ough the intermediate gi'adations, he was named post-captain to the Hinchin-

brooke, twenty-eight guns, June 11th, 1779, when not yet of age, in which vessel

he gieatly distinguished himself. He returned to England to recniit his health : his

crew had sunk from two hundred to ten men. In 1781 he cruised in the North Sea,

and was afterwards sent to Quebec. On the conclusion of the peace he went to

St. Omer, and remained in France tUl the spring of 1784, when he was appointed

to the Boreas, twenty-eight guns, on the Leeward Isles' station. Here he gave a

proof of that firmness and independence of character which so eminently charac-

terized him. The Americans, now acknowledged as an independent nation, were,

by the pro\ isions of the Navigation Act, excluded from trading with the British

colonies ; but this trade, popidar both in America and the colonies, was connived

at by the authorities. Nelson seized fom- of the American vessels, and thus came

into coUision with the whole colony, and even with the admual : the ships were,

however, ultimately condemned by the Admiralty, after a tedious and expensive lawsuit.

In March 1787, he married the widow of Dr. Nesbit, of the island of Nevis, and lived

for some years in retirement at his father's in Norfolk.

On the breaking out of the war- of the French revolution, in 1793, he was again

employed in active senice, and from this time to his death his c;ireer was one of

unexampled activity and success. Our hmits will not allow us to give even a fist of

the great actions by which he has acquired deathless renown, and we must refer our

readers to the well-known Life of Nelson, by Southey. Soon after the attack

against Tenerifle,in which he lost his right arm, he had occasion, in 1797, to dehver

a memorial of his services to the Admiialty. Tliis paper stated, " that he had been
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in four actions with the fleets of the enemy, and in three actions with boats em-

ployed in cutting out of harbour, in destro_\-ing vessels, and in taking three towns
;

he had served on shore with the army foiu- months, and commanded the batteries at

the sieges of Bastia and Calvi : he had assisted at the capture of seven sail of the

line, six frigates, four corvettes, and eleven privateers ; taken and destroyed near

fifty sail of merchant vessels, and actually been engaged with the enemy upwards of

a hundred and twenty times, in which service he had lost his right eye and right

arm, and been severely wounded and bruised in his body."

Alter the battle of Abouker, Nelson was created Baron Nelson of the Nile, pen-

sions of ^3000 a year were settled on him and his two next heirs ; and the king of

Naples conferred upon him the title of Duke of Bronte iMoimt Etna.) On his

return from Alexandria to Naples, Nelson, unfortunately for his own honour and

peace of mind, fell under the influence of the bewitching but profligate Lady

Hamilton. The Queen of Naples had formerly treated the wife of Sir William

Hamilton with contempt, but perceiving the influence of her beauty on the hero

of the Nile, she craftily lavished upon her ever}- possible mark of distinction, and

sent her in a vessel to persuade Nelson to disavow the treaty which Commodore

Foote had already signed in behalf of England.* Nelson refused, but unable to

resist the importunate entreaties of the siren, he at last consented. The conse-

quence was, that the revolutionists, who, confiding in the treaty had smrendered,

were exposed to the sanguinarj- revenge of the NeapoUtan court ; many were exe-

cuted, and the gallant admual. Prince Caracciolo, was hanged at the yard-arm of

his own ship. The imfortunate attachment to Lady Hamilton continued in spite of

all the remonstrances of his friends, and, finally, led to a separation from Lady

Nelson. This stain upon his character is the more deeply to be deplored, as

Nelson on every other occasion of his life showed himself not only generous but

humane.

• We subjoin the words of an historian, who, himself of the revolutionary party, relates many

afiFecting incidents of the deplorable conse juences of this event. " La fatal donna, ginuta sul vas-

cello di Nelson . . . presento i fogli a lui, che per istinto di giustizia e di fede senti raccapriccio

deir avuto carico, e riliutava ; ma vinto dalle moine dell' amata donna, I'uomo sino allora onoratissinio,

chiaro in "nerra, non vergognb di farsi vile niinistro di voglie spergiure e tiranne."' Collelto. Storia

del reame di \apoli, Paris, 1835, vol. i p. 265. General CoUetta likewise relates thus the following

anecdote, which was told him by Captain Hardy himself. It has often been related by English writers,

but it may not be uninteresting to quote a native historian, who, although probably unjust to Nelson in

one respect, speaks of him in general with honourable impartiality. " The king, on the third day after

his arrival, saw something swimming on the surface of the water, and looking attentively, saw a

corpse with visage erect, and dripping and dishevelled hair, come towards him quickly, and as if threat-

ening ; on which, recognizing the miserable remains, he exclaimed, ' Caracciolo r and shuddering asked,

' What does ihit corpse want V To which, amidst the universal amazement and silence, the chaplain

piously replied, ' / ihotild say that ilcomei to demand Christian burial.' 'Let him hare it,' said the king, and

entered his cabin alone and thoughtful. The corpse was buried in Sta. Jfaria la Catena in Sta. Lucia."
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'' After the expedition of Copenhagen, the success of wliicli, under very difficult

circumstances, was principally owing to his energy, although but second in com-

mand, he had the office of guarding the coast against the re])ovted French invasion.

On the renewal of the war in 1SU3, he watclied the French ileet off' Toulon for more

than a year. It escaped his vigilance and put to sea ; Nelson pursued it for nearly

six months. He landed at Gibraltar, June 20th, 1805, having been at sea more

than two years, without setting foot ashore. A few daj's after he had arrived at

Portsmouth, intelligence having been received that the French and Spanish fleets

had entered Cadiz, he left England at his own request, September l4th, 1805. He
fought his last great battle off" Cape Trafalgar, October •21st, 1805, against an enemy

of superior force. His celebrated signal, " England expects every man to do his

duty," will long remain the rallying word of the British navy. The victor)- was

decisive, and, if the great problem of his life were now solved by the undisputed

naval superiority of his native country, it was at once dimmed and glorified bv the

death of Nelson. He lived for three hours and a half after receiving his mortal

wound from a musket-ball : his last words were, " Thank God, I have done mv
duty !"

It is much to be regretted that we have no means of judging in what con-

sisted the peculiar greatness of Nelson. He possessed in an eminent degi-ee the

courage and humanity, almost amounting to tenderness, that are characteristic of

the British sailor. But although the Life of Nelson by Southey is an elegant tri-

bute to his memory, it does not reveal the peculiar qualities that raised him above

his brave companions in the estimation of the navy and of the country. His moral

courage was great, nor did he hesitate to risk his life by disobeying orders when he

could serve his country. With one unfortunate exception, which a love of trutli

forbids us to conceal, his public conduct was faultless, and his name will long remain

a rallying word to his country, should crime or folly unfortunately again expose

Europe to the honors and miseries of war. ' ;

AIX -LA-CHAPEL LE.

Aix-la-Chapelle (in German Aachen) is the capital of the district of the same

name, which forms part of the Prussian Tvhinc provinces. It is situated in a beau-

tiful and sloping valley at the hmits of the Hohen Veen, or Lower Rhine table-

land, in 50° 47' N.L., and 6° 5' E. L. from Greenwich. It is watered by the river

Y
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Wurm, five hundred feet above the sea. Its name would indicate a Roman origin,

as the German Ahha or Aa, in the German Aachen, is connected with the Latin

aqua, and was doubtless given in reference to the celebrated hot springs that have

contributed so much to the prosperity of the town. The French name of Aix-la-

Chapelle was given fi-om the chapel of the palace in which Pipin celebrated his

Christmas festival in the year 765. The city contains about forty thousand inha-

bitants, of whom only one thousand two hundred are Protestants ; there are likewise

two hundred Jews. Aix-la-Chapelle is the first great station from Cologne, on the

hne of railroad (now completed,! which connects the Rhine with the ocean.

This city has been called the city of Charlemagne, or, as the Germans prefer to

designate him, Charles the Great. ^Tiether that celebrated monarch was bom

here is doubtfiil; it became his grave in 814. As pan of the imperial inheritance,

it enjoyed many important and valuable privileges ; the citizens were free firom

mihtary service, imprisonment, and the payment of taxes. It was likewise the free

imperial city of the German circle of Westphaha. It has been tridy said, " Slaves

cannot breathe iu England." Aix-la-Chapelle could boast the same proud privi-

lege, and even the oudawed, who were proclaimed under the ban of the empire,

could they but reach this favoured spot, became free. In 796 Charlemagne rebuilt

the palace and chapel, which were connected by a colonnade : the former was soon

after destroyed, most probably by an earthquake, but German antiquaries fondly

assert that the original chapel still fonns the nucleus of the minster or cathedral,

nor can it be doubted, that it must rank amongst the most ancient and venerable

rehcts of antiquity. The chapel, which is an octagon, contains the grave of its

founder. Otto III. caused the tomb to be opened in tlie year 1000: the body of

the emperor was well presented and clothed in the imperial robes, the sceptre in his

hand, the bible on his knees, a piece of the holy cross on liis head, the pilgrim's

pouch suspended at his sides, and sitting on a marble seat, which was afterwards,

until the year 15-5!?, used at the coronation of the emperors. The insignia were

taken to Menna in the year 1795, and various relics and columns were concealed

on the approach of Napoleon, the modem Charlemagne. The octagon is in the

Bvzantine style of architecture ; in the fourteenth centtuy a Gothic choir was

added to the eastern part, to the west is a quadrangular belfiy : with the Wolfs

Portal are associated many fabulous legends, indistinct, and, perhaps, not very

authentic, but indicative of high antiquity. Two roimd towers lead to the reUc-

chamber: the so-called great relics are exhibited once in seven years, and are

held in great veneration by the people, who throng the church in thousands to

obtain a sight of them. The cathedral is greatly disfigured by the booths and

houses built against it, and although tlie restorations and repairs are at present

principally confined to the interior, it is probable that the sam>^ zeal which is so
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actively exerted in the completion of Cologne Cathedral, will extend its protecting

care to this imposing edifice. In respect of beauty of architecture, it cannot of

course be compared with that most beautiful specimen of the Gothic style, but it

has, perhaps, still higher claims from its venerable antiquity, and the remarkable

associations comiected with it. In the market-place stands the town-house, with the

Granus Tower, which recalls the time of Roman dominion. A\'ithin the town-

house is the coronation-hall, with the pictures of the emperors and many relics in-

teresting to the lover of old German ai't. It contains hkewise the portraits ol'

Napoleon and his first wife Josephine, by David. Before the town-house is a beau-

tiful fountain, with the bronze statue ofCharlemagne. The Frauciscan church con-

tains a fine picture by Rubens, representing Christ taken down from the cross.

In this city was signed a treaty of peace between France and Spain, on the 2nd

of May, 1668. Louis XLV. had claimed the Spanish Netherlands (^now Belgiinn)

and Franche Comte, by right of his wife, Maria Theresa, although on her maniage

with him, that princess had renounced all claim to these provinces. France restored

Franche Comte, but retained the greater part of her other seizm-es.

In 1748 a second treaty was signed here, which put an end to the war of the Aus-

trian succession, which arose from the disputes consequent upon the failure of the

male line in the House of Austria. Frederick the Great gained Silesia from Maria

Theresa ; and England, who had taken part for the queen, added eighty millions to

her national debt.

By the treaty of Nov. 30, 1815, it had been stipulated by the ;dlied powers, who

had for the second time dethroned Napoleon, that their troops should occupy

France for a period of five yeai's. But at the congress ofAix-la-Chapelle, in Septem-

ber, 1818, they consented to withdraw their forces from that country before the end

of November of the same year. France was to pay two Imndred and sixty-five mil-

lion fi'ancs ; one hundred millions on the evacuation of her territory, and the remain-

der in nine monthly instalments, the first to begin on the 6th of January, 1819.

This city possesses considerable manufactories of cloth, carpets, oil-cloth, pins,

needles, copper, and tin ware. The traveller should not neglect to ascend the Luis-

berg, or Lugberg, a few minutes' walk fi-om the city. The Belvedere on the top com-

mands, on the one side, a view of the busy city, the other presents in beautiful

contrast the extensive and fertile plain in all the repose of rural scenery.
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T I Y L I.

" TiBCR," says Sir W. Gell, "was, at the earliest period, noticed in history ; a city of

the Sicani, who were expelled by the three sons of CatUlus, the Arcadian. One of

these, Tibiirtus, gave his name to the city, which was previously called Siculetum, or

SicUio. In later times the inhabitants were frequently at war with the Romans : they

were finallv reduced in the time of CamiUus." The walls ofthe city of Tibiu- were con-

structed of volcanic stones, cut probably in the Vallata degli Arci, where not only

the lowest part of the valley consists of tufo, but also several of the small eminences.

It is remarkable that they are of regular blocks, instead of being, as might have been

expected, of the polygonal masses of Pelasgic architecture. The walls of Tibur

were much damaged by one of those floods by which the Anio is not unfrequently

swollen. The floods of this river are noticed by the ancients. PUny (Book viii.

Epist. 17) mentions one which destroyed woods, rocks, houses, and sumptuous

villas and works of art. The great flood of November, 1826, carried away the church

of Santa Lucia, and thirty-sis. houses, situated not more than two hundred yards

from the temple of Vesta. The rock also below the temple has suffered from the

violence of the torrent, so tliat without some means be taken for its preservation,

this great ornament of Tivoli may in time be destroyed." Mr. Lyell gives a more

detailed description of the flood, and his Principles ofGeology (Vol. I. pp. 407—411,

sixth edition* contain some very interesting remarks on the remarkable structm'e of

the travertin at Tivoh.

The beauties of Tivoh have been celebrated by the ancients, and are equally the

theme of admiration to the traveller of the present day. The modem town, with its

narrow and dirty streets, is, however, but little calcidated to maintain the interest

inspired by the charms of its situation, and the classical associations recalled by the

interesting remains of antiquity. Here, as at Temi, the high table-land suddenly

terminates, and the Teverona (the ancient Anio i falls from a considerable height,

and forms a series of beautifiil waterfalls, before it reaches the lower plains. Close

to the rock, which these rushing waters in their precipitate descent are gradually

undermining, stands the temple of ^'esta, or of the Sibyl, a rotunda of beautiful pro-

portions, and commanding a dehghtM view. " Augustus and Macenas, Virgil and

Horace have reposed under its columns; it has survived the empire, and even the

language of its founders ; and after eighteen hundred years of storms and tempests, of

revolutions and barbarism, it still exhibits its fair proportioned form to tlie eye of the

traveller, and claims at once his applause and admiration."—Eustace's Classical

Toiu-j Vol. II.
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In the neighbourhood arc the remains ol' the viUas of some of the most celeljiated

men of anti(iuity, whilst the long though broken lines of the aqueducts, picturesque

in their decay, give additional interest to the scene. But although the remains

of some are vast, and aflord a convincing proof of the wealth of their j)()sses-

sors, they are probably all surpassed in extent and magnificence by the Villa d'Este,

built by one of the cardinals of that family, in the sixteenth century. Crossing the

river, and reclining under the grateful shade, the traveller may enjoy the scene from

the other side. The graceful Cascatelle glide in silver streams do\vn the sloping

heights ; the Temple of Vesta exhibits its beautiliil proportions, but convents of lazy

monks now disfigure the spot where the mighty Romans loved to retire from their

pdblic labours, and where Virgil and Horace composed those works which still charm,

and will for ever charm mankind.

THE SCHOOLMASTER IN JEOPARDY.

We ai'e sony to see " The Schoolmaster abroad " in a flight, and would willingly

lend him our best assistance ; but good wishes are all that we can spare, as we must

make room for more important personages.

DUKE OF WELLINGTON.

Arthur, Welleslev, Dike of Wellington, was born at Dengan Castle, in the

comity of Meath, May 1st, 1769. The various and momentous events of his active

life, the great part which he has played in a period which will ever be considered as

one of the most extraordinary epochs in the history of mankind, rcnderit quite impos-

sible for us to give more than a rapid and imperfect sketch. " The hero of a hundred

fights," he led the British army to a succession of victories unexampled even in the

days of Marlborough, and far more important in their consequences. It was reserved

for him, by the crowning victor}' of Waterloo, to close the unexampled career of

that wonderful man, whose meteor-like career, but for British energy, at one time

seemed to lead to universal conquest. Bred in the camp, and accustomed to the

stern habits of militaiy command, he has shown in the cabinet a just sense of the

blessings of peace, and with a patriotism and self-denial not often foinid amongst

z
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Statesmen, succeeded iu carryiug the Bill for the Emancipation of the Catholics, and

thus put an end to that agitation which, but for his imbending firmness, which alike

overawed the King and the Torr party, threatened to plunge the nation into a civil

war. Although men of different parties may perhaps be inclined to judge differently

of some of his actions since that period, none can behold without admiration his

straightforward candour, his invariable sense of duty, and unswerving patriotism in

all that he considers as affecting the interests and dignity of his country.

The family of Cowley, or Colley, had long been established in Rutlandshire, but in

the reign of Henri.' ^^II. two brothers settled in Ireland, and from this latter branch

the Duke of Wellington descends. Walter Cowley, or CoUey, was SoUcitor-general

of Ireland in 1537. In 1728 Richard Colley, who was created Baron Momingtftn

of Momington, in Meath, inherited the estates of his cousin Garrett WeUesley of

Dengan, on the condition of taking the name and arms of WeUesley. Since this

time honours and dignities have been multiphed in this distinguished family, as is

sufficiently attested by the titles of the present Duke, the Earl of Momington, the

late lamented Marquis WeUesley, Baron Maryborough, and Baron Cowley.

The Duke of Welhngton was educated at Eton, and afterwards sent to the mih-

tarr school at Anglers, under the celebrated Pignerol. Of his early life but few

records have been preserved. He entered the army before he was eighteen years of

age, and iu about four years became captain in the eighteenth Ught dragoons,

and sat in the Irish parliament for Trim, in the county of Meath, a borough luider

the patronage ofhisfamUy. In 1794, when lieutenant-colonel, he made his first

campaign at the siege of Ostend, under Lord Moira. The disasters of the army

under the Duke of York rendered a junction necessary ; but amidst the misfortimes

of the war Lieutenant-Colonel WeUesley greatly distinguished himself, and it was

probably here that the consequences of a disorganized commissariat impressed upon

his mind that care for this department of the army for which he has always been so

remarkable. ^
He was afterwards ordered to the East Indies, where he laid the foundation of his

fiiture fame, and commanded the reserve at the attack upon Seringapatam, in which

Tippoo Saib lost his Ufe. His able measures to restore order to the countrj- soon

gained tlie confidence of the inhabitants.

He was intrusted by his brother with the absolute management of the political

and military affairs in the Deccan. Perceiving that the objects of the native chiefs

in negociating was merely to gain time, he resolved to anticipate them. Omitring

maiiv other brilliant exploits, we can liere only aUude to the famous battle ol Assye,

fought against a tremendous superiority of the enemy. The nctorj- was complete,

and rendered the British name dreaded throughout ludia. He distiuguished himsell

by imremitting hiunanity to tlie wounded ; and so pcrtect were his arrangements and
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the discipline he maintained in his armj^, that although forty thousand men passed

three times over the same ground, none of the natives left their homes.

After a career of uninteiTuptud victory he returned to England, honoured by his

countrymen and revered by the natives. In his native couiitry a very inferior sphere

of action awaited the victorious commander of large annies in India ; he was ap-

pointed to a brigade under Lord Cathcai-t, in the expedition for Hanover. His

noble answer to a friend, who expressed his astonisliment that he could thus quietly

remain satisfied with siicli a position, deserves to be impressed on the minds of all

military men. " I am iiiinmnktoaUah, as we say in tlie East. I have eaten of the

king's salt, and therefore I conceive; it my duty to serve with unhesitating zeal and

cheerfulness wherever the king and his government may think proper to employ me."

In 1806 he married Miss Ehzabeth Pakenham, and a change of ministry taking place

next year, he was appointed ChiefSecretaiy for Ireland, and member of the Privy

Council ; but this did not prevent him from taking an active part in the expedition to

Copenhagen. On liis return he received the thanks of the House of Commons, " for

the zeal, intrepidity, and energy displayed in the various operations which were ne-

cessary for conducting the siege, and effecting the suiTender of the navy and arsenal

of Copenhagen."

On the iOth of Jidy, 1808, Su- Ai-thur Wellington first set foot in the Peninsula,

in which he afterwards gained such unfading renown. He landed at Corunna, but

although the Spaniards had been defeated by the French about a fortnight before,

and were willing to receive money and ai-ms, that jealousy of British officers which,

under a commander ol' less energy and genius woiJd doubtless have rendered the

brilliant successes of the EngUsh but of little value, induced them to decline the

assistance of the force under his counnand. Within .six weeks after his aiiival Sir

Arthur fought the battle of lloleja, and four days alterwards, August 21, the victoni-

of Mmiera freed Portugal from the incursions of the French. On the 30th of the

same month the convention of Cintra was concluded between Sir Hugh Dalrymple

and General Kellerman. The favoiu-able terms gi-anted to the French excited gene-

ral indignation in England and Portugal ; but although Sir Arthur expressed himself

unfavourably respecting some of the terms agreed upon, he gave his testimt)n^- in

favour of the general principles on which it was based ; and the military inquiry to

which it gave rise ended without any decided expressions respecting it. Sir Arthur

received the thanks of both Houses of Parhament for his conduct at the battle of

^'imiera.

His stay in England was short ; the defeat of the Spaniards and the death of Sir

.John Moore, at the close of the disastrous, although bravely conducted, retreat to

Comnna, had, in the begiiming of 1809, completely changed the face of affairs in

Portugal. In this emergency Sir Arthur was looked upon by all parties as the only
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man who could stem the adverse cunent, and on the 22nd of April he landed at

Lisbon, and was made, by the Prince of Brazil, Marshal General of the Portuguese

armv, of which however Beresford, whose exertions had contributed so much to its

efficient organization, retained the supreme command. Sir Arthur did not long

delay his operations. By the l-2th of May, with forces gieatly inlerior, and opposed

to two armies, he had checked the one, and after a march of two hundred miles in a

difficult coimtry, he crossed the river in the face of a numerous force, compelled his

enemv to retreat, and took possession of Oporto. The pursuit of Soidt by Sir Arthur,

and the mihtar}- skill displayed by tlie French general to avoid him, imtil he was

finally driven over the frontiers with the loss of six thousand men, and all his guns,

form a brilliant page in military history.

But we shoidd do our illustrious countryman great injustice, if we confined om-

admiration to his success in the field. He soon learned, if he ever doubted, the

real value of the popular favourwhich greeted him on his first arrival in the Peninsula.

Tlie Portuguese were not iree fi-om inconstancy; but it was reserved for the Spaniiuds

—ever boasting, yet doing nothing; incapable themselves of eflecting their deUverauce,

or even of serving as effective auxiliaries, yet reflising to obey the orders of their

nctorious ally—to display a long course of insolence and ingratitude, so that even

Wellington, whose enduring patience is by no means the least of liis virtues, was

more than once reduced to adopt the most violent measures, to obtain from them

that assistance which common humanity and justice ought to have shamed them

into rendering. We do not involve a high-minded nation in this reproach

;

but the annals of the Peninsular war are full of the difficidties with which oiu great

countrjman had to contend, owing to the obstinacy, incapacity, and inhumanity of

the Spanish commanders and juntas; nor would even a rapid outline of his achieve-

ments convey a correct idea of his transcendent merits, unless the reader bear in

mind that his successes were enhanced by the civil difficulties by which he was sur-

rounded. The French marshals, too, had their jealousies, which did not allow them

to reap tJl the advantages of the plan which Napoleon had ordered, and Soult was

desirous of executing, viz., to pass the mountains, fall on the flank and reai of the

British general, and so crush him, if he should advance by the Tagus against Mathnd.

The Spanish general Cuesta, who already dreamed of a \-ictorious entry into Madrid,

had, contrarj- to the remonstrances of Sir Arthur, imprudently advanced, until the

French by a sudden return drove them back to .\lcabon, where, but for the coiuage

and conduct of the Duke of .Mbuquerque, the Spanish ;trmy must have been de-

stroyed. Fortunately the English were now near, and the fatal consequences of

Cuesta's obstinacy were repaired by the battle of Talavera la Regna, t July 28th, 1809,)

which was long and severely contested ; but victory again crowned the British arms,

though with a loss of six thousand killed, wounded, and missing: the French suffered
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Still move severely. After the battle the English troops were reduced to the great-

est distress ; tlie wouuded were dying for want of necessities
; yet, although Talavera

was abundantly supjilied, the Spanish junta Avere deaf to all entreaties and remon-

strances, and even reproached the British general for not supporting Cuesta in his

rash advance, which, but for his genius and foresight, must have ended in the

destruction of the Spanish troops. Sir Arthur marched in quest of Soult, leaving

Cuesta in Talavera, which, however, he left on the advance of Victor, leaving the

wounded English, contraiy to his promise, to the mercy of the enemy, from

whom they experienced a humanity which they had sought in vain at the hands

of their ally. On the 26th of August, Sir Arthur was created Baron Douro of Wel-

lesley, and Viscount Wellesley, of Talavera and of Wellington in Somersetshire,

with a pension of two thousand pounds a year upon himself and the two next suc-

cessors to the title.

Till now the British general had displayed great activity of advance, and enjoyed

an uniuten'upted course of victory; the junction of the French commanders, and the

superiority of numbers required a change in his mode of operations, and displayed

in the highest degree his moral courage. He did not retreat until the tremendous

lines of Torres Vedras (on which extensive fortifications, with admirable foresight,

he had constantly laboured) were completed; and steadily pursuing the plan which

finally rendered him master of the Peninsula, neither the feints of the French gene-

rals, nor the intrigues of the Portuguese, nor the complaints of his own ofiicers, the

loss of Ciudad Eodrigo, of Almeida, of Coimbra, could induce him to swerve from

it. After the brilliant battle of Busaco, he steadily continued his retreat, and whilst

Massena, in his pursuit, hoped at length to drive his enemy to his ships, he found

himself suddenh- foiled by a triple line of defence, which he in vain hoped to pene-

trate. The English were here well provided for, their army free from sickness, for

their provident commander was now reaping the reward of his foresight, whilst suf-

fering and distress harassed the ranks of the French ; and at length, on the 15th of

November 1810, Massena adopted the lesson which his adversary had taught him.

Thus their positions were reversed, the French general halting at Santarem, and

Lord WeUington, unwilling to stake all upon a single battle, the loss of which might

prove ruinous to his cause, contented himself with taking up a sti'ong position to

observe him. Meanwhile, in the other parts of the Peninsula, owing to the death of

the bravest, and the usual incapacity of the other Spanish generals, events occun'ed

that rendered the war in the Peninsula uni)opular in England. The f;dl of Badajoz

raised this discontent to its height ; but Wellington was persuaded that by the diver-

sions in Spain and Portugal, the giasping ambition of the French was prevented

making an attempt upon England itself. " Then indeed," we quote his own words

to Lord Livei^jiool, •• would commence an expensive contest; then would his Majesty's
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subjects discover what are the miseries ofwar, of which, by the blessing of God, they

have hitherto had no knowledge ; and the cultivation, the beauty, and prosperity of

the countrr, and the virtue and happiness of its inhabitants would be destroj'ed,

whatever might be the result of the military operations. God forbid that I should

be a witness, much less an actor in the scene." Fortunately the ministry-—who had

be<nin to share the feelings of general despondency that pervaded the countrj- at

the inactivity of the British general, cooped up in his fastnesses by the enemy, for

they were not aware that they were now on the point of realizing all the advantages

for which they had so long contested—persevered, and soon had the satisfaction of

learning that the French, wearied out by the long-enduring policy of WeUington,

were obliged to evacuate Portiigal, never again to set foot in it.

He now again resumed the offensive, and victorj- constantly attended him, until he

carried the wai- into France itself. On May 6th, 1811, Massena attempted to relieve

Almeida, which Wellington had blockaded, but was repulsed at the battle of Fuentes

de Honor, and the city sun-enderedto the English. The consequences were not so

beneficial as the English general had anticipated, for if his orders had been strictly

foUowed, none of the French would have escaped. For this action he was created

Conde Vimiera by the Prince Regent. The two succeeding years were distinguished

by a brilliant course of victories. The stonning of Ciudad Rodrigo, (Jaiuiary 19,

1812,) of Badajoz, April 7th; the battle of Salamanca, July Qind, and that of Vit-

toria, June aist, 1813, left the French no other resource than to abandon the Pcnia-

sula. Their retreat was disastrous, the cruelties and depredations which they had

committed, had exasperated the feelings of the Spaniards, and the unremitting and

successful attacks of the Guerilla chiefs, in a countiy admirably adapted to that mode

of warfare, seconded the able operations of Wellington, and in some measure atoned

for the ungrateful behaviour of the authorities that had so frequently caused him such

serious inconveniences, and partially thwarted his most successful movements. The

capture of the fortified cities, still in possession of the French, left him at liberty to

complete the work of deliverance ; the series of battles of the PjTcnees enabled him

to make France itself the theatre of war, and the engagements which ended in the

battle of Toulouse, (April 10, 1814,) gained over his old antagonist Soult, were ter-

minated by the news of the fall of Napoleon.

By the long occupation of Germany, old landmarks had been thrown down, the

feudal institutions weakened or destroyed, the German Empire dismembered, and

replaced by the Confederation of the Rhine. At the Congress of Vienna number-

less subjects of dispute had arisen, which it was found almost impossible to recon-

cile, and it seemed that the powers which had so lately fought in concert, were about

to draw their swords against each other for the division of the spoil, when the news

that their great enemy had sailed from Elba, and was once more in the Tiiilleries,
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having reseated himself on the throne, without a contest, reunited the discordant

elements. It was resolved to enter into no negociation mth Napoleon, and all parties

prepared for the mighty struggle that was evidently about to take place. Had the

French emperor still possessed the afiections of the nation, the result might have

been prolonged, and perha])s different. But the halo of invincibility had disap-

peared ; the terrible campaign of Russia in the north, and the brilliant career of the

English in the Peninsula, had fearfidly diminished th(; number of veteran soldiers
;

the stern proscription had brought death and soiTow into most French flimilies, and,

above all, the brilliant victories of the revolution and the empire had ended in

national degradation. But still the acknowledged genius of Napoleon, and the

military qualities of the French nation, made him a fonuidable enemy, and the allies

made suitable preparations for the storm that threatened to burst over Europe. The

Didie of Wellington was by universal consent appointed to command the allied

armies, and the immense prepai-ations and unparalleled activity of Napoleon were

defeated b}- the crowning victory of Waterloo, peace was once more restored to the

world ; but the man who had so often alarmed the nations of the world with fears of

imiversal domination, still attracted attention on his solitary' rock in the ocean.

Meanwhile the Duke of Wellington, after commanding the allied anny of occupation,

retm"ned to his native country. During the wai' in the Peninsula, he had been suc-

cessively raised through the different degrees to the highest rank in the peerage, and

honours and pecuniaiy rewards were showered down upon him. The part which he

has since taken in politics is too promiuent and well known to need recapitidation.

Belonging to the Tory party, he had the patriotism to originate, and the firmness to

carry measures, which, with the exception of the Reform Bill, have tended most to

render a government on the old Tory principles impossible ; and after a long absence

fi'om his native couutry, in a position but too apt to engender habits of thinking not

congenial to political fi'eedom, he has exhibited an openness to conviction, which

many statesmen who have passed their lives in a less dangerous atmosphere would

do well to adopt. After an unexampled career of glory, he enjoys, and may he long

enjoy, the respect and veneration of his coiuitrymen ; whilst on the continent of

Europe his name is equally respected, and all are alike disposed to admit that, of

all his distinguished cotemporaries, there are none to whom the pre-eminence is so

justly due as to Arthur Duke of Wellington.
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THE PASSION-FLOWER.

LrCY Mkrton was the only daughter of a widower, a gentleman of good fortune, who

resided on his own estate in the West of England, situated in a beautilul countrr,

and, as Mr. George Robins would say, in an excellent neighboiurhood. " She has not

her equal in the county for beauty, sweetness of temper, and goodness of heart,"

seemed to be the unanimous opinion of the company assembled at the hospitable

table of Colonel Byngham, a gallant old soldier, and sworn brother of Lucy's father.

Now if such had been the sentiments of the gentlemen alone, we should not have

thought it worth while to record them, but as the ladies joined in the chorus i to be

sure none of those present had marriageable daughters we are fairly justified in pre-

simiing that Lucy desened their eulogies. T\"hether George BMigham. the

Colonel's hopefiil son, who had lately received his commission in Her Majesty's army,

felt induced bv these praises to bestow more attention than before on their object,

or whether he had previously arrived at the same conclusion by a process of reason-

ing peculiar to himself, we caimot pretend to say ; but cenain it is, that about this

time he was often met in the paths through the fields that lay between liis father's

house and that of Mr. Merton. Lucy's father had been one of the most active

sportsmen in his part of the covmtry, and had requested his young friend George to

taie care that the game did not become too plentifiJ on his estate, a command

which that voung gentleman willingly obeyed. What therefore was more natural than

that he should wish to bring to their owner some of the spoik of his gun ; and it"

folks would sometimes smile significantly to each other when they met him and Lucy

arm-in-aim together, it was mauilest that they overlooked the brace of panridges

dangling at his side, or they would at once have discovered the true cause of his

^isit. But the shooting season does not last for ever, and truth compels us to admit

that Mr. George's visits were as frequent as before ; in fact, he had become so accus-

tomed to the path, that he forgot to make any excuse at all, nor did the good old

gentleman seem to tliink any necessary. And Lucy, why, as she took but little

part in the conversation, she naturally felt grateful to her yoimg neighbour for

enabUng her father, whom she dearly loved, to pass away his evenings so agreeably.

It is true when she watered her favourite flowers in the beautifid panerres which she

deUghted to cultivate with her own fair hand, her thoughts woidd now and then

wander to their daily visitor ; but that might have been the result of filial aifection.

One moonUght evening after dinner, when Lucy had rolled her father's easy chair to

the window, and arranged his cushions for liim, and he had dismissed her with a kiss
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as usual, for lie loved to eontein])late, perhaps to doze, for half-an-liour, she tftolc her

work, aud sat in her pix'tty arbour. Around her the roses and lilies diffused their

fiagrance ; the little river rippled at the bottom of the garden, soothing the senses

with its pleasing munnur; the neiit village church, with its tapering spire, graced the

eminence beyond, and the high hills stood out in relief against the clear light of the

west. Her work drojiped uiiliceded from her hand, and slie sat contemplating the

scene with those feelings of repose and love which nature's evening beauties are so

eminently calculated to inspire. And now a stej) was heard, and George Byngham was

soon seated by her side, and joined her in eloquent admiration of the view. But

the flow of words soon ceased, and Lucy's heart began to beat, she knew not why ;

—

she wished, j^et feared to break the silence that prevailed. At length her young

companion spoke, and in gentle, but impassioned accents, whispered to her, that

beautiftil as was all around, in his eyes it was she who gave grace and beauty to the

scene. Much more he said, which we need not record; wliat Lucy answered George

did not exactly hear, but he guessed its import ; and it was late before the youthful

pair returned to the house. Lucy threw herself on her father's breast, and shed a

torrent of delicious tears. Mr. Merton willingly consented, ihr he loved both the

father and the son.

How lo\ely everything appears when beautified by the magic vision of a first love

!

The flowers smelt more sweetly, the rosy colours of the morning and the dying tints

of evening assumed more vivid hues, the birds carolled more musically, and as Lucy,

loaning on the arm of her lo\ er, listened to the gushing tones of the nightingale,

whilst all around was softened bj' the mild light of the moon, she felt an intensity of

happiness which the human heart can but once enjoy. But she was soon awakened

from her dream of love to the realities of life. Rumours of the renewal of war were

murmured, the din of preparation was soon heard, and George's regiment was ordered

to the Continent. We need not tell the anxious fears that now took possession of

Lucy's mind : George endeavoured, but in vain, to soothe her troubled spirit. He
too naturally felt regi'et at being simimoned from his native country at this time

;

but tlio hopes of distinguishing himself iu his new career, and the active duties of

man, necessarily diverted his thoughts from that exclusive devotion to the affections,

which is the fairest province of woman.

The evening before the young soldier's departure, he sat with Lucy in the arbour,

and Mr. Morton bore them company. The clematis and other creeping plants

formed a screen around them, divi-rsified in hue and fragrance. " Dearest Lucy,"

said George, as he plucked a passion-flower beside him, " let this remind thee of my
passion for thee." Lucy looked a mild reproach, as if her retentive memory would

need no artificial aid ; but she was recalled by tlie mild, yet serious tones of her

fathex', who was willing to avail himself of the present moment to strengthen the

•2 B
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sensitive miiid of his daughter. '^ Yts, iiiy dearest child, contemplate the passion-

flower. Spanish monks, in olden times, fanciluDy imagined that thev could trace in

it the wonnds of Him who died on the cross to save mankind. So says the worth-

less le<^nd, yet to this circumstance it owes its name ; and when you look upon it,

let it direct your thoughts to that source whence alone, in all our trials, true conso-

lation can be derived."

George departed; and often might Lucy be seen at her window, in a pensive mood,

contemplating the passion-flower, now her constant companion. Her father's words

had made a deep impression upon her ; yet if she perhaps recurred more frequently

to the parting observations of her lover, who that remembers the passions and emo-

tions of his own youth shall blame her r

Fortrmately her trial was not of long duration. The campaign was short and

decisive, as that in wliich our great captain defeated the last hopes of the mighty

conqueror of Europe. Peace was restored to the longing nations. George had

distinguished himself in the brief contest, and honourable mention of his name pre-

ceded his return to England, where he soon claimed at the altar his beautiful and

blushing bride.

SEBASTIAN BACH.

As the traveller stroUs round the pleasing promenades that adorn the city of Leipzig,

so famous for its fairs and battle, he will doubtless have noticed the moustrous and

imsighdv towering roof of St. Thomas's chiu-ch. Immediately below is a lofty house

of some four stories, the seat of the Muses, the public school known by the name of

the above-mentioned saint. I'he pious founders (,it is now imder the patronage of

the magistracv of Leipzig i were eminently moved by that love of music which forms

such a striking feature in the German character. Sixty free scholarships are gi^•en

to bovs who possess good voices ; and in former times, the poor youths, in clothing

but ill suited to protect them against the severity ofa German winter, walked through

the principal streets i>f the town, at flxtd times, chanting, as only Germans can sing,

the simple but stirring hymns. Of late the humanity of the magistrates has relieved

them from this occupation, and the produce of two oratorios, performed at St.

Thomas's, indemnifies,we hope, the school for the loss of the humiUating gain which

this noble institution previously derivedfrom the private charity ofthe inhabitants,which

the singers solicited in person. The musical master, or cantor, of this school is gene-

rallv selected from the most eminent composers of Germany. Of all the distinguished

men who have filled this station, there is none so deserving of commemoration as
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Sebastian Bach, the ilhistrious object of the present article. This greatest of German

cantors was born at Eisenach, March ^Ist, 1685. He received his first instruction

from his brother, John Christopher Bach, in Ohrdrutf in Thiiriiigia, and afterwards

became a scholar of the celebrated organist Reinkc, in Hamburg. He was succes-

sively organist in Arnstadt, Mueldiausen and Weimar; in 1714 leader of the band,

and in 1717 Chapel-master of the Prince of Anhalt Koethen. In 1723 he became

cantor at St. Thomas's school in Leipzig, which office he filled until his death, on

the 8th of July, 1750. Here he was the founder of a school of excellent organists

and cantors, which graduidly spread through Saxony, Thuringia, and the whole of

North Germany. He must likewise be considered as the origin of that school of

piano-forte jilayers, which first excited attention under his son Philip Emanuel Bach,

and of which Cleiuenti, Cramer, and Hummel were the bright ornaments. Although

tlie influence of Bach on the theorj' and practice of his successors is great, and his

well-deserved title to the claim of a father of modern music undisputed, it is to

the excellence of his compositions in themselves, without considering the influence

which they may have exercised on others, that he is indebted for his undying fame.

Many imagine that Bach's chief merit consists in his wonderful mastery of coun-

terpoint, and certainly liis eminence in this art is so great that it deserves a study

of itself But it is, comparatively speaking, but in few of his compositions that

the didactic prevails ; this art is to him only a means, not an end. His works are

indeed rich in effect, not because he seeks it, but because it is a necessary result of

liis development of thoughts and foniis, which claim the undivided attention of the

hearer. He must not expect to find one prevailing melody, which can be earned

away and reproduced on every street-organ ; but if he attend to the composition as

a whole, he will be delighted by rich treasures of splendid harmony. All the great

composers who have succeeded him have willingly done homage to this great master,

and Dr. Mendelssohn Bartholdy, lately director of the subscription concerts at Leipzig,

and now director-general of church-music for the whole kingdom ofPrussia, has, at his

own expense, erected a monument to Bach immediately before St. Thomas's school,

th(! scene of his labours. Of this we have here placed a delineation before the

reader. The portrait which accompanies it is taken from the original in the music-

room of St. Thomas's, and contains likewise the celebrated musical problem, which,

however, we have seen solved in a moment by a distingiushed j'oung countryman,

now one of the chief ornaments of the London musical world.

Bach left behind him a family of eleven sons, four of whom (one of them was

chapel-master in London, where he died, and was firom this circumstance called the

English Bach ) attained considerable eminence.
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COAL-MINES.

The great material agents of ciNilization are the subterraneous treasures which a

bountiful Providence has stored in such vast abundance in the bowels of the earth.

The first use of iron forms one of the most important epochs in the history of

mankind. Rich as our country is in minerals, far more productive than gold and

silver, these woidd lie useless but for the remains of those primeval forests, which, as

Dr. Buckland eloquently observes, " have not, like modem trees, undergone decay,

yielding back their elements to the soil and atmosphere by which they had been

nourished ; but have been transformed into enduring beds of coal, which in these

later ages have became to man the sources of heat, and hght, and wealth. My
fire now bums with fuel, and my lamp is shining with the light of gas derived fit)m

coal that has been buried for countless ages in the deep and dark recesses ofthe

earth."

Referring such of our readers as may wish for inlbrmation on the very interesting

subject of the origin of coal to the different geological works, we shall confine our

observations at present to collieries, and the mode of working them. Some years

ago the probable consumption of coal, exclusive of foreign exportation, was esti-

mated at nearly sixteen million tons, and the coal-trade employs upwards of two

hundred thousand persons. The ablest geologists are of opinion that the coal-

mines of South Wales alone would fiu-nish the supply of coal for the United Kingdom

for no less a period than two thousand years ! Man universally bears the impress of

his occupation ; and it is not to be wondered at, that a race of men engaged in such

peculiar, subterraneous employment should possess distinct physiological features.

Nav, it is even asserted that the nature of the mines in which they work may be

deduced from their figure ; those who work in the larger seams, where they can

more freely, are robust and erect ; but where the seam is small, and their labour

must be carried on in constrained attitudes, their figiu-e loses its erectness, and their

legs become crooked. The first report of the Children's Emplo_\Tnent Commis-

sioners ; Mines and Collieries., presented to both Houses of Parliament, bv com-

mand of Her Majesty, unfolded scenes of suffering that made a great sensation in

the public mind ; and doubtless this publication has directed the attention of the

coal owners to more improved methods of working the mines on their estates.

The first expenses of preparing the mine for working are very- great, varying from

ten thousand to one hundred and fifty thousand pounds. The average expense may

be taken at from thirty thousand, to forty thousand pounds. The depth varies from

one hundred and fifty to three hundred auid sixty vards, iuid in some instances the
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mines are actually worked beneath the sea. The operations of draining and venti-

lation are of the first importance ; the former is perfonned by steam-engines of great

power, which are at work day and night throughout the yeai ; the latter is kept up

by fires, which cause a constant dralt from below. The danger from ignition of

tlie inflammable gases which circulate in the mines may be said to have been over-

come by Sir II. Davy's safety-lamp, on which improvements are constantly making.

The different fires firom the engines, and firom the small coal burning at the mouth
of the mines form a peculiar and striking featiu-e in the character of the coal-field

district.

The passages in which the miners work the coal are called ways, and are of

different heights and depths, according to the seams. When the nature of the latter

admits, they are eight feet high and fourteen feet wide, allowing the miner as much
comfort as is consistent with his gloomy occupation. The miners work in pairs

each leaving a sufficient space for the roof to rest upon. The seams, however, vary

from two to nine feet in thickness, and our readers can form some idea of the

cramped position in which the poor men are sometimes obliged to work ; in the nar-

rowest, of course, only young men or boys can be employed. Tlie coal is then

loaded on corves, or baskets, and dragged to the bottom of the shaft, whence it is

drawn to the top by means of a rope. Here it is carefully sifted, and by means of

slides let down into the waggons which stand on a road (generally a railroad) imme-
diately underneath. Each waggon contains fifty-three cwt.

The owners of the great collieries have constructed railroads fi-om the mouths of

the pits, to convey the waggons to the banks of the river where the coal is to be

shipped. If the road is level, locomotives are employed, but if they are on a

descent, they nm down by the force of gravity, and, by mechanical means, the

loaded train as it descends draws up at the same time the empty waggons to the

mouth of the pit. If the road to the river ascends, a stationary engine is used. A
platform is carried out into the river, from which the loaded waggon is brought for-

ward by means of machinery, immediately over the main hatchway of the vessel

beneath. The bottom of the waggon opens and its contents are discharged into the

hold of the collier. By an ingenious mechanical contrivance, the waggon, as soon

as it is emptied, is by the force of gravity brought back upon the platform. Where

the coal cannot be discharged into the ships, as is the case with all the mines Iving

above the bridge at Newcastle-upon-Tyne, which is not high enough to admit of the

colliers passing underneath, the coal is brought to the vessels in barges called

keels.

The same causes that have led to the increased consumption of coal in England,

viz., the insufficiency of a supply of wood, &c., are now in gradual operation on the

continent, where they have already introducedthe use of coal as fuel, to some extent,

2 c
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although it does not appear that any considerable mines are worked there that can

compete in quality with EngUsh coal. But even should this be the case, England

will still be in possession of an advantage of which no competition will ever be able

to deprive her—the active energy and untiring perseverance of her inhabitants, by

which they surpass all the other nations of Europe.

THE TOMB OF PLAUTIUS LUCANUS.

The Campagna di Roma, geographically considered, is the southern division of the

states of the Roman Pontiff, corresponding in a great measure to the Latium of

antiquitv. The length of the pro\-ince, from Ostia to Terracina, is sisty-two Enghsh

miles, Westphal, in his Giiida per In Campagna di Roma, estimates its greatest

length from Ci>ita Vecchia to Terracina at one hundred Roman miles ; its greatest

breadth, from the Apennines to the sea, is about forty-five miles. Strangers

are apt to imagine that the Campagna presents an appearance of desolation, and in

some parts such is imdoubtedly the case ; and that terrible scourge of Italy, the

malaria, but too plainly proclaims its ravages in the wan and sallow visages of the

wretched inhabitants, whom poverty forces to remain in the Pontine Marshes at the

pestilential season of the year. In summer the heat dries up vegetation, the groimd

is parched, the cattle retire to the moimtains, and the majority of the inhabitants

disappear. In winter and in spring " the ground is covered with luxuriant vegeta-

tion, the cattle graze on the rich grass ;"' but even then the stranger would do well

not to linger on his route, for the fever does but slumber. Different reasons have

been assigned for this desolation, in a country- to whose fertiUty and population

numerous ancient writers bear witness. Authors are not agreed as to tlie period in

which this lamentable change took place, some affirming that in Cicero's time it was

as desolate as it is at present, whilst others attribute it to the inundations of the Tiber

in the sixth century of the Christian era. The most probable cause was the inse-

curity and devastation consequent upon the irruption of the northern barbarians,

which was continued during the feudal wars waged against each other by the great

Roman nobles. The country became depopulated ; a defective system of agriculture

and the indolence of the inhabitants for centuries, have allowed the destructive

influences to take such detp root, that all attempts at amelioration on the part of the

government have been in vain. In a more limited sense travellers often designate

by the term Campagna, the immediate neighboiuhood of Rome.

The valley of the Texerene or Aniene, the ancient Anio, is not imwholesome ; the
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inlial)itants, although poor, are strong and muscular. One of the most picturesque

views on the road from Homo to Tivoli is the bridge of Ponte Lucano (over the

Anio) with the Plautian Tomb. Tlie bridge is supposed to have derived it.s name

from M. Plautius Lucanus, as the tomb of the family is in its immediate neighbourhood.

Thi.s is the point chosen by the artist in the plate before us. These tombs, the

aqueducts which the eye can trace for miles, until they vanish in distant perspective,

tlie solitary farm-houses, the universal silence, but seldom interrupted by the sounds

of the shepherd, as he gallops with his pointed lance after a herd of cattle or fiery

buffaloes, the craters of extinct volcanoes, the ever-active sulphur-springs, and in

the centre of the whole, the Eternal City, whose second dominion over the minds

ofmen is scarcely less wonderful than the iron rule ofconquest of imperial Rome, fill

the mind with the contrast between the splendour of the past, and the ruin and

lethargy of the present.

From the city extend in different directions the old Roman roads, some of whicli

are in use at the present day. We will request the reader to accompany us on the

road to Tivoli. After passing the gate and church of St. Lorenzo, we arrive at the

Mammolo Bridge over the Teverone. The bridge was named after Mammea, the

mother of the emperor Alexander Sevenis, by whom it was restored. About twelve

mUes from Rome, to the left of the road, is the Lago de' Partari, formerly a volcano,

now a lake, whose waters incrust every object with which they come in contact, with

a kind of chalk, and whose borders abound in petrifactions.

The next point which deserves the attention of the traveller, is the Solfatara, a

name common to many parts of Italy, where sulphiu- exhalations prevail. This canal

is destined to convey the waters of the sulphur-lake (Aqua Albida) to the river

Anio. The lake, abot\t a mile distant from the bridge over the canal, is full of sul-

phuric springs, so tliat the water, on emerging, is almost boiling. The swimming

islands on the lake consist of trees, shrubs, and roots hardened and incrusted by the

sulphiu-. The medicinal virtues of the water were in high repute with the ancients.

Near the lake are the remains of the Baths of Agrippa, which were frequently visited

by Augustus. The celebrated queen of Palmyra, Zenobia, after she had adorned the

trium]ihal procession of Aurelian, lived on an estate given her by the emperor, near

Hadrian's villa, where she died, surrounded by her children. As this queen restored

the Baths of Agrippa, they are sometimes called Bagni della Regina, or the Queen's

Baths. Not far from the Solfatara is the Bridge Lucano, with the Tomb of Plautius,

bmlt from the quarries of Tivoli. After this the road divides, but travellers gene-

rally take the further road to Tivoli, in order to see the remains of Hadrian's Villa,

three English miles in length, and one in breadth, which contained temples, theatres,

baths, and porticoes. The most interesting ruins are the imperial apartments, and

the barracks for the Prsetorian guard, named from their number, Cento Camorelle.
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The Valley of Tcmpe excites expectations wliich it miserably disappoints. We
need not continue our route to Ti>oli. as we have taken another opportunity to in-

troduce otur readers to that favourite abode of the ancients.

THE WALHALLA.
The Walhalla, or more correctly, Valhalla, was, according to the ancient Scandi-

navian mythology, the celebrated temple of Odin, into which the Valkyrise, demi-

goddesses, or War-virgins, introduced to the god all heroes who had fallen in battle

from die beginning of the world. These the god adopted as his children ; they were

called Osksyner, or Sons of the Wish, also Einherjar, the noble or godlike. Vedhalla

was covered with shields ; five himdred and forty doors, each of which admitted

at once eight himdred nobles, opened into it ; in the centre stood Ljeradhr, a

mighty tree, whose lea\es were cropped by the goat Heidhrun, from whose udder

flowed daily a vessel full of mead, the only nourishment of the heroes in this Para-

dise.

The ^'alhalla which we present to our readers, is the magnificent temple erected

by Lewis, the present King of Bavaria, on the banks ofthe Danube. But we will let

His Majesty speak for himself. " It was in the days of Germany's deepest degra-

dation, (aheady had that of Ulm and Jena taken place, the confederation of the

Rhine was concluded, and Germany had aheady begim to tear itself in pieces, 1 when

there arose, in the beginning of the year 1807, in the mind of the crown piince, Lewis

of Bavaria, the idea of having fifty likenesses of the most illustrious Germans executed

in marble ; and he commanded the undertaiing to be commenced immediately. After-

wards the number was increased, then limited to none but those Germans gloriously

distinguished, feeling that it would be presumption to say which are the most cele-

brated, as also to maintain that there are none who deserve to be received into Wal-

halla, as much as any who are, and even more than many." The translator has

successfully preserved the peculiarities of His Majesty's style: with some study the

reader will anticipate that the last sentence contains an apolog)' for the absence of

some names; nor will this apology be deemed imnecessary, when Luther's name is

sought in the fist in vain. King Lewis has himself published short biographical

accounts of " Walhalla's inmates," but as his style is somewhat intricate, as we have

found to our cost, we would recommend our travelling countrj-meu to be satisfied

with an English translation, just published by Mr. Everill, at Munich, to whom we

are indebted for the following description.
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Walhalla is situated on a inodoiatcly steep omincncc, overlooking a vast extent of

country, on the nortlieni banks of the Danube, and opposite the ruins of the Castle

of Staufs. The ascent to the building is by a magnificent fliglit of more than two

hundred and fifty marble stej)s, divided by landing-places, and terraces.^' At the

foot of the second terrace is an entrance into the interior of tlie lower building, in

which the arrangements for heating the hall now are, but which was intended for the

Hall of Expectation, where the busts of the living were to have been placed until

their death. This plan, however, was given up.

The height of the whole building is very nearly two hundred feet, the breadth of

the lowest wall, which is of Cjclopean masonry of polygonal blocks of dolomite, two

hundred and eighty-eight feet, and the length from north to south, four hundred and

thirty-eight feet, the terraces projecting two hundred and eight feet beyond the

building. The height of the hill is three hundred and four feet. The temple itself

measures three hundred and thirty feet in length, one hundred and eight feet in

breadth, and sixty-nine feet in height. The building is of the Doric order, with

eight columns in the two frontispieces and seventeen on each side. Behind the eight

columns of the chief frontispiece are six others, forming the porch. The shafts of the

columns are thirtj'-one feet high, and at the plinth, five feet ten inches in diameter.

The exterior is adorned by two pediments with figures in high relief. The gi-oup

on the southern pediment refers symbolically to the restoration of Germany, after

the war against Napoleon. In the centre is seated Gemiania, on both sides of whom
yonthful warriors lead matrons (the different states of Germany) by the hand. The

northern pediment is one of the finest compositions of Schwanthaler. It is said to

have occupied liim eight years in its execution. It represents the battle of Tento-

biirg, in which the Roman legions under Varus were destroyed by Arminius, or, as

the Germans love to call him, Hennan. Augustus was so afflicted at this defeat,

that he is said to have started from his sleep, exclaiming, " Restore me my legions.

Varus!" The figure of Arminius, ten feet high, is represented in the Gennan

dress, as recorded by Tacitus, trampling on the Roman eagle and fasces. On the

right, two Roman warriors press forward to protect ^'arus, who is falling in despair

on his sword. Behind is a dying standard-bearer, by whose side a knight is kneel-

ing, and trying to conceal his eagle in a morass. In this another knight is sinking,

and behind him a fallen ensign-bearer. Of the German figures on the left, the bard

with a telin (a species of harp) represents poetry ; the prophetess, religion ; the

dying Sigmar, Arminius's father, and Thusnelda, his bride, are intended to point out

the glory of a victorious death, and the dignified station which the women held

among the ancient Germans. The material from which these figures are hewn is

the white iparble of Sclandcrs in Tyrol.

* A plat*' ottlie exterior will be given in a subsequent number.

2 D
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The entrance is very fine. The gates are of gigantic dimensions, covered on the

exterior with bronze, and on the interior with pannels of maple. The length of the

interior is one himdred and sixty-eight feet, the breadth forty-eight feet, and the

height fifty-three feet five inches. It is in the Ionic style.

The first pediment descending fi'om the ceiling, represents the creation. The

ice-«nant, Ymer, rises from the icicles ; the first pair spring out of his shoulders. On

his ri'^ht is Surtinr, the ruler in Mispelheim ; on the left Hella, the goddess of the

subterranean kingdom of Niflheim. The leaves of the ash and alder, out of the

wood of which the first pair were made, fill the angles of the pediment.

The second pediment represents the period of completion. Odin, the king of the

gods, is on his throne, with his wife Frigga. To the right appears Braga, the god of

wisdom, with his consort Iduna ; to the left TTior, the god of thunder ; and behind

him Baldur, the god of eloquence, peace, and justice. In the angles are the two

ravens of Odin, bv which he discovers the actions of mankind.

The third pediment represents the contest with destruction for the preservation

of the universe. The Normies, the past, the present, and the fiitin^, water the tree

of the world, from the magic well of wisdom. Fenrir, the gigantic wolf, springs fi-om

the right, and Yermungard, the suake of Modgurd, the enemy of the gods, from the

left, to destroy the tree. The walls are divided into six compartments on each side.

The fourteen Caryatides, by Schwantheler, representing the VaJkyria?, or war-virgins,

deserve especial notice. In the lower compartments are placed the busts ot those

inmates of Walhalla of whom likenesses still exist, while the upper ones contain the

names of those of whom no likenesses are to be found.

We mav, in conclusion, notice the friezes. The first division over the entrance

represents the immigration of the Genuans into Germany, from the east and the

Caucasus ; the second, the rcUgious, scientific, and anistical life of the ancient Ger-

mans and Druids ; the third, their political life and their commerce. Tlicn follow

the chief contests of the Germans with the Roman empire, concluding with the

taking of Rome by Alaric. the Goth, on the •24th of August, 409. Opposite to the

entrance is represented the introduction of Christianity into Germany, by St. Boniface,

who is felling the sacred oak of the heathen religion.

Bv an inscription on the marble mosaic floor, we learn that this great undertaking

was resolved on in 1807, begun October 18, 1>*.30; and concluded, October 18, 183-2,

the anniversary of the great battle of Leipzig. Doubtless, therefore, the King of

Bavaria had proposed to himself a national midertaking; we have stated above why

it is not Ukely to excite much enthusiasm among the Protestants of Germany. Tliere

can be no doubt, however, that by it, King Lewis has added one more to the many

proofs he had already given of his munificent patronage of the arts.
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TANGIER.
The city of Tangier (the Tingis of the Romans) is situated on the African coast,

opposite to the rock of Gibraltar. It has recently attracted considerable notice, in

consequence of the bombardment by the Prince de Joinville, and not without reason,

as it is of great importance to England that this place should not fall into the hands

of a rival power ; it being the principal market where provisions are procured for

Gibraltai'. About two centuries ago (lt!61) it came into the possession of the

English, as pait of the dowry of the Princess Catherine of Portugal, who was married

to Charles II. But that profligate and thoughtless monarch, himself a pensioner of

Louis XIV., at length determined to get rid of a place, which, instead of being pro-

fitable, could only be retained at considerable expense. Muley Ismael besieged

it in 1680, without obtaining possession of it. In the year 168-3, Lord Dart-

mouth was sent with secret orders to destroy the fortifications which had cost

immense sums, and to evacuate the city. We have an account of the operations in

the Journal of Pepys, in the two additional volumes of his memoirs published in

1841. He accompanied the expedition as one of the commissioners, and has left a

deplorable account of peculation, and want of public spirit in the officers of the

ganison and navy. The French were anxious for the demolition of works, which in

the hands of a wise and foreseeing monarch might have been rendered for the one

continent, what the fortress of Gibraltar has since become to the other. It was in

vain that the Portuguese protested, that has the English had received it from them,

so at least it ought to be restored to them ; they even offered to pay Charles the

expenses which he had incmxed in erecting the fortifications, but as he had but little

hope that they would be able to rc;\hze their promises, he ordered that it should be

abandoned to the Moors, in whose hands it has since continued.

The situation of Tangier, with its white terraces, is very picturesque. The Field

of Sacrifices commands a magnificent view extending to the coasts of Europe,

Tarifa, Trafalgar, the Straits of Gibraltar, and on a clear day, the towering rock

of Gibraltar itself. But we can have no better guide than Mr. Bon-on. " There

stood Tangier before us, ... . occupying the sides and top of two hills, one of which,

bold and bluff, projects into the sea, where the coast takes a sudden and abrupt

turn. Frowning and battlemented were its walls, cither perched on the top of pre-

cipitous rocks, wliose base was washed by the salt billows, or rising fnmi the narrow

strand which separates the hill from the ocean. Yonder are two or three tiers of

batteries, displaying heavy guns, which command the harbour ; above them you
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see the terraces of the town rising in succession, like steps for giants. But all is

white, perfectly white, so that the whole seems cut out of an immense chalk rock ;

though true it is, that \'ou behold here and there tall green trees springing up from

amidst the whiteness : perhaps they belong to Moorish gardens, and beneath them,

peradrenture, is reclining many a dark-eyed Leila, akin to the hoirris. Right before

you is a high tower, or minaret, not white, but curiously painted, which belongs to

the principal mosque of Tangier ; a black banner waves upon it, for it is the feast of

Ashor. A noble beach of white sand fringes the bay from the town to the foreland

of Alminar. To the east rise prodigious hUls and mountains ; they are GibU Muza
and his chain, and yon tall fellow is the peak of Tetuan ; the grey mists of evening

are enveloping their sides. Such was Tangier, such its vicinity, as it appeared to

me whUst gazing from the Genoese bark."

—

Bible ix Spain.

The mole has not been repaired since its destniction by the English ; the ruins of

this magnificent pier project into the bay, which is thus rendered dangerous during

the prevalence of east winds. Its old walls are crenellated and flanked with round

and square towers. The fortress is of imposing appearance, and mounted by twelve

pieces of cannon destined to command the Straights of Gibraltar. The ditches round

the city are filled with trees, and let out as kitchen-gardens by the governor, instead

of being kept in a state of defence. Of the batteries and ramparts it is not neces-

sary now to speak at length, as the recent easy trimnph of the French has shown

tliat however imposing, in the hands of their present masters, they are but ineffective

against the attacks of Eiu-opeans. The town itself is of httle importance, the com-

merce, notwithstanding its proximity to Europe, less considerable than that of some

of the other forts. The English draw their supply of beef, mutton, fruits, and

vegetables from Tangier and Tetuan. Tlie Musselmen call Tangier " the city of the

Infidels," from the consuls and Christians who reside there, as well as the Jews, who

here enjoy some peculiar privileges. Great imcertainty seems to prevail respecting

the population, some authors estimating it as low as five or six thousand, whilst others

reckon it at ten or twelve thousand.

EUGENE SUE.

EiGENF. Sue, the founder of the French naval romance, and at this present moment

bv far the most jiojjular author in France, was bom in 1800. His father was IVo-

fessor of Anatomy, and left a considerable fortune. Mr. Eugene Sue was educated
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for the medical profession, and made several voyages as a naval surgeon. His visit

to the slave states of America seems to have exercised a considerable influence

upon his earlier works, which were so favourably received by the public, that he de-

voted himself exclusively to a literary career. Like most of the French romance

writers who have risen to note since the revolution of 1830, his works abound in

powerful delineations of horrible and disgusting scenes. He even asserted the

paradox, that in this world vice is always triumphant, and \ irtue unhappy, and

deduced, therefrom, the necessity of a future state, in which rewards and punishments

would be justly administered. This strange doctrine pervades all his works, but

the tone of his writings is that of irony, and not belief A few of ihe singular features

from his novels, will suffice. El Gitano contains the history of a smuggler, who

is hanged by the Spaniards. His comrades revenge him by introducing the yellow

fever into Spain. Kesuck describes the career of a bloodthirsty pirate, who is guilty

of crimes innumerable, stops a leak in his ship with the corpse of his murdered

mistress, yet dies a pious Christian. Tn Atar Giill,a. Negro, who torments his master

to death, literally, not figuratively, receives the Monthyon prize of virtue from the

Academic Frangaise. His other works are rich in similar scenes. Whilst some of

the critics were complaining that Mr. Eugene Sue's pen had lost its wonted power,

he conftited them by his far-famed Mysteries de Paris, a work that created, from

princess to grisette, a sensation as extraordinaiy as in the olden time the lengthy

volumes of Richardson in England. But what a change does this juxta-position

suggest ! How is it possible that ten volumes filled with characters and descriptions

of scenes such as men cannot read without horror, and women, in our humble

opinion, ought never to read at all, can thus have prociu-ed the entree into the palace

as well as into the garret. Simply by a pseudo-philanthropical hocus pocus, some-

times called cant. The most superficial observer of the times must have remarked

a universal restlessness in the minds of men ; a heanng to and fro penetrates the

surface of things, and proclaims aloud the depth ofthe social agitations now working

their unseen way to the light of day, fi-aught with the weal and woe of nations.

Statesmen look on and give no help ; some petty paliative is thrown in as a make-

believe that they are doing something ; they enunciate no principle ; they live on,

to use a common expression, from hand to mouth. In England the cynical remarks

of Bulwer, the honest and cheering sympathy of Dickens, the well-meaning, but

weak and dangerous philanthropy of Lord Ashley, with the misty drawings of Mr.

d'lsraeli, show how deeply the state of things has taken hold of the minds of men of

the most opposite habits and characters. In France, ever ready to rush into the

field of social improvement with an impetuosity and rashness of theory, heedless of

the warnings which might be drawn from the errors of her first dreadful revolution,

2 E
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the wildest schemes for the amcUoration of manldnd and the organization of lahour

have been proposed.

In this universal ferment it must be confessed that it was in a happy moment

for a title that " The Myteries of Paris" occurred to Mr. Eugene Sue, and most suc-

cessfully has he availed himself of the flag of social improvement. As the right of

search, however, is not in especial favour with our volatile neighbours, we cannot do

better than extract a few remarks Irom one of the tirst reviews of France. The

French themselves are beginning to be somewhat ashamed of the fever of exultation

with which they receired the work.

" The most perfect talent has necessarily a quality less perfect than the rest,

which, imless the author is on his guard, will iulluence all the others, and bring them

down to its level. An incomplete talent has, among its defects, one defect greater

than the rest, inherent in itself, which strives to absorb its neighbours, and gain the

victory. With Mr. Sue this defect has a tendency to sensual and gross descrip-

tions. Repressed at first, this tendency gained ground by degrees ; in Arthur it

showed itself openly ; in MaihUde it was somewhat more veiled, bnt still too apparent.

The disorder at last, in the Mysteries at' Paris, burst forth in all its energy, and has

invaded all."

We read latelr in a French publication that Charles Dickens was not much known

in France, and the writer to give his readers an idea of our countryman, spoke of

him as the Eugene Sue of England. To do the critic justice, he was merely alluding

to the extraordinary popidarity of the two authors ; but the comparison jarred upon

our feelings, and we are siu^ that Mr. Dickens woidd not feel himself flattered by it.

The contrast between them could not be better characterized than in the following

remarks :

—

" Chastity, not prudery, is, in a writer who analyzes and brings the passions into

play, a proof of force. The romance writer lowers himself, when he does not find

resources enough in the expression of the sentiments ; and he loses himself for

ever, if, instead of redoubling his efforts and recovering what he has compromised,

he abandons his cause, and passes with his arms and baggage to the other side, that

is, to the side of sensuality. He will, perhaps, hare the benefits, and most certainly

the punishment of his treason; hemay become the painter of the things of the body,

he will no longer be that of tlw things of the soul. lie cannot serve two mastcis.

Absorbed by sensation, he will but half comprehend real sentiment, and will only

see it when beside or beyond the truth. This explains why the book of Mr. Sue is

too true, and yet ni>t true enough ; why it is a mass of repulsive reahties, and a

reunion of fantastic beings."

It is a Frenchman who thus s]>eaks of his countryman. After this we need not

enter into any further remarks upon the subject, and many of the most powerfidly
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wrrought ikscriptioiis arc of a naturo that we cannot allude to in these pages. It is

but just to Mr. Sue to state, that in his unfinished work, The Wanderiny Jew, he

appears to avail himself more seriously of tliat tendency which, in the Mysteries of

Paris, seemed hung out as a lawful flag, in order to smuggle in forbidden goods.

READING THE BIBLE.

It is to the invention of printing that, among other inestimable advantages, we owe

the diffusion of the Bible amongst the people. In the earliest ages of Christianity

the Holy Scriptures were considered the basis of the church, and the source whence

the knowledge of revelation was to be drawn, and no impediment to reading them

was offered by those in authority. The orators of the old church, particularly St.

Chrysostom and St. Augustine, constantly reminded their hearers, that it was not

sufficient to attend, whUe parts of the Scriptures were read in churches, but that

they shoidd diligently read and scai'ch them for themselves. It was not until the

Roman clergy liad succeeded in their encroachments, that the hierarchy, restrained

the use of the Bible among the people. They have never ventured by a papal

decree to forbid the use of the Bible to the laity altogether ; the national voice, (the

lower clergy included,) even in Roman Catholic countries, was too much opposed to

this. But the Vatican, with that consummate prudence which in the middle ages

distinguished it, sought to obtain this end by proclaiming the Latin language as the

language of the church, and allowing the Scriptures to be read in this language

only. Although English translations of many parts of the Scriptures existed before

the time of Wyckhffe, it was to the principles preached by that great reformer that

we must attribute the first successful effort to diffuse the Bible in the language of

the country. His gi'eat argument, and one which he constantly inculcated in his

sermons, was, that the knowledge of the will of God was contained in the Scriptures

alone, and was to be fomid there, not by the church alone, but by every individual

who should approach the study in an humble and pious spirit. To enable his coun-

trymen to do this, he passed a great part of his life in translating the Old and New
Testament into English. The learning and piety of Wyckliffe, acknowledged even

by his adversaries, would hardly have saved him from the flames which consumed

some of his followers, had he not been so fortunate as to obtain the patronage of the

gi'eat. We are told that by the zeal of his disciples many cojiies of his translation

were distributed ; but when we consider the state of education, the oppositii)n of

many of the clergy who looked to Rome for preferment, the time necessary to copy
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the manuscript, and the high price, we shall not attach too much value to this cir-

cumstance. Meanwhile his doctrines alarmed the church, who forbade the laitv to

read or possess the Scriptures, except with the permission and under the superin-

tendence of the bishop ; and the EngUsh hierarchy exerted all their influence to dis-

countenance the circulation of the Scriptures in the language of the people. But

the art of printing soon rendered their efforts vain, although it was not untU half a

century after the new invention that an English New Testament was printed and

introduced into England from Cologne and Antwerp. Most of the copies were

bought up and burnt by Bishop Tunstal and Sir Thomas More. The second

edition of 15-30 was likewise suppressed, and the copies burnt. Two years after,

T}-ndal, to whom we owe this translation, was imprisoned aud burnt for heresy, in

Flanders. After his death, the pious work was continued by MUes Coverdale, who

afterwards became Bishop of Exeter. The times were changed : Henrj- VIII. had

quarrelled with the pope, and the improved translation of the Bible was dedicated

to that monarch in 1537. It was printed at Hamburg, and Ucense given for pub-

lishing it in England by the favour of Archbishop Cranmer. The next edition is the

revised translation of Tyndal's version, known by the name of Cranmer's Bible, as

it underwent the redsion of that prelate. It appeared in 1540, and by royal pro-

clamation, every parish was boimd to have a copy in the church, under a penalty

of forty shillings a month ; the Popish bishops, however, succeeded in obtaining its

suppression in two years. It was restored by King Edward VI. Queen 'Msltv did

her utmost, in accordance with the sentiments of the church to which she was so

bigotedl)- attached, to suppress the pubhc reading of the Scriptures ; nor was it

until the reign of Queen Elizabeth that the right was finally conceded. Nume-

rous and improved editions followed rapidly, until in 1613, King James's Bible, the

one now in use, was adopted.

It was not, however, until the Bible Societies were established, that the diffiision

of the Bible among the lower classes of the people can be said to have been cfiectcd.

In this respect, their extraordinary and successful exertions surpassed aU expecta-

tion. The English Societj' alone has expended several million pounds sterling.

From such small and arduous beginnings arose the mighty edifice that now over-

shadows the earth, the greatest agent in the civilization of mankind.
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GOETHE.

JoHANN Wolfgang von Goethe was bom in Fraiikfort-on-the-Main, August 28,

1749, of respectable parents. Of his father he has left us a detailed account, in the

very interesting mcinuirs of his early yeai-s, which he gave to tin- world under the

title. Alts meinem Lebeii, Dichtuiig uiid Wahrheit, (From my Life, Fiction and

Truth). Like almost all distinguished men, he was most indebted to his mother, a

woman of excellent understanding, and endowed wit.h many eminent qualities ; and

it is not a little singular that he has made so little mention of her. This certainly

did not proceed I'rom any want of afl'ectiou towards her, but probablj- from the cir-

cumstance that, as she lived to a gieat age, her death was too recent for him to

think it decorous to bring her portrait before the public in a work that bears the

familiar tone of friendly conversation.

Alter a caireful liut pedantic education at home, in which the inquisitive spirit of

young Goethe wandered through all the branches of science that at that time

attracted attention in Germany, ho had, however, felt that jjoetry was his vocation.

The state of literature in his native countiy vias paltiy and discouraging, all the

better spirits were in a state of morbid restlessness, conscious of the void around

them, and not hoping for a better state of things. Goethe shared in the hypochon-

driac feelings of the period, and at times took a desponding view of the future. The

renown of a Gellort seemed to him insignificant compared witli tiie fame of a Buffon

or Linnaeus, nor could his experience during his studies at Strasburg or Leipzig

open to him a more cheerful prospect. At the former city he fortunately became

acquainted with Herder, whose v^outhfid ardour, (although Goethe's senior by five

years,) superior knowledge, coiTect taste and judgment, enabled him to look with a

prophetic eye through the dull mazes of the times. It was in the temper above

described that Goethe produced his first works, Laune ties I'erliebten. (Lover's

Humoui-s), and die Mitschiildigen (the .'iccompUccs), and they bear evidence of the

unsatisfactory state of his mind. Herder inspired him with his own conviction of

the high mission of the poet, and the two friends made many converts in the coun-

tries bordering on the Rhine. Rousseau's doctrine was not without its effect on

their susceptible minds, but Shakspeare was their great idol ; they imitated his

language in daily conversation, and in the daring of youthful boldness they hoped

once to cope with him in dramatic composition.

The effect of this intercourse was soon a])]iarcnt. Goethe shook olf liis morbid

melancholy, and took at once the proud position that lie maintained during a life

2 F
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lengthened beyond ordinan* duration. The pubhcation of his yonthflil poems ex-

cited unwonted enthusiasm. The poet at length was bom who was to raise the

hvugijid genius of Germany to a level with the proud nations that had so long looked

down upon her with contempt. His songs, the real expression of a poet's feelings,

united the simple charms of popidar poetry with a rhythmical beauty and grace, of

which the language possessed no previous example. The h-rical pieces will ever

remain models of composition. Natural in feeling, and beautifiil in expression,

they are equallv free from the pious, but sentimental, and sometimes affected, tone

of the Klopstock school, and the hoUow play with the graces which prevailed in

their rivals. Goethe's poems are true, for he composed all his works on the basis

of real experience, viewed at sufficient distance to soften the harshness of life, and

to assume the milder form of poetical creation.

Goetz ron Berlichingeu. 1773, and TJie Sorrows of Werier, 1774, confirmed the

effect which the poems had produced. The former gave words to the fermenting

excitement of the times, which broke forth at a later period, with still greater vehe-

mence, on the first performance of Schiller's youthful and extravagant drama of

T7ie Robbers. The character of Goetz flattered the ]>atriotism of the Germans, the

diUgent study of Shakspeare was successfiilly pourtrayed in the animated treatment

of the popular scenes, that vividly carried the spectators back to the olden time ;

and the varied characters, which are wrought with great skill and knowledge of

human nature, proved that the young h-ric poet was destined likewise to raise the

national theatre. Whilst Goethe thus opened a new sphere in the historical dramas

by T/te Sorrows of Werter, he gave the finishing blow to the sentimentahty that

had spread throughout Germany in the works of Richardson, Young, and Ossian.

The national disease was here brought to its culminating point, and as Goethe him-

self must have passed through and overcome the crisis before he revealed it in a

poetic form, he waS but the foreshadower of the same process in the healthy part of

the German nation.

The first in Ivrical and dramatic poetry and romance, the ablest and most pro-

ductire genius, was likewise the most moderate in his criricisms. He assisted

Herder in working out his great reform of the national taste ; but his innate love of

beauty kept him in mUdcr forms, and criticism with him was conveyed in poetical

satire, but with so little bitterness, that Wieland, one of the objects of his attacks,

was soon on firiendly terms with him. Goethe's course through life may be traced

in his poems. His first productions showed the restless and unsettled state of his

mind, to which he soon rose superior ; the author of Goetz became the centre of a

circle of enthusiastic yoimg geniuses of the most oppo.site tendencies. But he

merely worked liimsclf through this period to free himself for ever from the

passionate excess of a youthfxd demagogue. He soon left his firiends, from whose
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opinions he already bi'gan to rlifFor, to becoine the guiding star of aristocratical and

courtly spheres. In 1775 he was called to the court of Weimar, in which citv, with

the exception of his journey to Italy, and his trips to Carlsbad, &c., he resided until

his death. Here he was involved in the gaieties, perhaps the uxcesses, of the court,

to which doubtless he gave a more poetic fonn than they would otherwise have

assumed. The princess, the mother of the grand-ducal friend of Goethe, collected

arouird her all the distinguished men of Gennany, so that the little city of Weimar

was the centre Irom which ]iroceeded the greatest and most rapid literary develop-

ment of a nation, of which we have any example. Herder, Goethe, Wieland,

Schiller, and a host of lesser deities who moved in their orbits, diffused over Europe

the fame of the Germarr Florence.

But fiocthe's mind was too reflective and productive to remain satisfied with the

restless drivings of undirected genius, whether in prince or demagogue. It was in

his nature to exhaust a subject, to drain the cup, an<l then look back irpon the past

in poetic perspective. Yet numerous as are the gifts with which he has enriched

the world, we fear that his lengthened residence at Wiemar was too turbulent, not

to have deprived us of works which, jiroduced iir the flower of his age, uright rival

any that he has left rrs. Clariijo, 1774, and Stella, 177b', cannot be ranked amongst

his greatest productions, but they show that he was weaning himself from excess to

repose. Lessing's colder style seems to have sirpplanted the ardent energy of

Shakspeare. Many of the compositions, which he attempted during the first ten

years of his residence at the court of Weimar, did not satisfy him. His mind was irr

a constant struggle betweerr outward diversion and inward reflection, between the

petty interruptions of otllcial occupation (he was minister of state) and the inspira-

tions of his poetic genius. He did not recover himself until he broke from the

trammels of the court, and was restored to undisturbed reflection by a jounrey to

Italy, of which he has left us a very interesting descriptiorr.

Here he passed his time in studying the immortal works of art which abound in

that favoured huid, and his enthusiasm for the poetrj' of the ancients produced a

complete revolution in his mind. His later works display the great inflirence which

the contemplatiorr of the monuments of sculpture and architecture exercised over

him, and augmented his dislike of those " natural geniuses," whom, in his own

country, his first works had so powerfully contributed to call into action. The
influence of the South began to weaken his attachment to "Nature's children" of

the North, and Ariosto and Homer took place beside Ossian and Shakspeare. In

his enthusiastic devotion to his new favourites, he declared, with all the fervortr of a

recent convert, " that the Titanic ideas of his youthful years were to him now but

as airy visions, which pointed to a more serious jieriod." He separated himself

from his fornrer friends, and whilst he did not deny that it was a salutary change by
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which the Germans had been recalled to a certain natural condirion in lile, science,

and art, he maintained that it was necessary to add order and taste to freedom, an

ideal to natme, beauty to truth. He gave up his taste lor Gotliic architecture and

for tlie painters of the middle ages, and found alone in the Greek sculpture and in

the Greek writers that perfect beauty, where all is so harmonious, that there is no

contest between nature and art, or between tlie real and the ideal. This exclusire

lore of antiquity, by which Goethe from this time measured the value of all modem

productions, must ever be borne in mind by the reader, for it is the key-stone to

the understanding of his later works. It displays itself eminently in Jp/ii<;e/iia

^1787,) and iu Tasso il7yO.) In the former drama breathes the piu-c spuit of

antiquity ; and in Tasso he raised a monument to the house of Weimar, and repre-

sented the contrast between the poet and the man of the world—a contrast which is

doubtless the residt of his courdy experience. In 1788 appeared his historical

drama ot Egmont. It is now generally admitted that the subject of this piece is

not happily chosen to maintain dramatic interest, although the character of Clara is

beautifiUly developed. Compared with Goetz, it reveals to the attentive obsener

the change which had taken place in the poet's mind. In troubled times Goetz feels

his own power and sd'ength, and exhibits it in outward action ; Egmont, in the

contest, retires within himsell^—a foreshadowing of Goethe's own behaviour in the

first French revolution, which has drawn down upon him no bttle indignation from

some of his cotemporaries.

On his return from Italy, Goethe found tlie excitements which his own early works

had produced, renewed by the efl'ects of Schiller's dramas. Estranged as he himself

now was from this slate of mind, it nevertheless acted upon him, and he resumed

the subject of Faust, which he had laid aside for so many years ; for this legend,

which has at all times "been the farouiite subject of German writers, expresses the

\aried strivings of the human heart, and was pecuUarly applicable to the workings

of this period. It is needless to make any remarks upon a poem so univers;dly

admired, and know ui England by so many translations. We will only observe that

between the Goethe who wrote the original fragment, and the Goethe who resumed

the subject on his retiuru from Italy, there was a great gulf, and this the poet himsell

felt. He worked at it «ith dilatoriness, and the more he occupied himself witli it,

the greater was his deviation from the original plan, ^^^lilsl he acknowledges the

advances that Germany had made, he felt that his countrymen were still on the

road ; and he coidd therefore only represent his Faust, as still striving to attain the

goal, which, in fact, is only attainable by the soothing inlluence of religion.

In this state of mind it may easily be imagined that he viewe<l the French revo-

lution with no iavourable eye. In his silent and peacefiil studies, he had outlived

tlie passions of his youth, and had laid x«ide all feeling for the restless Ufe that was
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now to fill Europe with tciTor and dismay. It was a peculiarity in his nature to

turn aside, if possible, from all that was disagreeable to him, or to free himself from

it by embodying the subject in a poetical composition. But his productions about

this time (comical, political, dramas, &c.) are trifling, and hardly worth mentioning.

His masterly translation of Reiiieke Fuchs (Reynard the Fox) probably gave him

more rehef, as in this singular poem, which has delighted all the northern Germanic

nations for so many centuries, he could give vent to his bniised spirit against the

governors as well as the governed. The Natural Daughter and Hermann and

Dorothea, although they appeared somewhat later, must be referred in their origin

to this period. iTie latter may be considered as a work of noble resignation, com-

posed under the beneficial influence of his intercourse with Schiller. To the

friendship of these two great men, equally honourable to both, we have already

alluded in our brief remarks ujion the latter.

This intimacy was produced by a request from Schiller that Goethe would take

pait in his new periodical, The Hours. It was their object, by strictness of

criticism, and by gathering around them the most able writers, to stem the flood of

mediocrity that had inundated their native country, and in the Musenalmanach

appeared the famous Xenien, or satirical couplets against the heroes of a Gennan

Dunciad. Great was the indignation of the Phihstines ; but their shafts fell harm-

less, for they were but blunt.

Goethe had already in Italy chosen Wilheim Meister (1794) for the subject

with which, after the completion of his second dramatic period, he intended to

begin a new epoch. This extraordinary- work, although its didatic nature (as far as

the theatre is concerned) renders the machinery somewhat heavy, is perhaps un-

rivalled in variety of character, richness of fancj% and manifold beauties of style.

Like Faust, it underwent a great change during the period of composition. In the

beginning epic, intuitive, active, and passionate, it softens down into reflection and

repose. The continuation of it, the Wanderjahre, is singularly didatic and mystical.

It aboimds, however, in passages full of wisdom and benevolence. After the death

of Schiller, with the exception of the IVahlrerwandischaften ,
(Elective Aflinidcs,

1809,) and some smaller novels, Goethe devoted himself to Oriental poetrj-, natural

and literary historj'. It is to this period that we owe the memoirs, which, with his

voluminous coiTespondence, enable us to penetrate more clearly into his mind than

perhaps into that of any other great writer. The universality of Goethe must com-

mand our admiration. In song, in drama, in romance, he was equally successful.

His Metamorphosis of the Plants will secure him a high name in physiological

botany ; and Mr. Eastlake has lately published a translation of his Theory of

Colours. He was always in advance of his nation, who followed him as an en-

chanter. He called forth a host of imitators ; but they raised onl}- lifeless bodies.
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for Goethe before ihem bad stolen the Promethean fire. As be advanced in years

he could not feel as in his youth ; and the rising generation, who burst the bonds

by which the usurper held their country enslaved, could not comprehend his quiet

repose amidst the imiversal enthusiasm. Both acted according to their nature.

This distinguished writer was a model of manly beauty, and all who have seen

him willingly re-echoed the exclamation of Napoleon—" This is a ^Iax I " The

portrait before the reader is from the hand of Goethe himself: it was executed whilst

he was in Italy. The smaller subjects represent the well-known scene in Faust, the

Erl King, doubdess familiar to many of our readers, through the magnificent

accompaniment of Schubert, the ballad of the Water Xymph ; and the Old Harper,

in Wilheim Meister, as he sings the favourite lines of the late-lamented and severelv-

tried Queen of Prussia, " TVlio never ate his bread in tears."

Goethe died on the '22nd of March, lSo-2, and on the 20th of October of the

present year, his statue was inaugurated in his native city of Frankfort-on-the-Main,

amidst the applause of a vast multitude.

Besides the sources already mentioned, the German student may consult

Gervinus, to whom we are particularly indebted; Goethe's Correspondence with

Zelter and Schiller; Goethe's Correspondence with a Child, and Eckermann's

Conversations with Goethe.

THE VILLA LiUlUA, GEXOA.

BEACTiFrL, we may say unrivalled, at least among Italian cities, is the view that

presents itself to the eye of the traNeller as he enter the harboiu- of Genoa la

Superba \ the Magnificent. ) Naples has indeed borne away the palm ; but it is

the new of the incomparable Bay of Naples from the city, not the view of the

city, that deserves the preference. Amongst the most interesting recollections of

the proud repubUc are the two houses in which dwelt .\ndrea Doria, her greatest

citizen, who preferred the freedom of his native town to his own aggrandizement.

The history of this illustrious sea-captain may be read in Robertson's Life of the

Emperor Charles the Fifth. But let us accompany Mr. Rogers on hb pilgrimage

to the two houses of the mighty dead :

—

" This house was Andrea Dona's. Here he lived

;

And here at eve relaxing, when ashore.

Held manr a pleasant, manv a grave disconrse

With them that sought him, walking to and fro.
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As on his deck. 'Tis less in length and breadth <

,

Than niauy a cabin in a sliip of war ;

But 'tis of marble, and at once inspires

The reverence due to ancient dignity.

He left it for a better; and 'tis now

A house of trade, tlie meanest merchandise

Cumbering its floors. Yet, fallen as it is,

'Tis still the noblest dwelling even in Genoa !

"

This " better dwelling" is the palace which we here present to the readers. It

is the most niagnificont edifice in the Bay of Genoa. It was erected nnder the

auspices of Andiea Doria himself, and in it he twice entertained the emperor

Charles the Fifth. It is so close to the bay, that the imperial guest went from the

palace straight on board the admiral's galley. He was entertained with Asiatic

pomp ; Andrea Doria, to the great astonishment of the emperor, ordering all the

plate used on this occasion to be thrown overboard, that it might not be defded by

vidgar hands. The tale of scandal, however, is long-hved ; and whispers have come

do^^ni to us that the founder of the liberty of Genoa did not disdain to place nets

under his galley, that the valuable prize might be recovered, after this coup de

theatre had produced its desired effect : and tridy, if he had not done so, many a

simpler citizen coidd easily have recovered the spoil.

In modem times this splendid palace was the residence of Napoleon. It is also

memorable in history by the conspiracy of Fiesco, immortalized by Schiller ; but as

the great German poet has taken liberties with facts, as he has conscientiously

informed us, the reader will do well to confine himself to the more sober account of

Robertson. This second palace, hke the smaller one, mentioned by Mr. Rogers,

is rapidly going to decay.

TRYBERG.

Three leagues from Homberg, in one of the most beautiful parts of the Schwarz-

wald, or Black Forest, lies the httle city of Tryberg, between the sources of the two

great European rivers. The number of inhabitants is about 800, who are renowned

for theu- excellent cattle, carving in wood, but more particularly for the manufacture

of wooden clocks, which are chiefly made in this district. Air. Murray states that

180,000 are exported annually, under the name of Dutch clocks, not only through-

out Europe, but even to America and China. The situation of Tryberg is very
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romantic ; of the beauties of its waterfall, the reader will be enabled to judge by the

annexed plate. The scenery at the heighth of 2100 feet above the level of the sea

is of an Alpine nature, the pine and the fir being the only lofty trees in the vicinity.

The cirv is enclosed by three mountain ridges, from which three moimtain streams

discharge their waters : the western views are the most beautillil.

From time to time the scanty population of Tryberg is swollen by an influx of

pilgrims. The story goes that about one hundred and fifty years ago some Austrian

soldiers, on returning from the town of an evening to their encampment in the

neighbourhood, as they ascended the narrow path by the mountain stream called

the Schonachs, heard, to their astonishment, strange melodies, which seemed to

them to descend from the siunmits of the sighing pines. On investigation, a picture

of the Madonna and Child was found in an old lir-tree near a rocky spring. The

miracle was noised abroad ; pious pUgrims came from aU parts, and from their

charitable donations a church was built, and the miraculous picture still continues

an object of attraction.

An historian of the country has offered a simple solution of the miracle. Amidst

the rocks through which the Schonach flows, he says, there is a natural J^olian harp.

" The summits of the pine-trees wave melodious to the breeze, and the opposite

mountain stream forms an accompaniment to the spectral tones. On windy nights,

this music, equally solemn as agreeable, may still be heard."

Of tlie old castle, which gave its name to the city, no traces remain, and the noble

family of this name seems to have become extinct in the 14th century. After

belonging to many masters, the inhabitants, by a formal treaty, became subject to

the house of Austria. The city now forms part of the Grand Duchy of Baden.

THE EXCURSION.
.1 PEXD.\NT TO THE PLE.\S1XG PICTURE OF AVE-MARIA IN OCR FIRST PART.

Not hushtd in silence, leaning on their oars and Ustening in pious reverence to the

evening chimes inviting to repose, but quietly luging on their peaceful bark over the

calm blue waters, the bearded fisher and the youthfiil maiden ply the lengthy oar.

Oft have we crossed the matchless Bay of Naples in similar company, although our

pa.«sage was seldom graced with such fair faces. In all the hstless luxurv- ot indo-

lence, the maiden reclining at the stem, gazes on the scene before her, and the

whole world has few scenes more lovely ; the fiery mountain, clad in varied tints,
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repeats its graceful outline in the wavelcss sea; St. Angelo and Capri rising iron-

bound from the waters, with Ischia aiid its attendant islets, form pleasing resting-

places for the charmed eye. Gaze on ; woidd that, a.s in days of yore, we could

delight in this bright amphitheatre ! The infant plays with its flower in the wake of

the ripple of the oar, and the rash girl sportively dips her feet into the deccitfid

elements. Hold firm ! and gaze not too ardently, in pardonable vanity, at thy double

self, for hast tliou not heard in the legend how often the water-nymph from her deep

recesses whispers in magic tones to the charmed ear, of fairy palaces and wondrous

groves, to lure the listeners to cleave the limpid waters. At the prow an urchin

stands, making discordant harmonj' ; his face proclaims the future Lazz;iroiie. But

whither arc ye bent, ye black-eyed daughters of the south ? Seest thou not the

tambourine, and do not the holiday dresses tell thee there is a feast, such as the

maidens of Naples, a\-e, and the brides and the matrons too, who have long passed

their honeymoon, love to celebrate ? And what does the swarthy monk amidst

dark-eyed maidens ? "\'erily, fiiend, thou art inquisitive ; doubtless he has been on

a charitable errand, and as it is the feast of his convent, he has availed himself

of the kind offer to return in such goodly company, for he must be in his cell when

the vesper-bell rings.

We wish them all a cheerful holiday, for in their fair land we have often expe-

rienced frank hospitality and unaffected kindness.

NAPLES.

Naples, with its incomparable bay, is doubtless, at least in description, familiar to

our readers ; but the recollections of this lovely panorama will never tire. We were

once so fortunate as to behold the scene under circumstances that gave it more than

ordinary inter(!St. The summer of 18-34, as wine-drinkers still gratefully acknowledge,

was extremely fine ; for many nionths no rain had fallen ; when, one evening as

we sat in our locanda, which looked upon the sea, electric clouds increasing in

volume, rose from the horizon, and deep darkness soon enveloped earth and sea.

At length the overcharged clouds burst in a flood of rain, such as we have only once

witnessed ; fi'om time to time, flashes of lightning, absolutely dazzling, illumined the

whole bay; the blue waters of the MediteiTanean, the distant islands, the lofty moun-

tains, and Vesuvius, mth its streams of burning lava, were revealed in all their beauty

for one short moment, and then all was again shrouded in utter darkness. Fla.sh

2 H
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succeeded flash, and the loud reverberating thunder-peal had scarcely faded on the

ear when a still louder followed : the terrified inhabitants cast themselves on their

knees, regardless of the pouring torrents, and with all the energetic eloquence of the

children of the south, implored the intervention of their patron-saint. " This day

eleven rears ago," said the host, "' traces of an earthquake were felt at Naples, and

the poor women are praying to the saint to avert a similar calamity."

One of the most interesting features in this extensive landscape is Vesuvius. The

form of this celebrated mountain is truly beautiful, the shape of the upper crater is,

of course, constantlv varying, now rising some hundred feet, and now sinking its

lofbf head with a tremendous crash into the awful abyss below. But to the left,

bevond Somma, as the spectator views it from the bay, the graceftd curve is pen-

ciled on the atmosphere, as fi-om the hand of a great artist, until it softly mingles

with the fruitfiil Campagna. As the volcano was in lull activity during our stay at

Naples, we did not neglect so favourable an opportunity, and made frequent pilgrim-

ages to enjoy in reality what we had so often perused with delight, in the animated

descriptions of travellers. Two of these visits are indelibly imprinted on our memory,

a short record of which, we hope, wiU communicate to our readers some portion of

our own feelings.

After passing Portici, we visited the ruins of Herculaneum, and then rode to the

foot of the conical mount of ashes, where horses are no longer available. In about

three-quarters of an hour we toiled up the steep ascent, and found oiu-selves on the

platform of the crater. The subterranean fire was everjwhere at work, every chink

and cranny displayed the glowing mass, sulphur oozed out at every step, tinging the

siuface of the lava around us with a variety of colours- Soon we came to a stream

of liquid fire, the heat was excessive ; it had been flowing for some days, and on the

declivity below us, the upper crust was hardened, whilst the terrible element worked

its way beneath, adding to the desolation around. From the middle of the platform

rises the real vent or crater, and thither we turned our steps. The trembling moun-

tain seemed relieved as it discharged vast fiery masses high into the air, and as we

saw that the broken fi-agments fell perpendicularly into the bowels of the mounuin,

we determined to ascend the peak which overlooked the vent. We succeeded, and

gazed on the scene around us with feelings of mingled awe and admiration. The

sea wa-t waveless, the view before the reader, Naples, with its white houses and villas,

stood out in gorgeous sunshine ; but it was only by snatches that we could look aroiuid

us, for a noise like the thunder of artillery gave us timely warning, and the guidt-s

bade us beware. At first a snow-white cloud arose, gently puffed up by the mighty

force in the immeasurable depths below; a red igneous cloud followed more rapidly,

the precursor of the ascending ficr}- mass,which came rushing up with a terrible noise.

As the lava fell into the yawning depths, with straining eyes we strove to penetrate the
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dai-kncss, but in vain, for streams of sulphur concealed everything from the view.

But \w wore soon forced to quit the spot on which we stood, filled with indescrib-

able emotions; for the raging mountain, with a louder burst, hurled its contents above

and around us, casting one of our party, fortunately with little injury, to the ground.

With desperate speed we leaped down the descent, until another discharge warned

us to stop : and, following the previous instructions of the guides, we stood still to

watch the lava as it fell, monng our bodies quietly when it threatened to come into

dangerous proximity. Between the intervals we continued our flight-, nor did we

breathe freely till we stood at a respectful distance, on the lower platform of the

crater. Quantum facilis descenus Averni ! We strode down the ashy mountain in

ten minutes, and having quaffed the ohhligato beverage of all traveUers who ascend

Vesuvius, the so-called Lachrtjma Christ i, we were soon on our way to Naples.

A few nights afterwards there was a much more ^'iolent eruption ; such was the

force of the ejection, that to have approached within some hundred yards of where

we had stood a few days before, would have been attended with instant death.

Selecting a small recess at the edge of the platfonn, where the warm exhalations

protected him from the coldness of the night-air, and fi"om the broken fragments

which sometimes fell, even at this distance, the writer passed the night alone, in

silent admiration of a succession of illuminations, glorious beyond all description.

It is said that the ashes of Mount Vesuvius have been carried through the air to

a distance of thirty miles, and we can easily believe that with a favourable wind

they may be wafted still further. During our residence at Sorrento, pictures fresh

from the artist's hand were in a few minutes covered with ashes that entered through

the window, and often we could not enjoy the grateful shade of our balcony, but were

forced to retreat from the subtle invader.

TROITZKO-SEfiGIERSKY LAURIE.

(convent founded by ST. SERGE, NEAR MOSCOW.)

One of the numerous vast convents that distinguish the city of Moscow and its

environs. We reserve our description for a subsequent number, in which we shall

introduce our readers to that ancient and singular capital.
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DUTCH SKATERS,
" Wliere the Rhine,

Branch'd out in many a long canal, extends,

From every province swarming, void of care,

Bata^-ia rushes forth, and as they sweep,

On sounding skates, a thousand different ways,

In circling poise, swift as the winds, along.

The then gay land is madden'd all to joy."

It is not only infestire scenes, which Thomson so graphically describes, that the in-

habitants of the many-channeled Netherlands avail themselves of the ciystal surface;

for purposes of business the canals then serve as high-roads, and the inhabitants

sl^ate from village to village, and from town to town, with astonishing rapidity.

AMALFI.

The state of the Amalfi, in the times of its commercial greatness, rivalled the cele-

brated republics of Venice and Genoa. Her fleets were found in all seas ; the laws

of navigation, which she established for the direction of her bold mariners, were

adopted by the whole commercial world ; she possessed the original codex of the

Pandects of Justinian, supposed to have been ^\-ritten by the emperor himself: one

of her sons, Gioja, has long enjoyed the honour of being considered the inventor of

the compass, although recent investigations impugn his right to this discovery, and

lastly the Amalfitans established a hospital in Jerusalem, from which afterwards

proceeded the celebrated institution of the Knights of St. John of Jerusalem,

afterwards of Malta. How are the mighty fallen ! Some paper-mills, an iron-

foundr}-, and almost as many manufactories of maccaroni as there are houses, fonn

the chief support of the commerce of Amalfii.

But although human greatness is perishable, the beauties of nature still remain,

and draw together yearly, thousands of pilgrims, to do her homage. Amalfii is rich in

magnificent and picturesque scenery. Tlie view before the reader, is taken from the

convent above the town, and is one of the most interesting which this favoured spot

affords. The traveller shoidd not confine his attentions to the town, if such in its
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present decay it may be called, the environs, and the fatiguing but amply reward-

ing, pass over the mountiiins aboiiiid in extensive landscapes. Some of the caverns

deserve a visit, although they are of course far infi;rior to the famed Blue Grotto of

the Island of Capri.

PREACHING THE CRUSADES.

The two events that most excited the public enthusiasm of Europe, during the middle

ages, were doubtless the Crusades and the discoveiy ofAmerica ; and of these the former

were beyond comparison the most extraordinarj'. The genius of one man opened the

path to the New World, but the full influence of this splendid achievement has not even

yet developed itself The effect of the Crusades was universal arid instantaneous.

Pious piiests reproached a susceptible age with the indelible disgrace of leaving the

sepulchre of the holy foimder of their religion in the hands of Infidels, and the

people responded to their call. The first Crasade was essentially a popular move-

ment in different nations. Peter the Hennit preached to the people, and soon

numerous but ill-organized bands marched under his guidance, but with undue pre-

parations for the attainment of their sacred object. With some few obscure knights,

after crossing Germany and the Greek empire, their bones whitened the Holy

Land.

The great Crusades of the twelfth century were conducted on a grander and more

organized plan. The hierarch}- perceived the advantage to be drawn from a Holy

War, the enthusiasm of the people infected the higher classes ; all considerations of

fortune and of home were forgotten, and the gi-eat nobles eagerly followed the

banner of Godfrey of Boulogne. The sovereigns, and among them the lion-hearted

Richard of England, placed themselves at the head of the movement, with what

little success, and what profusion of blood and treasure, history has sadly recorded.

But time advances ; the manners, the habits, and the faith of nations change ; the

political developments of Europe had taken a new direction : in vain, at the end of

the tliirteenth century, the popes endeavoiu-ed to renew the heroic impulse; coimcils

were held in vain, and both sovereigns and people beheld with apparent iudifiisrence

the increase of Mussulman power. Partial expeditions indeed departed for the East,

but the living spirit that had animated the first Crusaders was nc more, and despond-

ing pontiffs sighed over the degeneracy of mankind.

The reaction of the Crusades upon Europe was immense. New lands and

2 I
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climates were explored, and the popular literature for many centuries bore endence

to the change which they had effected. Tales of wonder and enchantment, in which

the vegetable and animal world of the East figured in strange cortftision, showed the

deep hold which the events and reports of these extraordinary wars had taken on

the minds of all the nations of Europe.

GOOD ADVICE.
Ix wandering through the lofty mountains of the Tvrol, we have often been witness

to the simple pastoral scene, pictured in the plate before us ; and we hope that the

good coimsels of the father will produce a due effect.

TERRACINA.

It was about half-an-hour before sunset, that we arrived at Terracina, after crossing

tlie Pontine Marshes, from Velletri. Its beautifiil and picturesque scenery arrested

our attention ; the bay with the graceful curve so characteristic of the Mediter-

ranean, the mountain with its ruins, and the sohtary rock now glowing from the rays

of the parting luminary, the gradual approach to southern vegetation, the women in

picturesque costumes, toiling up the steep ascent to the town, and poising their

antique vases securely on their heads ; all this, seen under the mild and genial

influence of a cloudless sky, formed a scene that has afforded us many agreeable

recollections. We turned to look on the blue waters, and, as we listened to the

tale of olden time, how the Saracen had formerly landed here, the sun disappeared

:

we cast our eyes once more towards the mountain ; the rich glow was fading fast into

dtdl grey before the rapid twilight, and we wondered that it was the same view that

shortly before had called forth our admiration, so benign is the effect when viewed

through the medium of a cheering influence.

The inhabitants of Terracina have, from the time of Juvenal, enjoyed the unen-

nable reputation of being cruel robbers, and during our frugal repast (we were

travelling in company with Italians) many a storj- circulated that recalled Washing-

ton Irving's Tales of a Traveller. In the morning, as we started before daybreak,
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for we had to endure the dreaded custom-house of Foudi, * it was not wthout some

anxiety that we wound round the narrow road. We have, unfortunately for our

readers, no adventures to relate, and tndy such are more agreeable in the retrospect

than in the apprehension.

The iirst name of the city, founded by the ^'olscians, was Anxur, afterwards

called by the Greeks, Trachina, whence its modem name. After sustaining various

sieges, it fell into the power of the Romans ; but the extensive repairs of the harbour

by Antoninus Pius were insufficient to protect it from the drifting sand.

The ruins of the palace of Theodoric, which stand on the mountain, were most

probably erected on the remains of the Temple of Jupiter, and the Cathedral con-

tains some columns of the Temple of Apollo. The streets of the old town are steep

and narrow ; that part of it which is on the higli road was built by Pope Pius VI.,

the same who drained the Pontine Marshes.

ROUEN.
The city of Rouen, the ancient Rothomagus, is famous in history. Here King John

ofEngland, of luckless memoiy, took the life of Prince Arthur in 1203. It was taken

in the foUo^^•ing year by the King of France. In 1417, the victorious Henry V. of

England entered the city ; and it was the scene of that sad tragedy, the death of the

heroic Joan of Arc, who was burned in the market-place in the yeai- 1431. In 1449 it

reverted to France, under whose dominion it has smce remained. Among the eminent

men to whom it has given birth must be mentioned the great Corneille. Its popula-

tion probably exceeds one hundred thousand, of whom, according to official sources,

one half are engaged in the cotton manufacture, for which Rouen is deservedly

famous.

Like most French towns which can boast of any antiquity, the streets in the older

parts of the city are narrow and ill-built; the newer additions displaj- greater neatness

* On this occasion the writer passed tlirough Fondi, without any other inconvenience than the

delay, hut subsequently lie was not so fortunate. Intending to make a tour on foot through the

Ahruzzi, lie had forwarded his luggage from Rome to Naples : on arri\-ing at this latter city he found,

to his great vexation, that all his engravings and books in dialects, which had cost him many a weary

walk into odd nooks and corners, were seized. By the kindness ofa friend, tliey were restored to him.

The books were all Italian ; but the sages said that the dates and titles were probably spurious. So

much for Neapolitan customs: we fear there is no other way of inducing them to do their duties than

to bribe them.
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and even elegance. Of the many buildings that attract the attention of the traveller,

the first place is unquestionably due to the Cathedral, which must rank among the

finest edifices in Europe. It occupied more than two hundred years in its construc-

tion; its length is four hundred and thirty-fom: feet, the breadth one hundred and three

feet, and the height of the nave eighty-nine feet. Three portals distinguish the front,

which is highly ornamented ; the height of the tower and sp've is about fom- hundred

and sixty-five feet, the former is much older than the other parts of the building ; the

latter is a beautifid specimen of the architecture of the fifteenth century. The beU,

which was of immense weight, was melted down into cannon for the wars of the Revo-

lution. One hundred and thirty windows, many of them of painted glass, give light to

this vast edifice. The Cathedral contains the monument of Richard Coeur-de-Lion,

of England.

The view of Rouen, from the quay, particularly when the bridge interposes between

the spectator and the city, is magnificent. But from whatever point of \'iew the

coup d'oeil is considered, it is striking, both up and down the river : the tower of

Xotre Dame, the fine church of St. Oven, the remains of St. Maclou, the bridges,

and the busy hum of the industrious inhabitants, render this city one of the most

interesting on the other side of the channel.

THE TIGER-HUNT.

The tiger is perhaps of all quadrupeds the most destructive. 'U'hilst other animals

fear the approach of man, and the lion gives fairer warning, this terrible animal lies

in ambush the whole day, often in the neighbourhood of villages, and when he has

once tasted human blood, he appears to delight in choosing him for his victim. .\

mutual hatred seems to exist between the Hindoo and the tiger ; the former, usually

so gentle, is inflamed even to rage, when speaking of his insidious and blood-thirsty

foe ; and British sportsmen, to whom we are principally indebted for our knowledge

of the subject before us, have often expressed their astonishment at the rash bold-

ness with which tlie Hindoo, often but slightly armed, will perseveringly piursue

this most dangerous of all the greater felines. In the greater hunting-parties, such

as we now present to the reader, the force employed is truly astonishing. In a stati

of freedom the tiger and the elephant seem to respect each other ; but when a com-

bat takes place, the clei)hant is generally the victor, if he can pierce the tiger with

liis tusks, and hurl him in the air ; but if liis wary assailant can strike the ponderous
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elephant in the trunk he remains master of the field. Tiger-hunting is still a favourite

amusementwith eastern princes ; and the enteqjrising spirit ofthe British in India,ha8

induced them to adopt it, if with less pomp, probabh'with more success. The niun-

ber of clejihants employed by the former in these gi-cat Indian bait iies has sometimes

amounted to two hundred, and such is the exciting nature ofthe sport that no feeling

of the disproportionate force displayed to destroy a single animal seems to enter the

mind of the hunter. \VTion the tiger is discovered, the elephants are urged in fidl

pursuit ; these sagacious animals often force their way through a thick forest, over-

throwing trees, and forming their own road. The critical moment is now arrived,

the fimous animal is brought to bay or wounded ; it crushes and strikes its pow-

erfiil claws into the elephant, who, maddened with pain, often throws its riders on

the ground. Sometimes the elephant, excited by the chase, rushes in upon the

tiger, and falling on his knees, naUs him to the ground, hurUng the mahout beside

the object of his attack.

The general opinion has assigned the nobler qualities of courage and generosity

to the hou ; and the cowardice and cruelty of the tiger have often been made the

subject of reproach. Distinguished writers on Natural History have recently

endeavoured to rescue the latter firom the stigma thus cast upon him ; the difference

in their habits may, perhaps, be explained by their mode of life : the lion reigns

undisturbed as king of the desert ; the tiger dwells nearer the haunts of men, and

greater cunning and caution are requisite to ensure his safety.

THUN.

The lake of Thun is almost entirely situated in the Alps, only the lower end reaches

the high plain ; its length is about fourteen miles, the breadth between three and

four miles, its elevation one thousand seven hundred and fifty-six feet above the

sea, and the greatest depth at the Naze is seven hundred and twenty feet. At first

it extends firom east to south-west, aftemards in the direction of north-west; whence

it was formerly called Wendel See—Winding Lake. Its waters receive the Kander,

and the Aa'r ; the latter of svhich is nadgable at its exit fi-om the lake at the city

of Thmi. The shores of the lake are in many parts bound by steep rocks of the

chalk formation; whilst on the opposite side, the \-ineyards and soft ascents diver-

sify the scene. To the south, rise the lofty Alps of the Oberland, their summits

covered with peipetual snow.

The city of Thmi, the gate of the Bemcr Oberland, is situated on the river A'ar,

2 K
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about a mile after it leaves the lake : the river here forms an island on which the

Parish ofBeUitz is situated; to the east, on an elevation about fifty feet high, stands

the parish-church, (the tower of which is said to have been built by Rudolph, King

of New Burgtindy, 933,i and the old castle. This httle hill presents a dehghtful view.

To the east of the hill flowed formerly an arm of the Aa'r, which was filled up by a

shp of the Gnisis Moimtain, (three thousand one hundred feet high,) and the Lavine

Gate still records the catastrophe. The town is narrow, and winds along the river,

over the two arms of which are four wooden bridges. The number of inhabitants is

about five thousand. On market-days it presents an animated appearance, as it is

the chief market of the Oberland, Simmendale, and Frutigen.

ALEXANDEE VON HUMBOLDT.

Amoxg the majny illustrious men that have successfiilly investigated the laws of nature,

and devoted their lives with untiring perseverence to the advancement of science,

there is none more highly distinguished than the eminent philosopher and traveller

whose portrait we here present to our readers. From early youth, to an age beyond

that allotted to the generality of mankind, he has not once lost sight of his great

object ; steadily advancing from knowledge to knowlege, and bringing to bear on

all subjects, the vast stores of his singularly acute and highly cultivated intellect

;

sparing neither time nor fortune in the prosecution of his views, and affording by his

own unremitting exertions and generous encouragement of others, a noble example

which will doubtless, to the latest limes, ensure grateful and honotnrable mention in

the annals of science.

Friedrich Heinrich Alexander Baron von Humboldt, was bom in 1760, at Berlin.

He studied at Gottingen and Frankfort-on-the-Oder, visited the Commercial

Academy of Buesch at Hamburg, and began his litenuy and scientific career by his

" Observations on the Basalts at the Rhine," published at Brunswick in 1793. On

his return from his travels to the Rhine, Holland, and England, he continued his

studies at the celebrated ^lining Academy of Freiberg, in Saxony, and in 1793,

pubhshed his Specimen of the Subterranean Flora of Freiberg, in which city his

wit and humour, goodness of heart, and generous disposition, added to his varied

knowledge and interesting conversation, acquired the love and esteem of all. In

1 79-2 he was appointed Upper Mining Master, at Baircuth, founded the Mining
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School at Steben, and published his valuable Essays on Galvanism. In 1795 he

resigned his situation, in order to follow out the grand plan of travelling, and of

exploring the tropical countries of South America, which he conceived, and

executed to an extent, extraordinarj- in the case of a private individual, and per-

haps unrivalled even by any uational expeditiou. This great undertaking would be

sufl5cient to confer immortality, even in our present age of rapid locomotion ; and it

is hardly necessary to remind the reader, that the difficulties of travelling at the end

of the last century, cast a still brighter glow on the bold and generous enthusiasm

which led Alexander von Humboldt into regions, till then never explored by a

European. After having obtained, in 1779, the permission of the Spanish govern-

ment to visit the Spanish colonies ; he, with his friend Bonpland, entered on the

famous travels, the classical description of which, in his splendid \oliunes, will pro-

babh- for a long time remain the only source from which we derive our knowledge

ofmany of the most interesting parts of that vast continent.

Our limits wiU only allow us to hint at a few of the results, but even these, imper-

fect as they are, wUl enable oiu- readers to form some idea of Humboldt's energy

and mental activity. He ascended the Peak of Teneriffe, to form an analysis of the

atmospheric air, and to investigate the geological peculiarities of the basalts and

porphyry slates of Africa. In 1799, and 1800, landing at Cumana, the travellers

visited the coast of Paria, the Missions of the Indians ; New Andalusia, New Bar-

celona, Venezuela, and Spanish Guiana ; estabhshing the longitude of Cumana,

Caracas, &c., by obser\-iug Jupiter's satelUtes. They enjoyed the luxury of the

tropical vegetation at the gi-eat lake of Valencia, and from Portocabello, they pene-

trated from the coasts to the equator, and explored the wide plains of Calabozo,

Apura, &c., where the thermometer in the shade stood at 10G°— 116°. At San

Fernando of Apui'a, they began a difficult voyage of five hundred leagues in

canoes, making maps of the countiy as they went. They went down the river

Apm-a, which falls into the Oronoco, and then re-ascended it to the mouth of the Rio

Guaviare, passing the celebrated waterfalls of Atures and Maipure, where the

caverns of Atamipo contain the mummies of a nation destroyed by the war of the

Caribs and Maravites. From the mouth of the Guaviaie, they ascended the rivers

Atahapo, Tuamini, and Temi, and penetrated by land to the sources of the Guginia,

(Rio Negro.) The Guaicas Indians, a white, dwarfish, but warlike tribe, and the

copper-coloured Guayaribs, hindered them from penetrating to the sources of the

Oronoco, and in their passage do^^•n this river to its mouth ^^three hundred and forty-

five leagues) they passed a second time the waterfalls, to the south side of which

neither Peter Gumilla, nor Caulin had penetrated. With gieat difficulty they

returned up the Oronoco, to Barcelona and Cimiana. After visiting St. Domingo,

Jamaica, and Cuba, the travellers were about to set off for Vera Cruz, in order to
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reach the Philippine Islands by way of Mexico aiid Acapiilco, and thence, if pos-

sible, to visit Bombay, Aleppo, and Constantinople. But as American papers

announced that Captain Baudin would sail from France to Buenos Ayres; and

thence, after doubluig Cape Horn, to the coasts of ChiU and Peru, Humboldt, who

had promised to join him, now changed his plans, and sent his manuscripts and

collections of 1799 and 1800, to Europe, where they anived safely, with the excep-

tion of a thud of the collections, which was lost by shipwreck. He hired a vessel

in the harbour of Betabams to sail to Carthagena, and then crossing the Straits of

Panama, to reach the South Sea.

We must now leave our travellers until September 1801, when they began their labo-

rious journey to the South, and after four months, during which they underwent great

diificulties, they reached the interesting city of Quito, the emirons of which, occu-

pied them for eight or nine months. They twice ascended the crater of Picliincha,

studied the geology and geognosy of the Andes, and visited the snow-mountains of

Antisana, Cotopaxi, Tumguiagua, and Chimborazo. Favourable chcumstances

enabled them to ascend this last mountain mass to a greater height than any pre-

ceding traveller. On the 23rd of June, Humboldt and his companions stood on

Cimborazo, at an elevation of eighteen thousand five hundred and seventy-six feet

above the sea, three thousand four hundred and eighty-five feet higher than Condamine

attained in 1745. Tlie effectsof the rarefaction of tlie air were painfiilinthe extreme;

blood started from the eyes, Ups, and gums, and the cold was intense. From Quito,

Humboldt proceeded to theAmazon River and to Tiina, in the hope of observing there

the transit of Mercury ; ^-isited the ruins of Lactacunga, Hambato, and Riobamba,

that had been desolated in the terrible earthquake of February 7, 1 797 ; and in

Loxa, and the forests of Gonzanama and Malacatos, made important experiments in

bark. He now crossed the lofty Andes, on his way to the Amazon River ; saw the

remains of the famous road of Yega, which was carried over the porphyry ridge

of the Andes, at a height of 12—1800 fathoms, from Cusco to Assonay, and

provided with fountiiins and places of refuge. They sailed down the river

Chamaya into the Amazon, and fixed the astronomical position of the conflu-

ence. As Condamine had only explored the Amazon below Quebrada de Chu-

chunga, and had only determined the longitude at the mouth of the Rio Napo,

Humboldt endeavoured to supply this deficiency, by exploring the Amazon as far

as the waterfalls of Rentewa, and at Toniependa, he took an exact plan of this

unknown part of the Maranon. For the fifth time he crossed the Andes, to retirni

through Montan and Peru, and fixed the point where the needle exhibited the

centre of variation. On descending the Andes, our travellers enjoyed the first view

of the Pacific Ocean, and of that long and narrow valley, where rain and thunder

are unknovvni. In the harbour of Callao thev observed the tcnnination of the transit
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of Mercury, and in thirty days reached Acapulco, and in April 1803 arrived at

Mexico. In this celebrated city they passed some months in arranging their col-

lections making scientific observations, and trips in the environs. They descended

the coasts of the Pacific into the plains of Yoriillo, where, in 1759, during one of

the greatest convulsions oiu- earth has ever experienced, in a single niglit a volcano,

one thousand four hundred and ninety-four feet in height arose, surrounded with

two thousand small apertures, still smoking. They left Mexico in January- 1804, to

examine the eastern declivities of the Cordilleras, and measured geometrically the

two volcanoes of Puebla Popocatepec, and Itzaccihuatl. Notwithstanding the

depth of the snow, Humboldt reached the summit of the Cofre, one hundred and

sixty-two fathoms higher than the Peak of Teneriffe, and measured trigonometri-

callv the Peak of Orizana. He then descended to Vera Cruz, and returned over

Havanah, and the United States to Europe in the month of August 1804. The
collections which Humboldt and his finend Bonjiland brought with them are in-

valuable ; they contained, among other rarities, six thousand three hundred species

of plants.

In connexion with Gay-Lussac, he corrected the position of the magnetic equator,

and in 1817 laid before the Academy of Sciences his map of the singular course of

the Oronoko. In 1818 he was in London, to give information, as was supposed, on

the political relations of the South American Republics. He remained cliiefl}- in

Paris until 1826, occupied with the scientific arrangement of the results of his travels.

He has since then published several valuable works in various departments of

science, all of which are worthy of his great name. In 1829 he began his well-

known journey into the interior of Russia, accompanied by Ehrenberg and Rose.

During the latter years of his life, he has been principally in attendance upon

the persons of the late King of Prussia and of the reigning monarch, whom he

accompanied on his recent visit to Queen Victoria, on which occasion he was

received with that distinction which he so justly merits. In private life, this

illustrious man occupies a position worthy of his scientific fame, being looked up to

by the learned of all countries with respect and affection. He is ever ready to

encourage the yoimg and deserving, and has frequently encroached on liis own

private fortune, considerably diminished by liis munificent love of science, to pro-

mote their views. Thus universally honoured, he rejoices in the rapid increase

of knowledge in his favourite studies, which include so vast a portion of the world;

and long may he be spared to witness new discoveries, so many of which are owing

to the impulse given by himself in his honourable career.
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FAMILY SCENE IN THE TYROL.

We fear that the scene now presented to the reader, of the Matron reading the

Bible, is no longer realized in the mountain-land of the Tyrol. In the Zillerthal, a

small number of Protestants had persevered in the exercise of their religion. Ther

were in possession of a few Bibles and other rehgious books, and had probably

remained in the land when the Archbishop Firmian, of Salzburg, had forced three

hundred thousand Protestants to leave the place of their birth. In 1826, after they

had previously abandoned confession, purgatory, and other doctrines of the Roman

church, they at last informed the parish-priest of their wish to partake of the six

weeks' instruction, which by law must precede the conversion to another faith. After

enduring many hardships, (they were forced to accept Catholic godfathers, who

were pledged to have the child educated in the Roman Cathohc rehgion,) they

availed themselves of a ^nsit of the Emperor Francis, at Innsbruck, in 1832, to make

known to him their distressed situation. The monarch received them graciously,

and promised them equal enjoyment of the rights secured by the imperial laws. (The

Edict of Toleration.) Notwithstanding the kind interference of some tolerant

Cathohcs, the personal promise of the emperor was not fulfilled, and on the 2nd of

April 1834, the Zillenhalers received from Vienna the alternative, to adopt the

Roman Catholic faith, or to emigrate. In this dUemma they applied to the late

King of Prussia, who allotted to them a part of the domain in the Giant ^Mountains,

near Scmiedeberg, where they arrived in the autumn of 1837, three hundred and

ninety-nine in number. On their pas.'^age to their new abode, thev were ever\--

where kindly received by the Cathohcs, excepting in Moravia ; and the considerate

manner in which the Austrian government promoted the views of the emigrants,

forms at least a striking contrast to the severity and cruelty displayed to the Pro-

testant exiles in the preceding century.

.\nother subject of kindred interest, but which seems little, if at all known in

England, may iorm an appropriate appendix to this short sketch, ^^^lilst in the

English church, a party seems inclined to approximate to the Romish hierarchy; in

the Cathohc church on the Continent, or perhaps we should say in Genuany, a

schism has broken out, likely to be attended with important consequences. Already,

in several cities, some thousand Cathohcs have protested against the supremacy of

the court of Rome, and rejecting the cchbacy of the clergj-, auriciUar confession,

purgatorj-, the adoration of die saints, have already seceded, and adopted the title

of EvangeUcal Cathohc Christians. This movement is probably destined, at no very

remote period, to produce great changes in the relations of the German Catholics

to the Papal See.
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CATHERINE.

In pensive solitude she there recUn'cI,

Lost to the present ; but with the past her mind

Was in full revelry. Visions of the happy hours

Floated around, like the odours of those sweet flow'rs.

And now and then the futiu-e flitted by,

Pursued by hope ; but the brightness of its hues

Were gone, like that of yonder rose.

—

Unconsciously she heaved a deep, deep sigh.

BADEN- BADEN.

Baden, generally called Baden-Baden, to distinguish it from other towns of the same

name in Austria and Switzerland, is situated on the Os, in a beautiful and romantic

valley, at the foot of the Black Forest, two leagues from the Eliine, and at an equal

distance from Rastadt. Its name, corresponding to that of Bath in England,

indicates the source to which it is indebted for its prosperity. Its mineral waters

were known to the Romans, and were named by them Aurelia Arjiieiisis, in honour

of the emperor Aurelius Alexander Severus. The city was for a period ol' six

hundred years the capital of the Margraves of Baden. The number of inhabitants

is four thousand six hundred; but dming the summer season, from the influx of

visitors, it amounts to nearly twenty thousand. The castle contains several subter-

ranean vaults, which, according to tradition, were used by the secret tribunals of the

middle ages, (the Fehm,) and were most probably originally constructed by the

Romans. The Museum contains remains of Roman antiquities, that have been

found here. In the collegiate or parish-church arc the tombs of the Margraves of

Baden, since the year 1431. The House of Conversation for the guests was origi-

nally a Jesuit cloister. Baden contains twenty-six mineral springs, of which the

principal called Urspriiiii/, or origin, has a temperatiu-e of from 9()° to 121° Fahren-

heit, and in twenty-four hours emits 7,345,410 cubic inches of water. The rock

from which it issues is still paitly faced with CaiTara marble of the time of the

Romans. The environs present an extraordinary variety of manifold luid picturesque

views.
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JACOB'S DEEAM.

" And Jacob dreamed, aud, behold, a ladder set up on the earth, and the

top of it reached to heaven : and, behold, the angels of God ascending and

descending on it. And, behold, the Lord stood above it, and said, I am the Lord

God of Abraham thy father, and the God of Isaac : the land whereon thou liest, to

thee will I give it, and to thy seed : and thy seed shall be as the dust of the earth
;

and thou shalt spread abroad to the west, and to the east, and to the north and to

the south : and in thee and in thy seed shall all the families of the earth be blessed.

And, behold, I am with thee, and wiU keep thee in all places whither thou goest,

and wUl bring thee again into this land : for I will not leave thee, until I have done

that which I have spoken to thee of And Jacob awaked out of his sleep, and he

said. Surely the Lord is in this place, and I knew it not."

MOUNT ST. BERNHARD.

Bernhard's Mountain, commonly called the Great St. Bemhai'd, is situated in the

Swiss canton of Under Walhs, (Lower Valais,) at the hmits of the Piedmontese

Vale of Aosta. It belongs to the Pennine Alps, and its highest point, the Velan, is

ten thousand three hundred and ninety feet above the level of the sea. At the

summit of the pass, it is said, was a temple of Jupiter, from which the mountain

was called Mons Jovis. The estabhshment of a cloister in its stead is ascribed to

Bemhard of Menthon, canon of Aosta, who died in 1008, abbot of the new monas-

ter}-. It soon became possessed of considerable landed property, until, in 1587,

Charles Emanuel the Third, King of Sardinia, conliscated all estates belonging to it

in his dominions, so that it is now only possessed of those in the cantons of Wallis

and Bern. The convent is seven thousand five bundled and seventy-six feet above

the sea; the temperature in winter is generally from 4-3° to 50° below the freezing-

point, and even in the summer months it freezes in the morning. Winter lasts

eight or nine months, and there are very few clear days. There aie about twenty or

thirty monks of the regulated order of Augustine, of whom, however, only ten or

twelve live in the convent. They are bound to receive and nouiish all travellers,

without respect to rank or religion, and in dangerous seasons, citlier in person or by

means of the senants of the convent, called Marroniers, to ^nsit the paths, and

to assist such travellers as are in danger. In this last work of charity they are
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accompanied by their fa^nous dogs, caUed xnaxons. The travellers -e supported n

th Tonvent, until their recover^-, without any remuneration exc.pt from the free

^1 of the i;tients. Although this pass is not now crossed so frequently as fo-

^erlv, the convent is annually visited by eight or nine thousand persons, and some-

time^ there are more than one hundred guests there at a tune.

b" means of a general collection throughout Europe, the convent has been

enuJgeTandimpro'd; U is now heated by p.pes. In 1839 the Sw.s^Assoe..o

of Natural Philosophers .Naturforscher) held then: meeUng here. The pass has

In crossed several times by the Romans since the time of Aj-s, and ai^n

thP middle a.'es- but the most remarkable passage was that of the French army

;^\:tlrd' strong) under Buonaparte, 15-21 May, 1800, during wh.h the

troops had to contend with incredible difficulties.

OTTO, KIKG OF GREECE.

*;>, <W, t of these exertions and sacrifices seemed likely to be lost, for the dis-

acteo coujouiii>,a
•!„„» TVip latter was, however, ac-

Morea and Capodistrias ^^;^^-^:^/:^:^Znn Greece into an

cused of bemg an agent of Eussia, and of wislnn„ to t

anoeared

hereditary monarchy for his own family. About th,s tm.e, February 3, 1830, appeared

th t SoTof the'three Powers, declaring Greece an independent state, and fixmg

U tSt 7. l-he crown was offerd to Prince Leopold of Saxe Coburg, now Kmg ol

theB^^L,whoat first accepted, but afterwards, May -21, resigned, not bemg

satisfied with the boundaries assigned to the new kingdom.

?he French Revolution of July gave the great powers occupation nearer h me,

anr;' Situation of Capodistrias became more critical. Civil war broke out by
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sea and land; the Admiral destroyed the ships, rather than give them up to

Russia, as the Russian commander insisted; even the murder of Capodistrias

produced but a momentary lull in the universal excitement. In this state of

affairs the publication of the Protocol of March 7th, 1832, declaring Prince Otto

of Bavaria, King of Greece, diffused universal joy throughout the nation. By the

treaty ofMay 7th, it was decreed that during the minority of the prince a regency

should be established ; the three powers guaranteed a loan of sixty million francs,

and Bavaria promised to send a corps of four thousand men. On the 8th of

August, the recently opened Assembly in Nauplia unanimously accepted Otto as

King, of Greece. The disorders, however, were renewed, but it would be foreign to

our ptupose to do more than allude to them, or to the difficulties of the successive

chiefs of the regency.

On the -SOth of January, 1833, the young King arrived at Xaupha, but did not

land until the 6th of the next month ; and on the 1st of June of the same year, the

King, whose minority had now expired, assumed the reins of government.

On the l-5tli of September, 1S43, a revolution broke out, in which the mihtary

imder command of Kalergis and Makryannis took the lead. The King, isolated and

closely guarded, gave his consent to the measures required. The political changes

anticipated by the secret instigators of this revolution disappointed their authors,

who had hoped that it would end in the abdication of the King, certainly not in the

estabUshment of the constitution. Thus the fruits of these machinations were lost

for Russia, whose ambassador, recalled but not disavowed, had uselessly compro-

mised his government. France and England, to whom Greece is indebted for the

constitutional and moderate turn of events, acknowledged the new order of things in

October, 1843, Russia in Jime, 1844, and Austria and Bavaria were at last induced

to follow their example. With these few hints we close for the present, as we shall

in ftitiue have frequent opportunities to return to this classic land.

KXD OF VOL. I.

J. Rlckcrb;. PhntcT,'>bnUMtni Laiic, I^ondoo,
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